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Basic Values ofIsrael Defense Force (lDF): 
Difense ofthe State, its Citizens and its Residents - The IDF's goal is to defend the existence of 
the State ofIsrael, its independence and the security ofthe citizens and residents ofthe state. 
Love ofthe Homeland and Loyally to the Country - At the core ofservice in the IDF stand the 
love ofthe homeland and the commitment and devotion to the State ofIsrael-a democratic state 
that serves as a national home for the Jewish People-its citizens and residents. 
Human Dignity - The IDF and its soldiers are obligated to protect human dignity. Every human 
being is ofvalue regardless ofhis or her origin, religion, nationality, gender, status or position. 
- IDFCodeofEthicr­
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I IntroductionI 
1 "Stop! Stop and identify yourselfl » This is the first step that is required from every ~ 
1 j 
Israeli soldier when he or she encounters a suspicious person approaching. Following written J 
instructions, as well as verbal ones, each soldier must adhere to procedures that facilitate care for 
human life and dictate careful steps ofconduct with potential killers. This is called: "Conduct of 
Suspicious Arrest". I 
In February 2011, I visited Israel where I conducted three interviews with three military 
officials of Israel Defense Force (lDF). My first interview was with a young commander, 
Neryah., who also serves as an instructor ofa unit ofsoldiers. This person is fulfilling part ofhis 
three years mandatory service to the Israeli army. 
My second interview was with a lieutenant, Hanan, who served in the IDF for over 
twenty years. His position allowed him to oversee all soldiers' logistics, beginning with basic 
needs and finishing with supply ofweapons, behavior during service and conduct at war. He has 
served all over Israel, moving around from the north to the south as needed. He participated in a 
number ofmajor wars. 
The third person I interviewed was an officer in the Israeli army: my brother, Y oram. He 
served for over ten years and was in a position of giving directions and commands especially 
during military actions and dangerous encounters with the enemy. I spent a few.hours with each 
I Material shared by the military officials during an interview in Israel, February 20 II. These are the ipstructions 
Commander Neryah gives his soldiers during a course titled: Conduct duripg Ground Force via Tanks. His unit is: 
Merkava, Mark # 4. The next paragraph gives more information about thcFmterview. 
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one of them separately. They were all willing to answer my questions and they all shared their 
views honestly and knowledgably, referring at times to written material that they brought with 
them to the interview. 2 
The information that I am sharing below, as well as throughout the thesis comes from 
these three military officials, as well as other documented and researched material. I will 
indicate my source for references throughout this investigation. All three were in concert as far 
as the response of a soldier to a potential threat during a military encounter, for example, during 
war or an attack. They all gave or had received the same instructions and they all seemed to 
know very well what must be done during the discussed threat 
Three different people, at three different interview settings, offered me similar answers 
about behavior during a potential threat. Their answers showed me that human life is placed at 
high priority. According to them, there is a careful and calculated handling ofa potential threat 
so neither the life of the soldier nor the life of the enemy is in danger. Let us see the next steps of 
the discussed "suspicious behavior": If the suspect does not stop, the soldier must move to step 
number two: Cock the gun without using the magazine (ofbullets). This step is meant to serve 
as a deterrent to the suspect and make him (or her) stop moving towards the soldier. 
If the suspect is still defiant, there is step three: Load the gun, shoot two bullets in the air, 
"sixty degrees above the target.") The logic behind this step of two shots (as opposed to one 
2 Commander and instructor: Neryah. Lieutenant: Hanan. Officer: Yoram. For more information about 
these people, please refer to ~ibliography. 
3 Sixty degrees distance is the calculated measurement that would yield the smaLLest chance ofactually 
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shot) is to assure that the suspect is not deaf or for some other reason unable to comprehend the 
first request to stop. In addition, the two shots, one after the other, show intent ofshooting. A 
bullet does not escape by chance but rather, a secondone is shot to make a point of the intent of 
the soldier to shoot. At this point a suSpect, should stop approaching the soldier. 
Ifthe suspect does not stop after all these steps, only then the soldier is required to 
proceed with step number four and shoot towards the suspect, aiming at the bottom ofhis body 
towards the ground. Again, this is meant to stop the suspect from approaching the soldier and 
not to kill him. Step number five is to shoot at the suspect in order to stop his defiant behavior 
and "neutralize" him. The shooting should hit the lower part ofthe body, causing a wound only_ 
This step is called: "Conduct ofOpening Fire". 
At what point should a solider use force in order to stop a suspect from approaching him 
with possible intent to hann him? What other way does a soldier have to stop a potential killer? 
Where is the fine line between giving the benefit of the doubt to a suspect and risking one's life? 
According to the IDF, Israel's Defense Force, Israeli soldiers must do all they can to 
avoid harming others (even a potential enemy) short ofallowing the other person to kill them. 
"Conduct ofOpening Fire" is advised once the Israeli soldier realizes a concrete danger that is 
expressed through the following three conditions: The suspect is approaching them with an 
hi.tti.nglhurting a person or an object, acconiing to instructions, (IDF instructions as per Commander 
Neryah). . 
3 
object ("cold" or "warm" weapon: knife, gun...). The suspect shows intent ofharm and 
. demonstrates ability (he walks or runs towards the soldier not stopping at requests to stop). 4 
n 
I 
I Clearly, the above demonstrates an exhausting procedure that is required from an Israeli 
I 
soldier toavoid harming others. I intentionally chose to specify those steps so the reader mayI 
learn ofthe care that is taken by the IDF to avoid harm. The IDF requires from its every soldier 
to adhere to a behavior code that places life ofself and others at high priority. These Codes of 
I Ethics are delineated more thoroughly through the principles ofPurity ofArms that are at the 
i 
I heart ofexpected conduct of the Israeli army. These ethical and moral considerations are an integral part of Israel's army not onI y now but also in the far past, going back to the biblical era. 5 
I 
I Ofcourse there are complications, at times, and things may not always run smoothly. For 
example, what ifa soldier or a commander does not follow a certain code ofbehavior? These 
I people will have to deal with consequences. There are clear and written laws as to handling 
I 
delinquents in the IDF. These people will have to explain themselves in a military court. ForI,
, 
example: a commander is not allowed to abuse his or her position and take the law into his or her 
own hands. The officer is not exempt and also must adhere to rules. Or another example: a 
soldier may refuse a commander if he feels morally conflicted over a command. This is called: 
4 Ibid-Interview with military officials ofthe IDF- Israel Feb. 2011 
S During biblical times, soldierS may not have bad written and documented i.nstructions ofbehavior such 
as the IDF provides via their principles of Tohar Haneshek and other documents nQ.wadays. 
Nevertheless, as we willieam throughout this thesis, especially in Chapter I, discussing Biblical and 
Talmudic investigation on War, fighters ofthe past were versed with moral conduct during war, and also 
had to follow rules. . 
4 
"Obvious Refusal of a Command". His choice suggests that he had done so knowingly and 
willingly and he is prepared to report to a military court and deal with the consequences. 6 
And how does the military handle the "Rambos" and the "angry" ones who take the law 
into their own hands and do not follow the behavior code? These people are placed on trial and 
are dealt with accordingly, including the possibility of serving prison time. 7 
Having shared the above, I would add that there is a very small percentage of 
delinquency in the IDF. The Israeli army is not considered one of the best in the world because it 
is filled with delinquents who do not follow rules. It is considered one of the greatest armies 
because it has soldiers who follow rules, indeed. 
The world, nevertheless, depicts Israel as aggressive, non-ethical and even accuses 
Israel of war crimes ignoring clear evidence to the contrary. 8 Many times the world chooses to 
turn a blind eye to many ills all over the world. Many of them are very obvious unacceptable 
behaviors, and are clearly wrong, causing abuse to humanity. Yet the world is quick to criticize 
and condemn Israel at the slightest opportunity of projecting her as evil, without shying away, at 
times, from lies to support their accusations. 
6 Interview-February 2011-Commander Neryah, with reference to Pinkas Kis L'chayal: "Soldier's 
Pocket Reference Book" - This booklet is given to every soldier at the start of their service. See also 
Chapter 5 discussing Purity of Arms. 
7 Interview-February 2011- Commander Neryah. 
B The Goldstone Report is one example. A thorough discussion on this report can be found in 
Chapter 5 section D: "Universal moral values based on the value and dignity of human life." 
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i In the past, when Israel had to engage in war in order to defend herselfand her people,! 
conditions were more defined. The ·fights were usually army against army, soldiers against 
I soldiers, CO\IDtry against CO\IDtry. Nowadays, Israel is facing a different beast: the enemy is not 
I 
I 
I always clearly defined. In addition to defending herself against other armies, Israel needs to 
defend herself against terrorists, who are sometimes attack as a group and sometimes attack as 
I individuals, depending on their choice at the time. 9 
I 
I 
I 
Additionally, Israel needs to defend herselfagainst suicide bombers who are civilians.I 
I 	 Israel also must be on alert against a potential atomic attack or use ofother weapons ofmass 
! 
I 
destruction against her. And ultimately, Israel needs to defend herself against killing the "idea 
(the existence) of Israel", as Daniel Gordis suggested in his book: "Saving Israel, How the 
I 	 Jewish People Can Win a War that May Never End". 10 Israel seems to fight forever to achieve 
peace ofexistence. 
Albert Einstein defined peace this way: "Peace is not merely the absence ofwar but the 
presence ofjustice, of law, oforder-in short, of government." 11 Is this the Jewish view ofpeace 
as well? And in order to obtain this kind ofpeace, how far can a country go? Can a country 
choose to go into a war in order ultimately to achieve peace? Ifone's life is threatened on a 
regular basis, and life's reality is that the person may be murdered at any given moment by 
fanatics, is it permitted then to go into war? What is one's recourse? What is the country's 
recourse? What is the country's obligation? Where is the fine 1.iD.e between attempting to reason 
9 Hazul H-Lieutenant ofIDF-Interview-February 2011 

10 Gordis. SaviI).g Israel See Bibliography. 

11 Einstein on peace. p. 371 (See bibliography), 
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with potential threat and declaring war on that entity? Who makes the decisions and what are 
they based on? 
We all seek peace. Peace is the epitome of safety. As Abraham Maslow suggests in his 
theory of Hierarchy ofNeeds: a person cannot go to the next level of functioning in life if his 
basic needs are not fIrst met: food, shelter and safety. 12 Safety needs are the most basic human 
needs, allowing a person to move on and to function nonnally. We need to have peace in order to 
feel safe. Peace, however, does not happen automatically, especially not to Israel. Sometimes we 
need to bring it about. Sometimes we need to demand it. And sometimes, ironically, we need to 
'fIght' for peace. 
Under what circumstances is it permitted to go into war? Jewish law is quite clear when it 
comes to matters of life and death. "u~m =W:1 ,"~m K::1" "If one arises to kill you, kill him 
first,,13 The Talmud says the following about this verse: 
12 Rosenhan and Seligman. Abnormal Psychology, p. 119. 
13 The saying, 1l,:t? tDlZ7:t 1l,m iC.', -If one arises to kill you, kill him first" is rabbinic. It occurs in several contexts. One 
of the primary contexts is in Midrash Rabbah and Midrash Tanchuma on Numbers 31: I: the Midianites were a 
threat to the lsraelites, and a war is commanded to take pre-emptive action against them. 
Also in Masekhet Berakhot 58a and 62b, there are two occurrences of this phrase. Each of these involves a 
fanciful story in which someone invoked the argument of self-defense to apply to their own case, and they quote: 
"The Torah says, 1l,m tDlZ7:lll,m iC.,. but they don't say where the Torah says this. The manner in which they 
quote it implies that it is well-known and well-established. 
In b. Yoma 85b the phrase is used in connection "With the law of Exodus 22: I, about the thief breaking into your 
house, which is used as a support for the principle Oflz7~l n1P'~ (saving a life) on Shabbat ifyou are permitted to . 
.- kill the thief to save your life, you are certainly permitted to perform work on Shabbat to save your life! The phrase 
1l,m tDtzr.l ll,m iC., is used in Y oma 85b but not in Mekhilta on Exodus 22: I (though the same deduction from the 
thief from Shabbat is found in Mekh,ilta). The phrase is, however, found in Rashi in Exodus 22: I. 
Given these pieces ofevidence, I would venture to guess that the principle originated in the midrash on Exodus 
22: I and Numbers 31: I-it is hard to say which of these came first but they may have arisen at about the same time. 
It is my guess that it came first on Exodus 22: I since that is a primary legal text whereas Numbers 31: I is historical. 
From there, it was quoted derivatively in the Gemara of Yoma and Berakhot. (This reference is used again in this 
thesis). 
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n,nn"'!l aN C» m",v) :'",N1 ~)t",v, '!l' 1'1))t) !n!lV1'1 nN 1'1n,.,v V£)) n1p£)~ 1")"'" 
,<'N1'1 tIN N",O", a'",., m,'£)v, IN!l n,v£)) ~)t 1'£)tJ N!I "",,,, ~)t l'£)tJv l1'1t 1'1"" .!lll1'1 N~"" 
tIN 1'1n,., V£)) n1p£)~ ,,,,,n, ~ I 'V£))!l ,~,r,,~ 1n') .. ~'V'''' ~nv 1'1)"V~ a,u, 
" .n!lV1'1 
"How do we know that when life is in danger Sabbath may be violated? Rabbi Ishmael 
. answered: It is written [Exodus 22:2J: Ulf a thief is found while breaking in and is hurt so that he 
dies, there shall be no bloodshed for bim. 1t We can deduce, a fortiori, from this: If in this case, 
when it is doubtful whether he had come to steal only or to murder that taking his life is 
permitted even though bloodshed defiles the land and causes God's presence to distance from 
Israel, how much more is violation of the Sabbath (less important than bloodshed) permitted to 
save a human life.,,14 
Ifa person faces a deadly threat from someone, and he is in a position of being chased 
,.,,), then, the pursuer, ''''', must be stopped. In order to save one's life, the person may go to 
the extreme ofkilling ifhe has to. This is considered selfdefense. Ifa country faces a deadly 
threat, going into war may be selfdefense, as well. In Judaism, that is called Mandatory War or 
Just War, 1'11¥t;1 n~"?t;1. National self-defense is as much a moral right as is personal self-· 
preservation. 
Why is Israel always placed on the defensive, not only from the obvious enemies but 
also, many times, from her so called "friends?" Why is the world so harsh with Israel while it is 
so accepting ofothers who clearly demonstrate evil intentions and catastrophic plans towards 
14 b. Yoma 85b 
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others? Should Israel change its tactic of defense, whether it is militarily, diplomatically, 
politically, socially and psychologically so it can continue to exist? What does Israel need to do 
in order to allow her citizens to live in peace and fulfill the basic right for freedom and safety? 
Why do others place Israel in situations that depict her as the "bad one?"? Where were the Jews 
in general and Israel in particular in the past and where are they now as far as their right to exist? 
Did anything change? 
Threats towards Israel are ample. Take for example Iran. In this era of nuclear threat 
and intimidation, rules change. Countries use nuclear threat with great deviation from decency. 
Some countries have nuclear weapons in order to defend themselves from complete annihilation. 
Other countries use the threat of their nuclear weapons to intimidate and bully and threaten to 
attack for the purpose of destruction. 
The focus of this paper is to investigate and understand the origins of Israel's ethics and 
behaviors during war. Israel follows a code of ethics that dictate their behaviors at challenging 
times, namely during attack. In order for us to fully understand the origins, we will have to look 
at present behaviors and present encounters with enemy, as well as learn how Israel plans to 
handle threats in the future. For example, we know that Israel does not threaten to use its nuclear 
power unless it has to defend its people. Others, namely Iran, would gladly activate its nuclear 
power in order to erase Israel from the map. Historically, going back to Biblical time, we will 
learn that threats take different forms and that realities change, hence, they dictate changes in 
tactics of war. 
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The use ofnuclear weapons is fundamentally in order to advance one's political gain. 
Historically, armies used two basic tactics in war: attack and defense. The presence ofnuclear 
weapons introduced the element ofintimidation and deterrence. Nuclear use has the capacity of 
global destruction and eradicating whole peoples. Are we really aware of the massive 
consequence ofan attack with such a power? It is very scary indeed to live in a world that offers 
this prospect. 
An important text is read from the Passover Haggadah by every Jew, year after year for 
hundreds ofyears: "In every genemtion they stand over us to emdieate us, but the Holy One, 
may His name be blessed, is saving us from them." Is this still relevant today? Why is it still 
relevant today? When will Israel and her people attain their ultimate dream: Peace? When will 
Israel have the external peace that will allow her people the inner peace that is always sought? 
Is Ismel's approach to threat wise? Should the world take notice and analyze, in a non­
biased manner, why Israel is involved in so many wars throughout history? How do we 
accomplish that awareness? What kind ofwars was Ismel engaged with? How does history view 
Israel in war? How do the Bible and Talmud view war? Are there moral and ethical rules for it? 
How does a country to react when ''talks'' don't work? When doyou sit back and when do you 
strike? How far should Israel go for the sake ofpeace? 
Many questions! This thesis is an attempt to answer some of the above questions and to 
learn how Israel manages to survive in spite ofcontinuous attempts to destroy her throughout 
history, while utilizing a code ofethics that is based on decency and care for humanity from 
10 

Biblical times to the modem period. 1bis thesis reflects an insider's point ofview and its 
approach and conclusions are based upon a historical analysis of Jewish teachings whose 
principles I share. A complementary study would include a presentation of international law and 
its implications. This could be the subject of further research. 
1bis thesis is an investigation of the four principles or traditions from which the IDF 
draws its spirit, with an attempt to correlate these principles to biblical and rabbinic sources, as 
well as modem interpretations: 
• The tradition of the IDF and its military heritage as the Ismel Defense Forces. 
• The tradition of the State of Ismel, its democratic principles, laws and institutions. 
• The tradition ofthe Jewish People throughout their history. 
• Universal moral values based on the value and dignity ofhuman life. 15 
My hope is, also, that by understanding the approach that Israel takes and learning how 
and where these principles ofethics come from, the world will be more empathetic towards 
Israel. By learning that Israel has exercised moral behavior throughout history and has 
. embedded in her the very fabric ofethical behavior may offer respect and pride for the brave 
State. 
I hope for the world to know, feel, empathize and help a small country in the Middle 
East that fights for her existence. It is to challenge the reader to rise above old, hateful notions 
that are targeted against a feisty, brave democratic country, and find the courage to stand up to 
IS Appendix C offers a full version ofthe IOF Code ofEthics. The above traditions are listed in the order that 
it appears in the originallOF Code ofEtbics document. Deeper analysis oftbese traditions are discussed in 
Chapter 5 oftbis paper. ­
11 
what is right By learning the historical connections to moral choices, I hope that this paper will 
shed light on the discrimination against Israel and the Jews, and hopefully will take that torch of 
truth and realism and illuminate unseeing eyes. 
I will do so by investigating a number of topics that will be divided into chapters. I will 
look into the concept ofwar, namely Mandatory War, and investigate this concept while tying it 
to the Israeli society and their dilemma: To react to an attack or not? To initiate fights 
sometimes or not...? To divide the land or not... ? Should Israel, at times, strike first, and ifyes, 
how? When? I will look at some biblical and rabbinic sources, as well as examples in modern 
times. I will also investigate tactic ofwar, with emphasis on its ethical side. 
My investigation will focus heavily on the concept of vvn:t .,:t-r= (Tohar Haneshek), or 
Purity ofArms, which will clarify for us expectations ofmoral behavior during war historically 
and currently in the Israeli army, the IDF. I will investigate the four traditions or sources from 
which the IDF draws its spirit from and offer examples to support those sources. 
The country ofmy focus is Israel, since it had been involved in many wars, and many 
times was accused ofbeing the aggressor. The country ofmy focus is Israel because for some 
reason the land, or the people or both are always under siege ... from beginning of time until 
now. And the world acts oblivious to this! 
12 

CHAPTER! 
Biblical and Rabbinic Investigation on Mandatory and 

Discretionary War 

In Judaism, there are two kinds ofwars: rmt', .T't~~ and :'T'l~ .T't~Jf?7;' Mandatory 
War and Discretionary War. The Talmud defines Mandatory War as a war of self-defense and 
Discretionary War as one that is selected for various reasons.16 It says that Mandatory War must 
fall under three categories: a) war to conquer the seven nations of Canaan, b) war to destroy 
Amalek and c) war ofnational self defense. The first two are more of a historic fact that is not 
relevant today. However, war that is based on a national self-defense remains in consideration.17 
On the other hand, a Discretionary War is defined as a) war to extend the land of Israel, 
and b) preemptive war against those who might attack IsraeL 18 Israel faces both challenges: 
Constant need to defend itself: as well as consideration ofa preemptive war to prevent an attack. 
The Talmud also enshrines the religious leadership as a check on power-hungry 
sovereigns wishing to rush to war. We see Moses commanded by God to make war on the 
Amorites and nevertheless he begun by offering them terms ofpeace.19 In Deuteronomy we see 
that "God commanded Moses to make war on Sihon, as it is said, 'Engage him in battle' (Deut. 
16 b.Sota 44b 
17 Father Frizzell, class notes: "The Bible and the Jewish Tradition on War.'" 
18 Ibid. 
19 b. Sanhedrin 20b 
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2:24), but he did not do so. Instead he sent messengers to Sihon with an offer ofpeace (Deut. 
2:26). Rabbi Moses Ben Maimon (Maimonides), or as he was known, Rambam, established a 
law that was based on Moshe's offer for peace first and G-d instructs: "=rh:n ,,~-~ =!t7J:1-~ 
C2i;V; ,~ l')~-:r7i" "When you draw near unto a city to fight against it, then proclaim 
peace unto it," (Deut. 20: 10). Every war upon which Israel enters shall begin with an offer of 
peace. 
The rabbis take the above passage to mean that one must always offer peace and that 
engaging in war is a last resort.20 Further investigation ofa peace offer prior to an attack will be 
discussed later in this chapter, as well as in the chapter on Purity of Arms. Whether a 
consideration ofwar is made, discretionary or mandatory, it is taught that either choice carries 
with it many constraints and regulations. Which were the mandatory wars in the Bible? What 
and who initiated them? How were they addressed by the Israelites? What is G-d's position on 
war? How is war viewed in the Bible? 
We learn that the Bible does not forbid war. G-d forbids (pre-meditated) murder, but not 
killing in other situations. On many occasions G-d ordered the Israelites to go to war (Josh. 
4:13; 1 Sam. 15:3), and even demands the death penalty for many crimes. Although war is a 
horrible thing, G~ at times commands it for various reasons. We even have instances where G-d 
himself is called the warrior, as in the case ofthe Exodus story. G-d imposed His will on all 
evildoers, starting with Pharaoh (Exod.13-14). 
20 Deuteronomy Rabbah 5:13; Ramba.m, Hilchot Melachim, (Appendix A). 
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Interestingly, according to the New Testament, war is always the result of a sin. In the 
Letter ofJames we learn directly ofthose behaviors that will bring about conflict: "What causes 
fights and quarrels among you? Don't they come from your desires that battle within you? You 
desire but do not have, so you kill. You covet but you cannot get what you want, so you quarrel 
and fight. You do not have because you do not ask God. When you ask, you do not receive, 
because you ask with wrong motives, that you may spend what you get on your pleasures. You 
adulterous people, don't you know that friendship with the world means enmity against God? 
Therefore, anyone who chooses to be a friend ofthe world becomes an enemy of God" (James 
4:1-4). 
In the Torah we learn that G-d ordered the Israelites to act: "Take vengeance on the 
Midianites for the Israelites" (Num. 31 :2) and "However, in the cities of the nations the LORD 
your God is giving you as an inheritance do not leave alive anything that breathes. Completely 
destroy them--the Hittites, Amorites, Canaanites, Perizzites, Hivites and Jebusites--as the LORD 
your God has commanded you" (Deut. 20: 16-17). 
In another passage we read "He said, 'For hands were lifted up to the throne of the 
LORD. The LORD will be at war against the Amalekites from generation to generation" 
(Exod. 17:16). As well as "Go and completely destroy those wicked people, the Amalekites; 
make war on them until you have wiped them out" (1 Sam. 15:18). 
Let us investigate the details concerning war from the Torah. The Torah discusses laws 
about warfare throughout Deuteronomy chapter 20. It begins with: ;~?lN ~ 1'I~"?~? N~tI ,~ 
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"When you will go to battle against your enemy..." (Deut 20: I). The chapter discusses rules 
and regulation of war dividing it to categories: Verses 1-9 focus on how the Israelites are to 
prepare their anny, instructing that it should not necessarily be a stailding anny but rather 
civilians who would get to battle as needed. 
Verses 10-18 discuss the treatment ofa defeated population by the Israelites. It stresses 
that:first an offer for surrender must be given and ifthe enemy insists on a battle, the Israelites 
must spare women, children and property and take them as captives. Only men may be killed 
during that war. The last verses of this chapter (19-20) instruct how to treat the trees of the 
conquered area by sparing them and not destroying them.21 Later in this section I will go into 
more details on specific items from this chapter. 
We see more war instructions in the following chapter of the book ofDeuteronomy that 
also begins with the words: '~;'N ''1 ':f~"~7 Nil:! ,,; .•. When you will go to battle against 
your enemy ..." (Deut. 21: 1 Of). Here. the instructions ofwar are directed more towards the 
individual Israelites. For example. after stating that in battle one should not have fear, the Torah 
then proceeds to discuss who is exempt from war. Interestingly. when it comes to Discretionary 
War, there are those who are exempt from participating in it (Deut. 20:5-7). However when it 
comes to Mandatory War, no oQ.e is exempt. Even a bride and a groom are obligated to fight. 
Another source tells us that the misvah of protecting Jews, saving them from enemies that 
attack them is the same as saving an individual Jew. Yet, should one forfeit his life in order to 
2l Jewish law teaches "not to destroy" in general "n"Tlllm 7:1" (reference from: Deuteronomy 20:19-20) 
100 division to subcategories was from Etz Chaim. Torah and Commentary. 
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save another? Our sages said no: "Who said your blood is redder than his blood?" 22 This 
usually applies to a case where a person is threatened by death unless he murders someone else; 
hence my point is an extension of this principle. 
To reinforce this point we know that it is not always required by Jewish Law, Halacha, to 
fight a battle that does not appear to have a reasonable chance at success. An example to this 
case is given in the Gemara by Rabbi Y ohanan Ben Zakkai, who chose to surrender his forces to 
the Romans rather than suffer many Jewish casualties, even though it meant relinquishing parts 
of Israel.23 
In the book of Deuteronomy, the commentators had a problem with the command given 
to Joshua: "You shall allow no person to live" (DeuL 20:16). The command to utterly wipe out 
the seven nations who inhabited the Promised Land was challenging so theydevised a number of 
explanations, strategies, and exceptions to avoid or mitigate the command ofomnicide, killing 
everything.24 
22 b. Sanhedrin 74a. 
23 b. Gittin 56a. 
24 Omnicide is human extinction as a result ofhuman action. Most commonly it refers to extinction through 
nuclear warfare, but it can also apply to extinction through means such as global anthropogenic ecological 
catastrophe. The concept ofomnicide raises issues of human agency, hence, ofmoral responsibility about 
large-scale social processes like the nuclear arms race or ecologically destructive industrial production. That 
is, part of the point ofdeSCribing a human extinction scenario as 'omnicidal' is to note that. if it were to 
. happen, it would result not just from natural. uncontrollable evolutionary forces. or from some random 
catastrophe like an asteroid impact. but from deliberate choices made by human beings. This implies that 
such scenarios are preventable. and that the people whose choices make them more likely to happen should 
be held morally accountable for such choices. In this context. the label!omnicide' also works to de-normalize 
the course ofaction it is applied to. Omnicide also refers to the destruction of everything. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiIHuman_extinction 
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For example, Rambam made a comment on the following verse: "When you approach a 
( 
town to attac~ you shall offer it term ofpeace" (Deut. 20:10). He based his comment on his 
own understanding as well as on Talmudic and Midrashic sources, and said that even Joshua, 
conqueror of the land of Israel, who was surely conducting a Milhemet Misvah, gave the nations 
there an opportunity to flee or to make peace before he attacked, and two of the peoples he 
approached selected the peaceable alternatives he offered. 25 
Rambam tells us that only Mandatory War does not require approval ofthe COurts26. 
Rambam stresses that this kind of war, ofdefending the nation is a commandment rathertban a 
choice.27 As a matter of fact, a more recent Rabbi, Ovadia Yosef,28 brings a source that states 
that any war that is fought for the land ofIsrael is considered Mandatory War, :i1~ l"I~~.29 
Based on the above mentioned interpreters' analysis in the Talmud and also, mainly, 
those of Rambam, we may conclude that a pre-emptive war, such as the Six Day War (June 
1967) would be considered Mil/:Jemet Misvah. It was clear then that other nations were ready to 
attack IsraeL Those enemies posed an immediate danger to the Jews. Even enemies who are just 
preparing to attack Israel are considered an immediate threat and it is permissible, according to 
2S Ram~ Hilchot Melachim 6:1 (appendix A). 

26 As it was required in the past by the Sanhedrin, court of 71 scholars. 

'E1 Rambam, Hilchot Melachim 5:2. 

211 Rabbi Ovadia Yosef; born in Iraq in 1920, is a Talmudic scholar and recognized Halachic authority. He is the 
spiritual leader of the Shas party, and former Sephardi Chief Rabbi ofIsrael. Highly revered in the religious world­
especially in the Sephardi and Mizrahi communities - Yosef is among the most important poskim (religious rulers) 
of recent generations. Yosef has been referred to as Gadol Ha'Dor (greatest ofthe generation), and Maor Yisrael 
(The Light of Israel). From the late 19805, Y osefhas also advocated peace negotiations between Israel and its Arab 
neighbors. Underthe halachic principle ofpikuach nefesh, which states that all the Jewish commandments 
(excluding adultery, idolatry and murder) are nullified ifa life is put in danger, Rabbi Yosefhas claimed that the 
Arab-Israeli conflict endangers human lives. Therefore, according to Yosef; Israel is perniitted, even obligated if 
saving lives is a definitive outcome, to make serious efforts to reach apeace settlement as well as ensure the 
protection ofits citizens. Haaretz.com, Wed, March 16, 2011 AdarIllO, 5771 
29 Sheilot V'tshuvot Siman 54. 
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Rambam., and even commanded to fight them. He sees it as the same category as Mandatory 
War for the purpose of saving Israel from enemies now, and in the future.30 
In Shulchan Aruch31 we read an argument against attacking a nation without any cause 
to fear an attack in later years. But as stated, if it is a definite future threat, it is mandatory. It is 
selfdefense. 
Reviewing some of the points of 1'I1~ ,,~.,~~ Mandatory War one sees that it is 
ordained by G-d in the Torah; and its purpose is to protect the physical and spiritual survival of 
the Israelites. In this war, everyone must fight, with some exemptions. This war can be called 
by a king or president or general. 
Is Mandatory War morally correct? How could war ever be considered a misvah? Well, 
think ofHitler, for example! Of course, many would agree that killing him would be right. 
Maybe even some ofhis Nazi assistants. But when we consider punishing other war criminals 
by death, we may begin to doubt the idea ofkilling: is it right or wrong to kill them in return? 
Are we to take the law into our own hands? 
During war, we are not comfortable with the concept ofkilling someone. And to say it 
in the name ofG-d makes it even more difficult. People murdered Jews, and still do, in the name 
oftheir G-d. Should we assume the power ofG-d in our hands and attempt to do the same? 
30 Rambam. Hilchot Melachim 5:2. 
31 YosefKaro, Shulcban Aruch 72. 
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Indeed it is a moral dilemma. Yet, sometimes, unfortunately, we must decide to act Sometimes, 
we are even obligated to do so. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The War of the Maccabees and Modern Israel 
The few against the many... The Maccabees against the Syrian Greeks ... the few win. 
Based on this historical event, the Jewish people celebrate the holiday of Hanukkah, attributing 
the victory to intervention of G-d in strengthening the determined Hasmonean family, led by 
Judah the Macca.bee, to war and ultimately to victory.32 The focus of the feast was to the re­
dedication of the Temple, which had been occupied and polluted by the Seleucid army. 
Interestingly, the origin of the term 'guerilla war' is attributed to a historical event: "the 
English term for guerrilla warfare comes from the Peninsular War (1808-14), where Spanish 
guerrillas crushed Napoleon's occupying armies - in Spanish 'guerra' means "war"; the suffix 
'ilia' means "little"-the tactics of the Spanish were so successful, that the name stuck.,,33 
The Maccabean war was really the :first guerilla war recorded in Jewish history because it 
fits perfectly with its characteristic and definition. Also from the above mentioned source we 
learn more what a guerilla war is: "An aspect of popular warfare that is strategically defensive 
and tactically aggressive. Guerrilla warfare is strategically defensive because it spawns under a 
repressive government in defense of the interests ofworkers/peasants, or forms in the interests of 
32 Maccabee-from Hebrew:"=lJlJ or ':JPZl which means 'hammer'. This title was given to Judah, third son 
of Mattatbias, whose attacks were "hammer-like". 
Also .,~ stands for: '('JTTN)'" 0,,10 llZl!)'~ which means: Who is like You, from amongst the 
mighty, Hashem? (Exod. 15:11). 
33 MIA: Encyclopedia of Marxism: Glossary ofTerms 
hUp:lIwww.marxists.org/glossary/terms/glu.htm 
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national liberation against an occupying enemy force. It is tactically aggressive because its aim is 
to overthrow the repressive government, or force the withdrawal ofan occupying army. 
Additionally, Guerrilla warfare commonly begins spontaneously, but may be used as a means of 
revolutionary struggle. ,,34 
Was the Maccabean war Mandatory (Just) War or a Discretionary War? Why did this war 
take place and how was the war conducted? Were the Maccabees only a group ofa barbaric 
tribe who wanted to resist all attempts to changing a unified (Hellenistic) society and avoid 
progress? How was that war different from other wars, if at all? Were the circumstances leading 
to that war any different from those nowadays? How? Was the war conducted ethically, and was 
there a need to adhere to code ofethics? Was that war different than other Jewish wars in the 
Bible? Was that war different than Jewish wars in modem Israel? What, if anything has 
changed? 
This chapter is an attempt to investigate the above questions. It will focus especially on 
causes and backgrounds that would precipitate and ultimately necessitate action and offensive to 
deal with the oncoming assault of the enemy. 
In the first book ofMaccabees we learn of the interpretation of the events that took place 
from 175 to 134 B.C.E. We read how the Greek ruler Antiochus N Epiphanes placed severe 
decrees on the Jewish people and practically robbed them of their religious freedom. Seemingly, 
Antiochus's attempt was to unite all people to follow one way oflife, the He~lenistic practice of 
34 Ibid. 
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the same language, religion and culture. "Then the king wrote to his whole kingdom, that all 
should be one people, each abandoning his particular custom" (1 Macc. 1: 41-42). 
Although some of the Israelites adopted the new religion, many saw it as a tragic offer, 
especially when the new decrees were given: "The king sent messengers with letters to Jerusalem 
and to the cities ofJudah, ordering them to follow customs foreign to their land; to prohibit 
holocausts, sacrifices, and libations in the sanctuary, to profane the Sabbath and feast days, to 
desecrate the sanctuary and the sacred ministers, to build pagan altars and temples and shrines, to 
sacrifice swine and unclean animals, to leave their sons uncircumcised, and to let themselves be 
defiled with every kind of impurity and abomination, so that they might forget the law and 
change all their observances. Whoever refused to act according to the command of the king 
should be put to death" (1 Macc. 1 :44-50). 
The epitome ofcruelty to the Jews occurred when the king placed an idol, ''the horrible 
abomination", in the Holy Temple and desecrated all that was dear to them including burning 
and tearing apart texts of the holy Torah. Having death as aronsequence ofnot following the 
above decrees, many chose to die and they did so as martyrs (Kiddush Hashem, CWrI TlTI1'V). 35 
"But many in Israel were determined and resolved in their hearts not to eat anything unclean; 
they preferred to die rather than to be defiled with unclean food or to profane the holy covenant; 
and they did die. Terrible affliction was upon Israel" (1 Macc.l :62-63). 
Did the Hasmonean family initiate a Discretionary War or Mandatory/Just War? It is very 
clear that the revolt was mandatory and very justified! The Jewish people's very existence was 
35 Story ofHannah and her seven sons in 2 Macc.: 7 is one such story ofsacrifice. 
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at stake. The Jewish people's very identity was about to be erased. The Jewish people had to 
engage in this difficult war so they could defend themselves and their future. 
The leadership and call for a strike by Mattathias came at a period in history that begged 
for intervention. After his death, his sons, by his testament, continued his mission. 36 We learn of 
his Ethical Will 37 in 1 Maceabees chapter 2: ''Now hath pride and rebuke gotten strength, and 
the time ofdestruction, and the wrath of indignation: Now therefore, my sons, be ye zealous for 
the law, and give your lives for the covenant of your fathers" (1 Mace. 2:49-50). 
The passion and zealous action ofMattathias and his sons influenced many other Jews 
who joined them in resistance. They had to deal with many variables and complications besides 
the great Syrian-Greek enemy. They had to make a decision ofhow to handle an attack during 
the Sabbath, for example. Since Shabbat is considered holy to the Jewish people. they opted, at 
first, not to react when they were attacked on that day. It is important for this work to examine 
the topic of 'fighting on the Sabbath' and look at the scholarly analysis. 1bis will be discussed in 
greater detail in Chapter 5 section D covering the topic ofdignity and value ofhuman life. 
During the Hasmonean periods, the Syrian Greeks were guilty ofmurder in its broad and 
inclusive term. Their total disregard to Jewish humanity and clear disrespect to their laws and 
needs demanded a reaction by their victims, the Jews. The Syrian Greeks used every aspect ofa 
destructive method in the hope to assume total control over the one people that refused to buy 
into their offensive offers. That demanded a reaction. 
36 Father Frizzell-class notes-succession ofdynasty/testament ofMattathias 
37 Modem Hebrew for 'testament' 
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A number of examples show us how the enemy manipulated and attempted to destroy 
the very heart of Jewish values. Additionally, there are other examples ofJewish people's 
responses to them.' The following examples will further serve as a reinforcement and 
justification ofthe decision to fight back and engage in war. 38 
The first example is a testimony ofheroism in the face ofan attack. This is the story of 
Hannah and her seven sons, a story about a woman who kept her faith at the expense of seeing 
her children executed and then she herself endured death. 
In 2 Maccabees we are introduced to a Jewish woman39 and her seven sons who were 
ordered to eat unclean meat. One after the other the seven sons refused to give in to Antiochus' s 
order and each was put to death in most torturous ways. Each child in his turn demonstrated 
their strong religious convictions, instilled by their mother, and continued to refuse the king, 
hence embarrassing and making him angrier. When Antiochus saw that, not wanting to face 
another refusal he appealed to both the youngest son and his mother, Hannah, and promised them 
riches and privileges if they would give in to his demand and eat the non-kosher meat, pork, 
which was a sacrificial offering that would imply acceptance of idolatry. To the king and his 
people's astonishment, the young son replied: "King Antiochus, what are you waiting for? I 
refuse to obey your orders. I only obey the commands in the Law which Moses gave to our 
38 See also Chapter 5 in this paper: "Jonathan Goldstein, in his commentary on Second Maccabees 
suggests that the writer ofthe five volume work abridged in the Second Book ofMaccabees, Jason of 
Cyrene, made omissions to change the order ofevents during the Maccabean period. Goldstein suggests 
tI.:tat Jason did so because he perceived Mattathias as a wicked person. So Jason preferred to attribute the 
climatic turning point to the events telling about acts ofmartyrdom (Eleazar and Hannah with her seven 
sons) and not to Mattathias' act ofzeal." 
391bat woman was given the name Hannah or Chana and there are variations to the name. I will refer to 
her as Hannah as it is the most popular designation. 
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1 
ancestors. You have thought up all kinds of cruel things to do to our people, but you won't escape 1 
I the punishment tlnit God has in store for you... My brothers suffered briefly because ofour 
I faithfulness to God's covenant, but now they have entered eternal life ... But you will fall under 
I 
I 
God's judgment and be punished as you deserve for your arrogance. I now give up my body and 
my life for the laws ofour ancestors, just as my brothers did" (2 Mace. 7:30-37). He was then 
put to death by even more extreme torture. 
1 j 
I According to the source, Hannah was the most admirable character in this story. Hannah 
I 
I watched her seven sons die via terrible torture, one after the other, yet she bore it bravely 
because she put her trust in G-d: "Don't be afraid of this butcher. Give up your life willingly and 
prove yourself worthy ofyour brothers, so that by God's mercy I may receive you back with 
them at the resurrection" (2 Mace.7:29). According to the text, Hannah, too, was put to death.4o 
The Talmud discusses a similar case with some minor changes. In the Talmud it was a 
woman and her seven sons who refused to worship an idol, rather than refusing to eat pork. She 
watched her sons killed and then she: "also went up on to a roofand threw herself down and was 
killed.,,41 
At the end ofthe chapter, the author of the abridgment ofJason's five volume work gives 
us his own telling interpretation of those painful events: "But I have said enough about the JeWs 
being tortured and being forced to eat the intestines of sacrificial animals" (2 Mace. 7:42). 
40 There are other version describing Hannah's death such as the Talmud passage that suggests that she 
jumped of the roof. 
41 b. Gittin. 57b 
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There, it is acknowledged that the Jews were "being tortured." The concluding statement ofthis 
chapter "and I have said enough" reinforces to the reader that it is clear that there was terrible 
pain inflicted on the Jews during that time. 
Hannah exemplified devout faith and strong belief in G-d. Yehoshua Grintz wrote in his 
article: "The strength of the Jews lies in the fulfillment of the practical mitzvot." 42 The story of 
Hannah is also showing us the efficacy ofKiddush Hashem (Sanctification of G-d' s Name) to 
bring G-d's mercy on Israel (2 Mace. 8:3). The author of2 Maccabees postulated that the 
witness ofEleazar (6:18-31) and Hannah and her seven sons prepared by vicarious suffering on 
beha1fof the whole people so that Judah Maccabeus would be victorious (2 Mace. 8:5).43 
The honorable Eleazar, in the Second Book of Maccabees, is another is another example 
ofsacrifice. Eleazar was a respected man in the Jewish community. This elder teacher was taken 
by Antiochus and was asked to eat unclean meat so he can set an example to the other Jews. He 
refused. When he was forced to open his mouth and eat the pork, he spat it out submitting to 
torture. Later they asked him to eat kosher meat and to pretend it was pork. Eleazar refused that 
as well: "Such pretense is not worthy ofour time of life,It he said, "lest many of the young should 
suppose that Eleazar in his ninetieth year has gone over to an alien religion, and through my 
pretense, for the sake ofliving a briefmoment longer, they should be led astray because ofme, 
while I defile and disgrace myoid age" (2 Mace. 6:24-25). Eleazar was tortured to death. The 
42 Yehoshua M. Grintz, 2 Maccabees at Jewish Virtual Library 
43 G-d shows Hesed (mercy) towards Israel and the people respond in an ascending act ofHesed (loyalty, 
devotion). See Lawrence Frizzell, "Mary's Magnificant: Sources and Themes," Marian Studies (1999) 
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1 
I book relates that in his death., Eleazar left "a heroic example and a glorious memory" (2 Macc. 
I 6:31). 
I 
I The last example is a Midrash. It is not included in the book of the Maccabees. I include 
I it here for its pedagogical value about self-defense, and not for historicity. This is the story of 
Hannah, the daughter ofMattathias upon her marriage, on the breakout of the rebellion. I 
I 
As part of their campaign to break the spirit of the Jews, the Greeks decreed that every 
maiden must spend her wedding night in the bed of the regional governor, and that only 
afterward would she be permitted to her husband. As a result of this decree, the Jews stopped 
marrying. For three years and three months, no wedding was held in Judea 
Then it came time for Hannah, daughter ofMattathias the Hasmonean to marry. In spite 
ofthe decree, Mattathias held a great celebration, inviting the leaders of the nation, for 
Mattathias' family was extremely prominent. The bride sat, as was customary, at the head table, 
but suddenly stood up, clapped her hands together, and tore her expensive wedding dress, 
exposing herself. Everyone looked away in embarrassment, and her brothers ran to fall upon her 
and kill her for shaming herself and her family. But Hannah said to them, "Why, when I shame 
myself before my relatives and friends are you so filled with embarrassment and anger that you 
wish to kill me, but you agree to surrender me this night so the heathen governor can lie with 
me? Why do you not learn from Simon and Levy, sons of our forefather Jacob, who avenged the 
rape oftheir sister Dinah (in Genesis, chapter 34)?" 
Everyone realized that Hannah was right; her brothers discussed the matter and came to a 
decision. They dressed their sister in the finest garments and brought her with great ceremony, at 
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the head ofa l~e procession, to the King. Hannah's brother's declared, "We are the sons ofthe 
j 
I High Priest, and it is not fitting that our sister be given to the governor. Our sister is fit only for I 
the King himselfl" The brothers' words found favor in the King's eyes. The brothers 
accompanied Hannah to the royal bed chamber, and thereupon, seized the King and killed him. 
Afterward, they stormed out killing ministers, guards, and servants, who were in the palace. So 
began the Hasmonean revolt.44 
The idea ofdesecration of the body (and not only the Temple) is clearly evident. This is 
example of raping one's body, ones' heart, one's mind and one's souL Would you remain idle 
knowing that your daughter was faced with this kind of a humiliation and subjugation? Is this 
enough reason for self-defense? 
Above are a few examples of heroic acts in the face of threat. Deadly threat. These 
stories serve as an inspirational and theological reason for Judah to strike against the enemy. In 
the face of such cruelty and murder, war against Antiochus was not a discretionary war. It was a 
mandatory war, indeed. 
We see how the core ofJewish values is challenged. As was mentioned earlier, according 
to Jewish Law, life is precious and every effort must be made to honor it, unless it involves one 
44 Micba Joseph bin Gorion. miMekor Yisrael: Abridged and Annotated Edition: Classical Jewish Folktales. 
Volume 1. This is a collection offolktales. The original story ofHannah, was taken by Bin Gurion ftom: 0t7ar 
Midrashim.. Hanukkah, written by Yehuda David Eisenstein, Volume 1. New York, NY 1915. See Bibliography for 
more information. 
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ofthe three cardinal sins: murder, adultery and incest or idolatry. The Syrian Greeks, led by 
Antiochus challenged every one ofthese cardinal sins. 
Mattathias knew the threat and acted accordingly so he could defend the Jewish people. 
I 
1 Eventually, his son, Judah, followed his father's footsteps with the same passion and with the 
Same understanding. Interestingly, in the passion to eradicate the Jewish people from this world, ~ 
t 
nations may resort to all kinds ofdestructive ways to do so, including but not limited to attacking 
the people on a holy day. Let us look at one modem examples where many tools used by the I 
enemy to advance their wish ofdestroying the Jews. 
Inmodem Israel enemies have used the tactic of surprise attack on a holy day among 
other methods chosen to inflict greater pain and damage on her. On October 6, 1973, on Yom 
Kippur, which is the holiest day for the Jewish people, Egypt and Syria launched an attack on 
Israel. They knew it was Yom Kippur. They hoped that an attack on this day will give them 
advantage and may increase their chance of success. At least nine Arab countries, including four 
non-Middle Eastern nations, actively aided the Egyptian-Syrian war effort. Nevertheless, Israel 
responded quickly and swiftly and was able to recover and push the battle deep into Syria and 
Egypt. 
Interestingly, there are a number ofcommon denominators between the events ofthe 
Hasmonean war and other wars and attacks that Israel or the Jewish people had to face. The idea 
of the 'many' attacking the 'few', or the seemingly 'strong' attacking the 'weak' is prevalent 
throughout Jewish history. 
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We can recall the fight of David, the young lad, against the giant Goliath and how a war 
followed with the few Israelites against the many and the mighty Philistines. We can also go 
back to 1948, Israel's War ofIndependence and recall how the Arabs attacked Israel once it was 
declared as a State and how many ofthem joined against the tiny State with a small population. 
We can also recall 1967, The Six Day War in which many Arab countiies joined together, and 
attacked Israel. 
The following is an examination of the 1973 war against Israel, the Yom Kippur War, 
and learn about the similarity and pattern ofhistorical need of self-defense: 
Hasmoneans War 	 Yom Kippur War 
• Attack on the Sabbath-holy day * Attack on Yom Kippur -holiest day 
• The element of surprise 	 * The element of surprise 
• Few people against big army- 45 .~ Few people against big armies-46 
• Ultimate success on the battlefield - * Ultimate success on the battlefield 
45 1 Maccabees 4:28-29 "So the following year he gathered together sixty thousand picked men and 

five thousand cavalry, to subdue them. They came into Idumea and camped at Beth-Zur, and Judas 

met them with ten thousand men. " 

46 	 The Middle East 1917-1913-web site: Yom Kippur War. Initially 180 Israeli tanks fuced an onslaught 
of 1,400 Syrian tanks. Additionally, in the South, by the Suez Canal, 436 Israeli soldiers were attacked 
by 80,000 Egyptian soldiers. Other Arab countries kept sending aid and supplies to help Syria and 
Egypt 
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And as the story continues, the Maccabees engaged with many battles thereafter and 
managed to secure their borders for a while. Eventually, there was a treaty between the Jews and 
the king that allowed them freedom of religious practice, at least for a while. 
Conclusion: It is so interesting that the story of the Maccabees suggests a pattern to what 
happens to the Jews throughout history: Enemies gather against the Jews. They want to kill and 
destroy the Jews. A leader arises who fights against those enemies and deliverance takes place. 
This cycle is a pattern for recording history followed by the authors of the book ofJudges and 2 
Maccabees.47 
What we witnessed in the Maccabean war is the fight for religious freedom. Ifwe 
examine this more critically, we will see that there was an attempt by another people to really 
destroy Judaism. There was an attempt for cultural genocide by the Syrian Greeks leaders. They 
attempted it under the umbrella of words such as 'unity', 'sameness' and 'one people'. But the 
truth was that they were willing to achieve their goal at any cost through any means. 
The desire to eradicate Judaism from existence takes many faces and is camouflaged 
under many terms. Throughout history we see attempts for genocide through various aspects: 
culturally, socially, politically, psychologically, economically, religiously and ultimately 
directly. Directly, it is by stating it unequivocally:'We want the Jews dead! We want to throw 
all ofthem into the sea! Interestingly, the latter expression is also the most recent in time . 
• 7 	Frizzell, L. "Education by Example: A Motif in Joseph and Maccabee Literature ofthe 
Second Temple Period". p.123. 
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Nowadays we hear people such as Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, the sixth and current 
President of the Islamic Republic of Iran, and the main political leader of the Alliance of 
Builders of Islamic Iran to name one, express the wish for the end of Israel. This man does not 
hide his thoughts and feelings towards Israel and the Jews. 
We also hear and witness the hatred towards the Jews from other extremists such as 
leaders of Hezbollah and Hamas and their followers. Their hatred is so great and their intent to 
annihilate Israel is so real that they do not need to hide behind it. They say it proud and loud. 
And they too, use any means of warfare against Israel to achieve their goal. They lie. They use 
people, civilians as shields to advance their goal. They rouse their young and brainwash them to 
hate. And ultimately, they assume G-d's role and they murder. 
On December 10,2009, at his Nobel Peace Prize Acceptance Speech at Oslo, President 
Obama said: "And over time, as codes of law sought to control violence within groups, so did 
philosophers and clerics and statesmen seek to regulate the destructive power ofwar. The 
concept ofa 'just war' emerged, suggesting that war is justified only when certain conditions 
were met: if it is waged as a last resort or in self-defense; if the force JlSed is proportional; and if, 
whenever possible, civilians are spared from violence. Ofcourse, we know that for most of 
history, this concept of 'just war' was rarely observed. The capacity ofhuman beings to think up 
new ways to kill one another proved inexhaustible, as did our capacity to exempt from mercy 
those who look different or pray to a different God Wars between armies gave way to wars 
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between ·nations - total wars in which the distinction between combatant and civilian became 
blurred." 48 
President Obama discussed the concept of Just War, one that is familiar to the Jewish 
people and is very much discussed in the Torah and by the Rabbis of the Talmud. The Jewish 
people live by this concept and they have taught the world this concept. President Obama 
continued and said: "To say that force may sometimes be necessary is not a call to cynicism - it 
is recognition ofhistory; the imperfections of man and the limits of reason." 49 President Obama 
and the modem world are very well aware of the so called 'killers' of the world. They are 
everywhere. Sadly, many of them are aimed towards Israel. 
The Maccabees faced them then, too. Israel continues to face them now. Some tactics of 
war remain the same and some changed. But Israel, throughout history, prides itselffor 
maintaining ethical behavior during war. Many times they do so even at the expense oftheir own 
Israeli soldiers. But as long as the war falls under the s.tandard definition ofwar; utilizing 
defined army and using defined tactics, Israel adheres to the tradition of j:'tZ1l:T .,~, Purity of 
Arms.so 
Are there any conditionS in which Israel may not practice their ethical behavior code? Is 
there any time in which Israel may relax their adherence to "Purity ofArms"? When the 
Hasmoneans decided to strike back, they reinterpreted the commandment not to engage in a 
48 White House site: 

http://www. whitehouse.govlthe-press-officelremarks-president -acceptance-nobel-peace-prize 

49 Ibid 

so Code ofethics used by IDF-Chapter 5 and Appendix C. 
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battle on the Sabbath because of the changed circumstances (1 Mace. 1 :29-41) ..The reality of the 
time demanded the change. If they did not move away from this long established law, they 
would have risked total destruction of the Jewish people at that time. It was necessary to fight 
back and fight hard. 
J 
J Dennis Prager, in a talk during a Political Science class about 'The Middle EastI 
I 
 Problem',51 asked: "If Israel tomorrow puts down their arms and say 'we would fight no more' 

I 
 what would happen? And if the Arab countries around Israel said 'we would fight no more' and 

I put down their arms, what would happen? In the first case there would be an immediate 

J 

destruction of the State ofIsrael with mass murder of the Jews of israeL In the second scenario I 1 
presented, where the Arabs put down their arms and said 'we just want peace' there would be 
peace.,,s2 
Many in modern Israel are faced with a fundamental wish: saving the Israelis, hence the 
Jewish people and protecting the State ofIsrael. Israel cannot afford "offering the other cheek" 
for peace. Israel's enemy would devour up the State alive, including its people. Israel's 
responsibility is to: "Take also unto you all those that observe the law, and avenge ye the wrong 
ofyour people. Recompense fully the heathen, and take heed to the commandments of the law" 
(l Mace. 2: 67-68). 
51 Prager, D. "The Middle East Problem". http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=63hTOaRu7h4 
Sllbid 
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CHAPTER 3 

Eye For an Eye or Turn the other Cheek: 

Jewish-Christian view and Modern Israel 

In polemics by some Christians, Judaism is often regarded as a legalistic, harsh and 
inflexible religion, one that believes in retaliation. Christianity is often regarded as a religion of 
love and compassion that does not believe in retaliation. To support these views one usually 
brings the most notable expression in Christianity: "turn the other cheek" (Matt.5:38-39) 53, and 
in Judaism: "1')' nnn 1')', "eye for an eye" (Exod. 21:23-27)54. The most common cited proof 
for this difference, and possibly this contention is in the Gospels, (Matt. 5:38-39). 
"You have heard it was said, 'an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.' But I say 
unto you ..." Could the method in which Jesus chose to communicate with the 
people "you have heard ...but I say to you" is setting us up for wrong interpretation? 
The way "eye for an eye" is sometimes understood in its P'shat, ~W~, (the biblical term 
indicating 'plain meaning,)55 is that one is punished with exactly what one inflicts on another. 
Therefore, someone who takes someone's eye will have his eye taken and someone who breaks 
another's arm will have his arm broken. And the understanding of"Turn the other cheek" is: if 
someone strikes you on one cheek, offer him the other cheek for another blow, rather than fight 
53 Matthew 5:38-39 (full verse is in the research section ofthis paper). 
54 Exodus 21:23-27 (full verse is in the research section of this paper). 
55 In Aramaic: P'shata. Hebrew Dictionary p. 2131 
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I 
I 
I 
i back. In Judaism, the basic and literal understanding of the above is an expression ofretributive 
I justice that is also known as lex tIIlion;s56 (Latin for "law ofretaliation").57 
f 
i 
Ii In Christianity, the basic and literal understanding is that Jesus was about love and 
compassion. Jesus spoke of offering the other cheek, resisting evil, and allowing oneself to be 
I 
J 
banned rather than fight back and resort to violence. But is that what he meant? Although we 
I 
I 
may think that people do not interpret 'turn the other cheek' literally, we see that many do. In 
the 20th century, people from Leo Tolstoy to Mahatma Gandhi interpreted Jesus' words to mean 
I 
I 
that one should die mtber than fight back against a would-be killer. 
I 
Can Judaism be seen as a religion that sometimes does not turn the other cheek and oneI 
that is a loving and compassionate, as well? Can Christianity be seen as a religion of love and 
compassion that knows when not to turn the other cheek? Did Jesus go against the Law? Is one 
approach better than the other? Is it realistic to take both approaches at face value? 
Once we understand the approaches from Biblical and Rabbinic perspectives, I hope that 
we will understand Israel's position on Mandatory War and its ethical considerations better. I 
will first examine the idea ofEye for an Eye, and then look into the second concept ofTum the 
other Cheek. After my investigation I will analyze the findings and relate them to my main 
thesis. 
S6 Encarta dictionary «Lex Talionis'. 
57 This Law, in Israel, is often understood in a pejorative manner. Critics often accuse Israeli army's 
morality ofpracticing immediate retaliation against attackers. 
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I Eye for an Eye In a few places in the Torah we can see the often most misunderstood verse in all ofi 
i 	 Scripture: '~1l'1Jjlj ,~, or; l'1Jjlj or; rq7 l'1Jjlj 'W 'I:~ l'1Jjlj '1:47 "an eye for an eye, tooth for a I 
I 	 tooth, band for a band, foot for a foot" (Exod. 21:23-25; Lev. 24::20; Deut.19:21). Many critics 
I 
i 	 ofthe Torah would point to lines such as this in an attempt to indict Jewish Law for its so-called 
1 	 primitive, harsh nature. Many cite this verse in scornful attacks on the "vengeful G-d of the Old 
Testamenf', but this began in response to the lawless boast ofpeople like Lamech (Gen 4:23-24). 
Even in the well known play 'Fiddler on the Roof' we can't forget Tevye's line in which 
he decries that we shall all end up "blind and toothless" under this barbarous system. The 
laughter of the audience confums the typical misunderstanding of this law. However, rabbinic 
literature has never understood it this way. The Talmud 58 understands "an eye for an eye" as 
meaning that someone who damages an eye must pay the value of that eye. in other words, an 
eye's worth for an eye. 
Let us examine the verse that deals with "eye for an eye": 
"When men fight, and one of them pushes a pregnant woman and a miscarriage results, but no 
other damage ensues, the one responsible shall be fined according as the woman's husband may 
sa b. Baba Qamma 83b, b. Ketuvot 32b 
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exact from him, the payment to be based on reckoning. But ifother damage ensues, the penalty 
shall be life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot, burn for burn, 
wound for wound, bruise for bruise" (Exod. 21:22-25). 
The verse begins with a serious fight between two people who hurt a pregnant woman 
and a miscarriage results, but no other damage ensues. Ifother damage ensues, meaning 
probably the death of the mother, then, and only then 'life for life' is invoked. This is homicide 
and according to Jewish Law, the punishment for intentional death is death. This principle was 
clearly established in the covenant G-d made with Noah (in the case of homicide): 
blood of man, by man shall his blood be shed. For in his image did G-d makes man" (Gen. 9:6). 
Intentional homicide, according to Halacha could not be compensated in money, and the 
offender had to give literally his life for the life he had taken (Num. 35:31).59 We see it in other 
places as well (Lev. 24:17, 21; Deut.17:6; Deut. 19:15).60 
Interestingly, in the very same chapter that deals with "eye for an eye" we see the explicit lawfor 
murder: "S'1tl" mtl ,S'1tl, V"N n!:»t,l" "He who fatally strikes a man shall be put to death" (Exod. 
21:12). The Torah language is strong and clear about the consequence of intentional murder. 
The Torah, however, does not use the same language to describe consequences for injury. 
59 Class notes and studies with Rabbi Finkel, spring 2007. 
60 They all state that capital punishment is to be carried out only on the evidence oftwo witnesses. 
Numbers 35: 30-31 prohibits monetary compensation in lieu ofexecution. 
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Cassuto, in his cOmmentary on the verse "the penalty shall be life for a life" (Exod. 
21 :23), raises the issue ofmonetaIy compensation for an unintentional killing. Cassuto suggests 
that the word, .MJjJ:l 61 'for' is used to indicate that the one who hits would not be killed but 
rather, would pay money as a consequence, since he did not intend to kill. Cassuto supports this 
interpretation by showing other places in the T orab that were interpreted in a similar fashion. 
For example, in Leviticus 24:18, the expression 'life for a life' is interpreted according to the 
Rabbis this way: the person who hits must pay the value of the woman as ifshe were a maid who 
is sold in a market (Lev. 19:20) 62 
Similarly, Rambam, in his analysis on 'eye for an eye ... etc, uses the same word ",MJjJ:l" 
to mean that in every case of injury, the injurer must pay according to the damage he caused.63 If 
the-damage "lowered" the value of the person as a slave that is sold in the market, so will be the 
monetaIy compensation. According to the sages, in addition to the compensation for the damage 
caused, it must also include pay for: unemployment, therapy, pain and embarrassment caused by 
the injury.64 
61 In Hebrew this word means "Wlder" or "in replacement of" or "for" 
62 Cassuto (Hebrew source) 
63 Interestingly, in his list ofcrimes that support the notion of 'measure for measure', Rambam includes the 
principle of removing the limb ofsomeone who removed someone else's limb--an eye for an eye. The problem with 
this inclusion is that the Talmud is very clear that those verses should be taken as a monetary command, not a literal 
one. Rambam, recognizing this, says that he is discussing the original Biblica.llaw, not the Talmudic legal 
principles. This is a difficult statement, since we generally do not divide Torah law from the Oral Law in this way. 
Rambam seems to indicate, that the Torah meant an eye for an eye literally, but also insisted that a monetary 
payment replace the deserved punishment The Guide for the Perplexed, chapter 41, 
64 Rambam, Hilchot Chovel Umazik 1:4 
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Let us also analyze our text by comparing it to the Laws of Hammurabi. The principle of 
retaliation in kind for bodily injury-mlion-was introduced by King Hammurabi of Babylonia 
The Code ofHammurabi, which was created in 1792-1 750 B.C.E., contains a list of crimes and 
their various punishments, as well as settlements for common disputes and guidelines for 
citizens' conduct. This code was one of several sets of laws in the Ancient Near East. 
Most of these codes come from similar cultures and racial groups in a relatively small 
geographical area, and they have passages which resemble one another. (e.g. the earlier code of 
Ur-Nammu, 21 century B.C.E., and of course the Mosaic Law, traditionally in 1400 B.C.E. 
under Moses).65 
The following are examples of some of Hammurabi' s laws: "If a son has struck his 
father, they shall cut offhis head. Ifa seignior has destroyed the eye of a member of the 
aristocracy, they shall destroy his eye. Ifhe has broken another seignior bone, they shall break 
his bone. Ifa seignior has knocked out a tooth of a seignior ofhis own rank, they shall knock 
out his tooth:.66 
While we claim that the Torah speaks ofmonetary compensation, except in the case of 
intentional homicide, we detect a significant pamllel to the ancient codes, namely Hammurabi' s. 
However, we can see also that this parallel diverges from the Code in two important respects: the 
Torah bases itself on the law of human equality and it eschews the provisions for mutilation 
which the Babylonian code contains. 
6S The Code ofHammurabi: Introduction (see bibliography) 
66 Mesopotamia, The Code ofHammurabi. (see bibliography) 
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In addition, it is interesting to note that no case ofphysical 'talion' is recorded in the 
Hebrew Bible. In Deuteronomy 25: 11-12, there is a direct mutilation for one special crime, 
however, there is no record that the penalty was ever exacted. Also, the mutilation of Adoni 
Bezek, for example, was an act of battlefield revenge and not legal penalty (Judg. 1:6-7). 
The 'talion' principle is based on the assumption that the guilty should suffer exactly the 
same harm as the victim. The Babylonian laws, however, allowed physical retaliation and 
vicarious punishment, which were applied according to the social class of those involved. 
Although biblical law accepted the principle that assault and battery are public crimes, 
not simply private wrongs, the context of the surrounding laws makes it clear that the Torah 
prescribed monetary compensation rather than physical retaliation for bodily injury. It also 
insisted on equal j ustice for all citizens regardless of social class including the slave, and 
outlawed vicarious punishment (Exod. 21 :26-27). 
Rashi tells us the following about 'eye for an eye': Ifa person blinded the eye of his 
friend he will compensate him with the value of the eye. The value will be determined based on 
how much lower it would be if sold in a market. Rashi continues and says: 'and so for all of the 
body parts'. He stresses that the expression does not mean cutting offa body part, as some of 
our sages thought previously.67 
67 Rashi. "eye for an eye" on source Exodus 21:24 
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Turn the other cheek 
! 
1 The phrase: "turn the other cheek" is taken from the famous Sermon on the Mount in the I Gospel ofMatthew. Jesus said: "you have heard that it was said, 'an eye for an eye, and a tooth 
I for a tooth.' But I tell you, do not resist an evil person. If someone strikes you on the right 
cheek, turn to him the other also" (Matt. 5:38-42). 
In Luke's Sermon on the Plain, there is a parallel version of this verse: "But I tell you 
who hear me...ifsomeone strikes you on one cheek, turn to him the other also" (Luke 6:27-29). 
Both passages are viewed by many in a literal way (similar to the literal interpretation of "eye for 
an eye''), as promoting nonviolence, pacifism, nonresistance and almost submission. 
This is the ""\eI~" P'shat, or the literal, plain interpretation. Many also agree that this 
verse is strongly related to the quotation in Leviticus about "eye for an eye" (Lev. 19:18), and 
suggest that Jesus criticizes the Old Testament teaching. Most Christian scholars and 
commentators have agreed that such interpretation is a misunderstanding of the phrase in 
Matthew. Some suggest that Jesus, while rejecting "eye for an eye" build upon previous Jewish 
ethical teachings, "you will not exact vengeance on, or bear any grudge against the members of 
your race, but will love your neighbor as yourself' (Lev. 19: 18). 
When Jesus began his statement, he started it with "eye for an eye" which is a lex 
talionis-a retributive punishment. Now, although this principle of retribution dates back at least 
to the code .0fHammurabi, by the first century C.E it had been superseded by a system of fines. 
It is possible that Jesus meant to discuss the whole principle of retribution rather than just lex 
talionis. 
43 
Under the heading of"unjust aggressor," the following statement is derived from Thomas 
Aquinas: "Without doubt one is allowed to resist against the unjust aggressor to one's life, one's 
goods or one's physical integrity, sometimes even till the aggressor's death... 1n fact, this act is 
aimed at preserving one's life or one's goods and to make the aggressor powerless. Thus, it is a 
good act which is the right of the victim. ,,68 
On these grounds, even J. R Tolkien agrees: "The aggressors are themselves primarily 
to blame for the evil deeds that proceed from their original violation ofjustice and the passion 
that their own wickedness must naturally (by their standards) have been expected to arose. They, 
at any rate, have no right to demand that their victims when assaulted should not demand an eye 
for an eye or a tooth for a tooth.,,69 
According to Walter Wink, 70 during the time of Jesus, the left hand was used for unclean 
tasks. 71 So the only way one could strike the right cheek with the right hand would be with the 
back ofthe hand That means that we are dealing here with a case of an insult, not a fist fight. 
The intention of the person who "hit" another is not to injure but to humiliate, to put someone in 
his or her place. 1n that case, a selfdefense, or a violent reaction is not warranted. 
68 Dizionario ecclesiastico. Ecclesiastic dictionary. "Unjust Aggressor." (bibliography) 
69 I. I.R. Tolkien, Letters of]. I. R. Tolkien p. 243 
70 Walter Wink, Engaging the Powers 
71 This notion of using the left hand for unclean tasks has a long history in rabbinic sources, e. g., Talmud, 
B'rachot 62a. 
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Wmk explains that the relationship between the hitter and the person who gets hit is not 
ofequals. The people that Jesus preached to were not the imposers or initiating law suits and 
suc~ but rather, their victims, people who have been subject to these very indignities. 
So why did Jesus advise these people to turn the other cheek? According to Wink:, this 
action of turning the cheek robs the oppressor ofpower to humiliate them. Almost as if saying: 
'1 turn my other cheek to show you (the oppressor) that you did not humiliate me, and you don't 
have the power, status, weal~ gender... to humiliate me:' If the person chooses to hit with a fist 
and not with the back of the hand again, it is as ifhe acknowledges the other as a peer and not 
someone below him. "The whole point of the back of the hand is to reinforce the caste system 
and its institutionalized inequality." 
According to R. T. France, 72 there is an issue oftranslation in understanding Jesus' 
words 'don't resist' in the Greek translation. He said that they have a far more restricted 
meaning, and should instead be translated as 'do not resist by legal means,' as this is how 
Edward Schweizer73 believes the words are used. Both state that the translation is questionable. 
Striking on the right cheek refers to a back-handed slap to the face, which throughout the Middle 
East, both in the first century and today, is one of the highest forms ofcontempt. According to 
France the gesture is a grave insult, not a physical attack, and so, again according to France, this 
would distance the ~ction from espousing non-violence. 
Another school of thought suggests that Jesus was not changing the meaning of "eye for 
an eye" but restoring it to the original context. In order to understand this, we have to read what 
72 R T. France (see bibliography) 
13 Edliard Schweizer. (see bibliography) 
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I Jesus said just before the phrase ''tum the other cheek". Jesus begins his statement with "you have heard that it was said", meaning that he was really attempting to clarify a misconception, as 
opposed to "it is written" which would be a reference to scripture. 
I The common misconception was how people understood the guidelines for a magistrate 
I 
.~ 
to punish convicted offenders in the Old Testament (Exod.21:24-25). They used it then as a 
justification for personal vengeance. 
I 
I 
 If that is true, Jesus said ''tum the other cheek" as a command not to take vengeance, 

rather than to allow someone to beat another person. There are a number of places that show thati 
Jesus did believe in the need for selfdefense when warranted. For example, Jesus said: "he, who 
has no sword, let him sell his garment and buy one" (Luke 22:26). 
Pinchas Lapide suggests that the translation of"but I say to you" could be better 
translated as: "and I say to you". "But" implies a contrast, while "And" suggest a coupling ofan 
idea. This corresponds directly to the common Hebrew phrase: "0:'; ,tlU( '3N1" which means: 
"and I say to you." This phrase never suggests contradiction but elaboration and is very common 
also in Talmudic writings. 74 So it is as ifJesus said that if the people understood the law a 
certain way, he also says to them ... and only then Jesus gives an elaboration. 
We l~ed from the research that Rabbinic literature understood "eye for an eye" to 
mean that ifone damages an eye, one must pay the value ofan eye. Did the Rabbis change the 
meaning purposely? Did they distort the Torah because they found it objectionable? Further, is 
74 Pinhas Lapide, The Sermon on the Mount, p.44 (see bibliography) 
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"eye for an eye" really a statement on how legalistic and harsh the Jewish law is? Conversely, if 
1 
we know that Jesus said ''turn the other cheek" if someone strikes you, does that suggest a meek, 
I 
i 
submissive and irresponsible Jesus? Further, did he take the Torah Law and change it to make 
his point? 
In order to answer the above questions and understand the phrases "eye for an eye" andj 
"tum the other cheek", we need to examine both in their context. We need to investigate whatj 
f preceded these phrases and what was said after. We also need to examine other cases that 
I mention these phrases and check for consistency or discrepancy. , 
I 
I The passage from Exodus (Exod. 21:18-19) opens with two individuals quarreling and 
then one injuring the other. This is intentional damage, but not murder. If the injured party 
survived, only monetary compensation is due. The punishment is purely financial. 
The second case from Exodus (Exod. 21:22-25) discusses two people who accidentally 
hurt a third party. In this case ofaccidental damage, the punishment is 'eye for an eye... ' Is it 
possible that an intentional injury is only punished with monetary damages but an accidental 
injury is punished harshly with an actual physical punishment? It does not make sense. 
In addition, the word, nnn (ta¥t) could mean a number ofthings in Hebrew: 'for', 
'instead of,' 'under,' 'in replacement of.' Ifwe apply any of these translation to our phrase 'eye 
for an eye,' (in Hebrew), we can infer that 'tahat' means that one party must give or suffer 
something in replacement of the damage they caused. We see an issue of translation here. 
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I A relevant example is from the book of Joshua: "The men said to her, 'our lives for , 
(talJat-instead of) yours!" (Josh 2: 14). The spies told Rahab that if she keeps their secret then 
they will give their lives for (in replacement of, under, instead of,) her life. They will die 'in her 
plaee'. So the word 'tal].at' does not necessarily mean that an injurer will be punished with the 
injury he inflicted. Rather, he will receive corresponding monetary value as compensation. 
f 
I In the story of Samson, for example, one may argue that the concept ofretaliation is 
exercised. Samson said regarding the Philistines, C:;r7 "l}~ ,~ ,~ ~~ 'tF~ "As they did 
1 
to me, so I have done to them" (Judg. 15:11). 
I 
However, he did not do the exact same thing to them as they did to him. The Philistines 
took Samson's wife and gave her to another man. In response, Samson burned their fields. We 
see that the phrase used does not imply exact equality between the two actions. There is, 
therefore no compulsion to understand the phrase in Leviticus as meaning that the exact same 
injury that one party inflicted must be inflicted back upon him. The language does not 
necessarily mean that, as it was seen in the above examples.75 
In a similar way, it is possible to deduce the meaning of"eye for an eye" by looking at 
another law explicit in the Bible, and infer from it. In the Book ofNumbers it says: 
accept no ransom for the life of a murderer who is subject to the death penalty" (Num. 35:31). 
7S See Ibn Ezra, on Leviticus 24:19. 
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1 Why would anyone think that a court would accept a ransom for a murderer's life? From 
1 
where is this idea ofpaying instead ofa physical punishment come from? This verse tells us that 
only in regard to murderer can the court not accept payment. Concluding that for other bodily 
harm, the court does accept payment76 
By studying Biblical examples we were able to focus on specific passages, internal 
structure and similar use of language. We can conclude that the phrase "eye for an eye" means 
that the assailant is fined an eye's worth for the damage of an eye. 
We can yet fmd another method to analyze our phrase. We will approach it from a logical 
perspective. Our verse is immediately following the passage in Leviticus: "one law there shall be 
for you" (Lev. 24:22). 
The Torah demands that all will follow the same law. Everyone is equal in terms of 
lawful requirements. The Rabbis of the Talmud question this. What ifa blind man blinds 
another? "Eye for an eye" is not possible there. Hence, there is no equity among assailants. 
To resolve this and maintain the biblical mandate of"eye for an eye" and be able to give 
equal punishment, the phrase must refer to monetary punishment.77 Ifwe accept the fact that 
'eye for an eye" is relating to monetary compensation, is there ever a time for physical retaliation 
according to the Torah? The answer is yes. 
16 b. Baba Qamma 83b 

71 b. BabaQamma.83b-84a 
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I The Jewish people are commanded that ifone comes to "kill you", you should kill him first If it is a matter of life and death, a matter of survival, the obligation ofa Jew is selfJ 
j defense.78 
i ! 
In a similar fashion we can look at Jesus' choice ofwords "turn the other cheek". As we 
can see, according to many researchers, Jesus simply intended to condemn the use of 
exaggerated violence, not the use of force against aggression. Rather than contradicting words of 
the Old Testament and challenging scriptures, Jesus is cautioning his disciples not to 
misunderstand the Bible. In fact, ifwe see what Jesus said in the few lines before this statement 
we can agree that Jesus' intent was not to contradict the scriptures but to caution against too 
much violence: "Therefore, whoever breaks one ofthe least of these commandments and teaches 
others to do so will be called least in the kingdom ofheaven" (Matt. 5:19). 
Jesus says love is better than hatred, and that vengeance can never be the solution. On 
the other hand, he does not say self-defense is bad. This would lead to the rule of the stronger 
over the weaker, of the bully over the gentle person. Further, Jesus protested when smitten on the 
cheek and spoke up: "Jesus answered him, •... but if I have spoken rightly, why do you strike 
me?'" (John 18:22-23). 
Ifwe accept that the verse instructs us how one must respond after being insulted, as 
\' 
. understood by exegetes, we learn that this is not a passage dealing with what one must do if he is 
physically attacked and his life is in danger. Rather, it means that personal "revenge" is not to be 
left in the hands of the victim. 
·78 See analysis ofthis topic on pp. 21-22 in this paper 
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The passage teaches that one must have patience when wronged. John Calvin said: 
"When wrong has been done them (believers) in a single instance, he (Jesus) wishes them to be 
trained by his example to meek submission, that by suffering they may learn to be patient,,79 
In many places we can see that Jesus is not suggesting submissiveness or meekness for its 
own sake. In Luke we can find that Jesus encourages his disciples to seek out self-defense: 
"Then said he unto them, but now he that hath a purse, let him take it, and likewise he that hath 
no sword let him sell his garment, and buy one "( Luke 22:36 ). 
We can sum up with the words of Samuel Lachs: "In effect, Yeshua built a "fence 
around the Lawn-as indicated by the Aramaic and Hebrew underlying "fulfill"-much as the 
earlier sages cited by the Talmud (Ethics of our Fathers 1.2). And, his fence is remarkably 
similar to that of the sages. ,,80 
Conclusion: One might think that the literal interpretation of both verses "eye for an eye", 
and "turn the other cheek" are uncommon. But in fact they are quite often taken that way. We 
hear of countless cases in which the Israeli army is accused of harsh and immediate, non moral 
response to attackers. The critics are not considering the need of Israel to defend herself. We 
know that people like Mahatma Gandhi interpreted Jesus' words to mean that one should be 
willing to die rather than fight back against the would be killer81. Others claim that Jesus 
contradicted the Old Testament. 
79 John Calvin. p. 299 

80 Samuel. T. Lachs A Rabbinic Commentary on the New Testament the Gospel ofMatthew, Mark and Luke. 

81 Joseph Telushkin. Article: Gandhi had it wrong; Martin Luther King had it Right. 
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The interpretation ofboth phrases above offers simple view and analyzing it in very 
basic ways. It seems unrealistic to take both phrases at their face value. "Eye for an eye" does not 
mean take someone's eye in retaliation. Further, having this phrase written in the Old Testament 
does not negate the strong element of love and compassion that is commanded throughout the 
Torah. Conversely, "turn the other cheek" does not mean not to defend oneself when one has to, 
j 
nor does it negate the Old Testament. There are times when it is not only a suggestion to defend 
l oneself but a commandment. Of course, there are also times, where one can look the other way 
I 
! and choose a non-reactive approach to a dispute. 

I As a matter of fact, there is a similar concept in the Talmud that corresponds to the 

1 Christian idea of "turn the other cheek." In the Talmud it says: "Those who are insulted but do I 
1 not insult others in revenge, who hear themselves reproached without replying, who perform 

I good work out of the love ofG-d and rejoice in their sufferings ... are as the sun when he goes 

I 
 forth in his might.,,82 However, when Jewish people are faced with anti-Judaism, anti-Semitism, 
anti-Zionism and anti-Israel, they are obligated to defend themselves, sometimes with force. 
I 
I 
I The Talmud discusses the concept ofjustice as :'T"f"'" "f~~ :'T"'r'''' ''measure for measure." 
I 
I The "measure", in our case, comes in the form of monetary compensation. If the need arises 
I that one needs to defend oneself, even killing is acceptable as it is said: 
sometimes,cannot afford to "turn the other cheek". 
82 b. Vorna 23a 
83 Source used earlier: The saying, u.,," z:=ur.r1l"" lCI.'. Mlf one arises to kill you, kill him first- is rabbinic. It occurs in 
several contexts. One of the primary contexts is in Midrash Rabbah and Midrash Tanchuma on Numbers 31 : I: the 
Midianites were a threat to the Israelites. and a war is commanded to take pre-emptive action against them. 
Also in Masekhet Berakhot 58a and 62b. there are two occurrences of this phrase. Each ofthese involves a 
fanciful story in which someone invoked the argument of self-defense to apply to their own case, and they quote: 
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The idea to revenge for the sake ofsatisfying the distressed victim is not evident in the 
Torah. On the contrary, victims are cautioned against even hating or bearing grudge against 
those who harmed them whether they were brought to justice or not. Also, the Torah teaches to 
love the fellow and encourages people to do right by others. 
Israelite in your heart. Rebuke your neighbor frankly so you will not share in their guilt" 
(Lev.l9:17-18). 
Within the context of the Talmud, we learn that this verse ofTorah is not indicative ofa 
vengeful G-d. Rather, it represents G-d's system ofcompensation where victim's rights are 
protected and the perpetrator comes to understand the gravity of the offense. 
"The Torah says, m:17lJ:)ttm 1n;'l7 aa". but they don't say where the Torah says this. The manner in which they 
quote it implies that it is well-known and well-established. _ 
In Yoma 85b the phrase is used in connection with the law ofExodus 22: 1, about the thief breaking into your 
house, which is used as a support for the principle oflll!ll mp'!l (saving a life) on Shabbat: if you are permitted to 
kill the thiefto save your life, you are certainly permitted to perform work on Shabbat to save one's life! The phrase 
11,:17 aa" m;'7 C:Jlll;'l is used in Yoma 85b but not in Mekhilta on Exodus 22: 1 (though the same deduction from the 
thiefliom Shabbat is found in Mekhilta). The phrase is, however, found in Rashi on Exodus 22:1. 
Given these examples ofevidence, I would venture to guess that the principle originated in the midrash on 
Exodus 22: 1 and Numbers 31:I-it is hard to say which of these came first but they may have arisen at about the 
same time. (Continue in the next page). 
It is my guess that it came first on Exodus 22: 1 since that is a primary legal text whereas Numbers 31: 1 is historical 
From there, it was quoted derivatively in the Gemara ofYoma and Berakhot 
j:II:lO lQ ~7.:I ~ j:'I)OV1,:'IT :'IlIrI .=,., la7.:I".n~ aN (= l'f'VlU7) :""I7.:IK'1 ~U7". "=., :mn ?l"CllZrn .nN nmT'IZ7 1Z7Dl n".r, ~" 
. .nN mm iW:I ~~TM ;p ,~~ lf1"': -~ i":'.nc.nU7 l"I:f"!)ur, t:r"I'I:l, ,..-,N:J .nN1(7.:1= CI"7.:I'T ~ ,aa 1'I'ITZ.'m ~ 
" .l"CllZrn 
"How do we know that when life is in danger Sabbath may be violated? Rabbi Isb.nUlel answered: It is written 
[Exodus 22:2]: "Ifa thief is found while breaking in and is hurt so that he dies, there shall be no bloodshed for him." 
We can deduce, a fortiori, from this: If in this case, when it is doubtful whether he had come to steal only or to 
murder that taking his life is permitted even though bloodshed defiles the land and causes God's presence to distance 
Iiom Israel, how much more is violation ofthe Sabbath (less important than bloodshed) permitted to save a human 
life."Yoma 85b 
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Jesus was exercising the expected behavior of the rabbis in his time. Jesus ministered in 
Israel four decades before the destruction of the Temple in 70 C.E. At that time the law of 
retaliation appears in legal context, in courtroo~ not in a dispute that was settled by private 
people. Though the Mishnah was redacted around 200 C.E., the traditions were transmitted long 
before. Jesus knew the tradition. Jesus knew the approach. Jesus did not contradict the Old 
i
I Testament. j 
i 
I 
"The Expounding ofthe Law" includes a series ofsix sayings known as the "antitheses" 
, 
1 
l (Mt.5:21-48). Jesus quoted each saying directly from it as it appears in the Jewish Law. He did 
i 
not deviate from it, but mther, he deepened and extended the law, and asked his followers to go 
I 
~ i 
further than the law demands, in order to be perfect. Jesus asked to choose to go to the opposite 
extreme, and practice forgiveness, patience, love and compassion even in the face of anger and 
t right to revenge. Jesus made a" l""O", hedge or a fence around the Law, as it is written in the 
I 
I Talmud.84 Jesus wanted to make sure that people are not quick to anger and quick to retaliate, so 
I 
I he approached the Law in a non combative way, hoping that people would choose to exercise 
I restraint and compassion when wronged. I 
I 
I 
In summation, in order to understand both phrases correctly, we need to focus first on 
their literal meaning (translation), as well as read them: in the right context. Ifpeople would 
really follow their Laws, whether Christians, Muslims or Jewish, the world will be a better place. 
This is not about who is wrong and who is right. It is about what is wrong and what can we do to 
J4 MiShnah. Ethics ofthe Fathers. 1:1 
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correct it At times we need to "tum the other cheek" and at others we may have to use "eye for 
an eye". Both are right approaches. Both have their time and place. 
As it is written: a!J;1~tI ""'tt "9"-~? J1~ ilJ;1! ,~7 "Everything has its season, and 
there is a time for everything under the heaven"( Eccl. 3: 1). 
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CHAPTER 4 

Peace-tn~~ 
The ideal situation and what we always strive for is peace. But as stated earlier, 
sometimes we need to fight for peace. Israel is facing constant threat from its neighbors. Either 
J through terrorist attacks, threats of war or declarations ofhate such as with the President 
•
I 
I 
~ 
Abm.adinejad of Iran, who defines Israel as "corpse... " 85 
i 
~ Israel wants peace and seeks it in many ways. The world is demanding peace. But 
I interestingly, the only people who don't seem to be concerned with peace are the very people 
with whom Israel is trying to have peace. Is the value "peace" with its definition served as one of,I 
j the,considerations of the IDF in compiling their Code ofethics? Let us look at "Peace" as it wasI 
i seen in ancient as well as recent history and learn how this spirit was one of the IDF's 
I consideration when deciding what to include in their code. 
I 
What is peace? The world chooses to define "peace" as synonymous with absence ofI 
I war. In Hebrew, the word for peace is a,;v shalom, from the root C;V 
85 In a report by Fox News, May 08, 2008 it was published: "Ahmadinejad Calls Israel a 'Stinking Corpse' on its 
60th Birthday!' The report continues: "It's Israel's party but Iran's president will apparently mock it if he wants to. 
While world leaders sent the Jewish state congratulations on its 60th anniversary, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's birthday 
wish was that the "Zionist regime" be annihilated, according to the Agence France-Presse. "Those who think they 
can revive the stinking corpse ofthe usurping and fake lsraeli regime by throwing a birthday party are seriously 
mistaken, II Ahmadinejad told the officiallRNA news agency. 
Read more: http://www.foxnews.comlstorv/0.2933.354645.00.html#ixzzldeLEHzVe 
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sha/em, "wholeness";or completeness.s, In the language ofthe Torah, ifthere is wholeness, 
then there is peace. The two go together. We do not achieve peace through division, but rather 

through completeness. 

The Torah describes the people ofIsrael as 1'nN!1~ 'TnN V'N (ish echad b'lev echad) 
"one person with one heart."s7 This means that we must not only think: about the other, but feel 
for the other. Not viewed as separate entities, but rather, each and every Jew is a vital part of the 
wholeness of the Jewish people. The Jewish people are seen as one body. This is the epitome of 
"Love thy neighbor as thyself'. The Jewish people are one whole unit: O~V. 
Making peace, which is a formal cessation ofwar occurs many times in the Torah. We 
see it with the forefathers Abraham Isaac and Jacob. Abraham made a peace treaty after the war 
. with the kings, especially the case with Abimelech where he called the place ofpeace: nv 'N!l 
whichmeans "well of oath", an oath to live in a peaceful coexistence with the neighbors. 88 
We also see the establishment ofpeace with Isaac and Abimelech (Gen. 26:26-33), as 

well as with Jacob in a number of situations such as with his own brother, Esau (Gen 33:3-11). 

86 Philip J. Nel. C7W, New Intemadonal Dictionary ofOld Testament Theology & Exegesis Vol. 4 p 130-135. 
87 Talmud, Mechilta ad locum. "This was prompted by the Torah's apparent linguistic inconsistency in shifting from 
the plunil \)n't vayahanu, (they camped) to the singular In''l vayahan ~ camped) , comment that when the 
Jewish people anived at Mt. Sinai they achieved a remarkable degree ofunity, hitherto unattained. They were as, 
"one person with one heart." (ibid). Hence the shift from the plural to the singular form of speech. Also, according 
to Rav Soloveitchik zt"l, Judaism conceives the Jewish nation (as well as any microcosmic Jewish community) not 
simply as a large aggregate or massive partnership of individuals, but rather as a distinct metaphysical entity." Taken 
ftomRabbi MeirTwersky's essay: "The Community" in Tradition Vol. 17, No.2 pp. 9-10, Fn. 4. 
81 Gen 21:22-34, especially verse j 1. 
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Peace is G-d's ultimate goaL This claim.is reaffirmed in the Prophets and WritIDgs of the Bible, 
as well as in rabbinic literature. 
Peace is seen not only as G-d's power, but also as G-d's will. As we read in Isaiah: 
beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up 
sword against nation, neither shall they learn. war anymore." 89 
We see in Psalms, for example, how justice rather than power to win a war as the main 
expression ofG-d's power: 
"The Lord reigned; let the earth rejoice; let the multitude of isles be glad. Clouds and darkness 
are round about Him; righteousness and justice are the foundation ofRis throne." 90 
Prophets denounced war. Prophet Amos criticized the brutality of war,91 and both Isaiah 
and Micah envisioned a day when nations would abandon making a war and turn the implements 
ofwar into productive vessels.92 This is considered by them the essence of Torah which all the 
nations eventually will come to Zion and learn. 
The First Book of Chronicles contains constant criticism ofthe brutality of war, perhaps 
the most often ofall the books of the Bible. We see it especially at the end of 1 Chronicles, with 
G-d's decision to David the king saying to him: "You have shed much blood and fought great 
89 lsa 2:1-4,11:6,45:7. Job 25:2. Micah 4:1-5 
90 Psalms 97:1f 
91 Amos ~hapter 1 and 2 
9lIsa2:1-4, Micha4:1-5­
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battles; you shallnot build a House for My name for you have shed much blood on the earth in 
My sighf' (1 Kgs. 22:8). Clearly, bloodshed is antithetical to bringing G-d's presence closer to 
humankind. 
Judaism condemned war as a goal in favor of peace. War of selfdefense is justified in 
Jewish religion, but war as a means ofdiplomacy or for any reason other than defense is to be 
resisted and limited as much as possible.93 
93 Analysis and texts on this subject will be discussed indepth in Chapter 5. 
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1 
CHAPTER 5 

i'tv~:-r ':-r'~-Tohar Haneshek- Purity ofArms94 
The IDF is Israel's Defense Force. The beginning of this army was as small organizations 
that formed during the Second Aliyah between the years 1904 to 1914. First, in 1909, it was 
Hashomer (originally, in 1907 was called Bar Giora) which operated to protect against criminals 
such as thiefs or gangs. They did so until the British Mandate of Palestine came in 1920's. 
The Haganah organization, that originally was part of the British Army, was first an 
underground defense organization in 1920. And then with the Arab's attack against the Jews 
between 1936 and 1939, this group became a full scale, structurally organized defense force that 
included three units: Palmach, Guard Corps and Field Corps. 
There were other smaller organization ofdefense such as Lehi and Irgun that operated 
around the same time. The Jewish Brigade took over during War World II. After the 
establishment of the State of Israel, in 1948, and during the first war against Israel by a number 
ofArab states (the Arab-Israeli War 1948), most groups joined together and formed the official 
Israeli army. A structured army was created. 
94 Note that in this thesis I deal ~nly with ethics for the soldiers and not with the policy and other 
decisions of the political and military leaders. Perhaps in the future, a Doctoral level investigation can be 
pursued that will include that ~ension ofthe total picture. 
(Exhibit C is relevant for this chapter as it is a copy ofIDF spirit-its code ofethics) 
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. The original IDF Code ofEthics is attributed to Asa Kasher. 95 In 1992, a Code of 
Conduct was drafted by the IDF that combined Israeli law, international law, Jewish heritage and 
the army's traditional ethical code, which is called the IDF spirit.96 
In 2005, Asa Kasher and Amos Yadlin co-authored an article published in the Journal of 
Military Ethics under the title: "Military Ethics ofFighting Terror: An Israeli Perspective". The 
intent was to have this article serve as a basis for a new "code ofconduct" in light of the new 
Israeli reality ofasymmetrical war with terrorists. However, the basis of the "code of conduct" of 
the IDF did not change. Yet the new eleven rules that were introduced are taught to Israeli 
soldiers since then and are incorporated into the guide for their expected behavior.97 
In order to offer great clarity into the IDF code of ethics, I will investigate their four 
sources or traditions individually, taken from the original document that can be viewed in 
Appendix C. With each source, I will offer examples, traditions and evidence of past events that 
may have given rise to a basis for these codes. 
In order to make this presentation clear and flowing, I slightly changed the order of the 
. principles or 'traditions' from their original presentation. I first investigated the tradition of the 
Jewish people throughout their history, addressing the distant past. 
9S Hazony, Yoram, The Jewish State: The Struggle for Israel's Soul. p. 304 
96 IDF original web site: http://idf%pokes.persoD.comflOllI11102lthe-spbit-of-the-idf/ 

See also Appendix C for the Spirit ofIDF card. 

97 For more information about the eleven rules see Conclusions in this paper, pages 120-121 
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Second, I focused on the tradition of the State of Israel, operating under a modem set of 
democratic principles, laws and institutions, addressing the present 
Third, I analyzed the tradition ofthe IDF and its military heritage as the Israeli Defeilse 
Force that uses strategies and tactics during war concentrating especially on the modem dilemma 
of terrorism, addressing more of the present. 
The fourth tradition is an extensive analysis ofuniversal moral values that are based on 
the value of dignity ofhuman life. Here I will discuss how far the IDF will go in order to save 
life, and I will show how historically, life has the highest value in Judaism. 
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A. The tradition of the Jewish People throughout their 
history. 98 
In the original IDF document ofPurity ofAIms, this tradition is the third one in order. 
This section will be investigated first so it will flow from past history and work its way into the 
present time. 
This spirit ofIDF ethical approach towards war is based on tradition and history, going 
back to biblical times, followed by rabbinic interpretation and continued into more recent 
history. To learn more on the biblical and Talmudic sources, I will refer the reader to Chapter 
one in this thesis that discusses war and ethics thoroughly, under the title: the Biblical and 
Rabbinic investigation on Mandatory and Discretionary war. 
Every time we take the Torah scroll out of the Ark we recite: " "~N~ l'~v 1'''''~~ 'tI~l 
forward, that Moses said 'Rise up 0 Lord and let Your enemies be scattered; and let them that 
bate You flee before You" (Num.l0:3 5). This sentence is special and is recited when we take 
the Torah, the Jewish book ofethics, from the Ark. But why is the ark associated with the . 
scattering ofthe enemies? 
9S IDF Code ofEthics-IDF Official Website-See Appendix C. 
htb;!:llweb.archive.org/web{200604300319381http://www 1.idf.ilJdoverlsitelmainpage.asp?sl=EN&id=32 
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Rabbi Finkel teaches that Jews recite the above text in the synagogue, and then carrying 
the Torah scroll around as to emulate what was done in the desert while they were traveling with 
Moses towards the land of Israel. Rabbi Finkel adds that even then, there were enemies and 
haters of the Jews but Israel sought G--d to save them as He did throughout history.99 Jews 
continue to seek G-d now, as well. 
Some may argue whether many of the stories in the Torah are historical or are legends. I 
suggest that whether they are seen as historical facts, legends or wholesome truth ofevents the 
intent is clear: the stories of the Torah are to offer us a value system and codes ofbehavior that 
separate us from animals and inspire us to become better people. 
This system ofethics comes from G-d, hence the Torah is at "war" against anything that 
goes against G--d's teaching and G--d's ethical principles. And what is the ultimate test for ethical 
behavior? Clearly, it is when a person faces the most difficult situation, one that requires from 
him internal strength to resist impulsive reaction of some sort, one that tests his integrity and 
inner strength. 
It is very easy to do the obvious and give in to desires and urges. It is more difficult to 
show restraint War time is one ofthe most difficult situations where one must show constant 
restraint So whether we are involved with war, or whether our enemies are "scattered", the 
Torah with G--d's messages and teachings must be kept 
!19 Written communication ofRabbi Asher Finkel. 
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The IDF philosophy is based on the above teaching of restraint and moral behavior in 
order to adhere to the Torah. When Israeli soldiers are drafted into the army they take vows and 
make commitments. One of them is the adherence to "Tohar Haneshek" (i'~~tt ,rn,,) or the 
Purity ofArms. They promise that when they must use force it will be done with utmost 
gentleness, purity, goodness and find ways to complete their job in the least harmful way to the 
enemy. They commit to always have goodness their guide and place ethical behavior as their 
number one choice. 
The need for purity ofarms at war is a problem. Does morality supersede all 
considerations during war, or is it possible to kill without too many concerns? War is 
fundamentally not an ethical approach to a goal. However, ifone is involved in a war already, 
after being attacked, then could one use "all means ofdestruction", as was suggested by Carl von 
Clausewitz (1780-1831) in his book "On War"? lOO 
Let me investigate the Bible and learn how Judaism emphasized ethics and purity ofarms 
during war in the past. Since the current ethical code ofbehavior takes its basis from the Bible, it 
is therefore important to learn how that source influenced the formation of Purity ofArms that 
every solider is required to follow. We will learn how the Jewish people adhere to rules ofwar 
, ...,": 
and attempt to do the right thing, even though at times it may be difficult. Purity of arms covers 
many aspects and not only regards the dealings with human life. 
100 Clausewitz, C. On War-In this author's view, all enemy's territory, property, and citizens were potential targets. 
The more ruthless, merciless and complete an army's tactics, the more likely Clausewitz believed their victory to be. 
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I 
I 
I 
I The first example is taken from the book ofJoshua during the first time that Israel fought I in Jericho. The instructions were clear and specific, instructing the people not to take anything I 
i from the spoils: 
"But you keep yourselves from the things devoted to destruction, lest when you have devoted 
them you take any of the devoted things and make the camp of Israel a thing for destruction and 
bring trouble upon it. But all silver and gold, and every vessel of bronze and iron, are holy to the 
Lord; they shall go into the treasury of the Lord" (Josh 6:18-19). 
When even one person sinned and took some ofthe spoils, G-d was very angry at the 
!n$'l;t? ,~~~ 1'11h~ flZ$"'1"~ C1""11;1" "But the Israelites broke faith in regard to the devoted 
things: Achan son of Carmi son ofZabdi son ofZerah, ofthe tribe ofJudah, took some ofthe 
devoted things; and the anger of the LORD burned against the Israelites" (Josh. 7:1). 
Most ofChapter 7 discusses how G-d punished B'nm.-Yisrael and what Joshua and the 
people needed to do in order to atone for the sin. That is not to say that in other wars (with the 
Canaanites, for example) there was no taking from the spoils. At times, during war, it is 
unavoidable. However, the emphasis for B'nai Yisrael's first war was very clear: Do not touch 
the spoils. 1bis suggests that even if the people will not adhere to rules orwar, G-d would 
intervene and ultimately they will repent, pay back and learn a lesson ofwhat not to do. 
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J 
:~ 
I I The second example is from the book ofEsther that states in a number of instances that 
I 
! 
! 
the Jews did not touch spoils when they defeated their enemies. "aT' nN ,mw N' :TT"'::cn" 101. 
I Their goal was to defend themselves from those who wanted to kill them. This suggests that the ! 

I 
t people adhered to the rules ofwar. 

I 
I 
Interestingly, the nations knew that the house of Israel, namely the kings of Israel, were 
kind to others and treated their captives with grace. Ifwe look at the first book ofKings, we will 
I learn about that common knowledge. After A vdi the son ofHadad, the king ofAram, wasI 
captured and his army was defeated by king Ahab, his servants told him: "And his servants said I unto him, Behold now, we have heard that the kings ofthe house ofIsrael [are] merciful kings: 
let us, I pray thee, put sackcloth on our loins, and ropes upon our heads, and go out to the king of 
Israel: peradventure he will save thy life." " n~ "';~ .,~ ~~TP ~::r '''m ''7~ '''~~'1 
~;-n~ :ry'j;"(1 Kgs 20:31). And the king let Ben Hadad live, indeed: n"!:jl ;'rn~~'1 
:~:T1:h~;l "So he made a covenant with him, and sent him away" (1 Kgs.20:35). 
So how does the Torah and the Rabbis in the Talmud support this very delicate situation 
of fighting and killing, when they profess pea~ at the same time? They do so by providing, a 
balance, or restrictions and ways in which one does not destroy without consideration. Every act 
bas to be calculated ~d taken into account. They expressed their conclusions with principles. 
101 Esther 9:10, 9:15,9:16. 
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In modem times, we call these principles Purity ofArms--Tohar Haneshek, as 
mentioned above. Some requirements deal with property while others deal with people and life. 
In the Talmud, there is a good example that states that a city should not be destroyed if it could 
be captured without destruction.102 Other rules state that areas that cannot defend themselves 
should not be attacked and, more than that, the potential invader always offers negotiation for 
either surrender or peace before an attack. 
All these are expected in order to avoid hurting people or property. In addition, a peace 
offer is always to precede an attack.. If the offer is not accepted., Jewish law dictates to still wait 
for the first attack, and always leave a certain opening for people to run away and escape. 103 
We have the example ofMoses Ben Nahman, or as he was also known, Ramban (died in 
1270), who, generations after the Rabbis came up with principles ofwar, was forced to leave 
Spain and he settled in Israel. Although he did not love their enemies, and considered the 
conquest of the land of Israel as one ofthe highest commandments, nevertheless he condemned 
cruelty ofwar. He stated that the Torah wants soldiers to "learn to act compassionately with our 
enemies, even during wartime" .104 
102 Sifre Deuteronomy, section 203. Interestingly, the law oUI'flVn ~ 'do not destroy' came from those 
principles; It is a major rabbinic principle that forbids us to unnecessarily waste or destroy anything that is a 
productive part ofthe world we inhabit. Rambam, applies this directly even to cases ofwarfare when he comments 
on this verse in Deuteronomy: "Also, one who smashes household goods, tears clothes, demolishes a building, stops 
up a spring ofwater, or destroys articles offood with destructive intent, transgresses the command, You shall not 
destroy". Hilchot Melachim 6:10.' 
103 Sifre Deuteronomy, section 203. 
104 Ramban's Sefer Hamitzvot, 5th Mitzvah." 
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Let us take the example ofwar prisoners which is a common unfortunate reality ofarmed 
conflict We hear ofmany times and situations in which nations killed their prisoners. It is 
noteworthy to see the profound contrast in the Jewish view of treating those captured in battle. 
In the second book ofKings, the king asked Elisha ifhe can kill the prisoners. Elisa 
Clrn~ !t!:l7.:! V1tF:1 !t~~," "Do not strike them! Would you strike down people whom 
you have captured with your sword and your bow? Rather, place food and water before them" (2 
Kgs 6:22). In addition to the instruction not to kill the prisoner, Elisha adds and instructs the king 
also to treat them humanely and with care; 'place food and water before them."I05 
Obviously the Torah is very clear and sensitive to how we should treat prisoners. Of 
course, if the prisoners serve as a threat even at the point of being captured, then other rules may 
apply. So we see that the Jewish people take pains in deciding how to approach not only war but 
also the consequences ofwar. 
There is an interesting scholarly discussion that supports our case. According to 
Rambam, even ifwe surrender the enemy, we must provide them an exit route so theycan 
escape. 106 According to Rambam, "the rationale behind it is strategic: if the enemy becomes too 
desperate by the prospect of losing the war to the Jews, they may get more energized, end up 
harming the Jews. 
lOS Ibid 

106 Rambam Hilchot MeIachim 6:7. 
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On the other hand, Rabbi David iBn Zimra (T"J";"I)I07 suggests a different interpretation 
to the need for an exit route. He said that we do so as a merciful act to the enemy even if they 
attacked us. And we do so since our Torah is all about peace and gentleness, as it is written: 
"a'~ tI'~'~~l a1fl~'l tI'~'l" "Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all its 
pathways are peace (Prov. 3:17). 
The above shows us that a lot of care and attention was given not only to the rules of war 
but also to their interpretation. These discussions were not taken lightly. We can say that the 
modem approach ofconduct during war is utilizing the expectation of the Torah and are 
delineated through the rules ofTohar Haneshek. In the Bible this approach of honesty and 
fairness is expressed many times as we saw from the examples above. 
Why, according to the Torah, is it so important to use fairness and kindness even during a 
cruel reality such as war? In the book ofDeuteronomy it says: "tzrt'Ti' ~ :T"m" "For the 
Lord your God walks in the midst ofyour camp, to rescue you, and to deliver your enemies 
before yOU; therefore your camp shall be holy; that He will not see shameful thing among you 
and, tum away from you" (Deut. 23:15) . 
. 107 Rabbi David ben Solomon ibn Zimra, in Hebrew: IflZlT 'JK 'PK fI1J?lll P m. also called Radbaz (T"J") was an early 
Acharon of the fifteenth and sixteenth centwieswho was a leading ~ rosh yeshiva. chief rabbi. and author of 
more than 3,000 resl'onso (halachic decisions) as well as several scholarly works. Taken from Chabad.org (see 
bibliography for more information on this source). 
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Rambam, again, looked at the above verse and explained that the army (camp) is like a 
temple ofG-d and not like other armies where the lowest of instincts are expressed among their 
soldiers: to kill and destroy. Rambam continued and stated that the reasons Jews fight are in 
order to make the world a better place, and to offer more order and honesty in the world. Jews 
are messengers of G-d and are doing the work of G-d. And ifJews do not fight in an honest 
way, it defeats their purpose ofdoing the work of G-d. Rambam says that sometimes a war is 
unavoidable and it is a necessity to act with might since previous peaceful attempts did not 
help. 108 
103 The Guide for the Perplexed section 3 part 41 
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B. The tradition of the State of Jsrael, its democratic 
principles, laws and institutions.109 
Israel is a democratic state that is governed by laws and run by institutions that 
represent the voice of the people. When there are threats to the democracy or to its people, the 
IDF is committed to come to its defense. 
To understand this in realistic terms, I present the very real threat that the democracy of 
Israel with her people face: the threat of annihilation of IsraeL This threat can be seen in two 
ways: a) in physical sense, erasing Israel from the map by destroying the country and the people, 
and b) by attempting to "kill" the idea (ofthe existence) ofIsraeL In either case, it is a serious 
threat to the very basic right ofevery person in Israel. Let me investigate this area further. 
There will never be a shortage of people who will point fingers at Israel and blame her 
for the wrongs of the world. I am addressing this chapter to the other population that is 
interested in learning otherwise, in an unbiased way. I am hoping to communicate with the 
objective person who.is willing to hear, analyze and judge reality based on honest facts and 
make a case for the State of Israel. 
It is evident that there is an open threat by many to "kill" the idea of the existence of 
Israel. 110 We first have the obvious haters, those who clearly state that Israel should be ''thrown 
to the sea," that Israel should be "erased from the map." The Palestinian's Authority's doctrine 
l09 IDF Code ofEthics -IOF Official Website-See Appendix C. . 
htl;p:llweb.archive.orglwebf2006Q430031938Jbtl;p:llwwwl.idf.iVdoverfsiteimainoftge.asp?sl=EN&id=32 
(-l1°Gord~, Saving Israel. See Bibliography. 
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calls for the destruction of Israel or the annihilation ofthe State of Israel. In the words ofone of 
their academics: "Our happiness will be complete only with the return ofall of our lands - the 
[West] Bank, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Jaffa, Haifa, Safed, and other stolen cities". II I 
It is known by all, for example that one of the terrorist groups, Hezboll~ states that one 
of their main goals is the elimination of the State of Israel. 112 Hamas organization is no 
different and many of the Palestinians support those two groups passionately. Many other Arab 
countries do not hide their wish for the destruction of the State of Israel. It is clear that ending 
the existence of the State of Israel is something many Arab countries wish to see and work to 
achieve. There could be many sources and examples to support the above. And I don't need to 
go far into the past to bring an example. Let me discuss one. 
While working on my thesis (and this is one example ofmany, unfortunately), horrible 
news came from Israel: On Friday night, March 11, 2011, at 10:00 PM an innocent couple and 
their children were slaughtered by Palestinian terrorists. Ruth Fogel was in the bathroom when 
the Palestinian terrorists pounced on her husband Udi and their three-month-old daughter Hadas, 
in their home in Itamar, slitting their throats as they lay in bed on Friday night. 
The terrorists stabbed Ruth to death as she came out of the bathroom. With both parents 
and the newborn dead, they moved on to the other children, going into a bedroom where Ruth 
and Udi's sons Y oav, eleven years old, and Elad, four years old, were sleeping. They stabbed 
1Il Dr. Ismaeil AI-Fara, lecturer ar Al-Quds University, and director of the General Union for Disabled 
Palestinians in Khan Yunis, PA TV, September 2,2005. 
lI2Adam Shatz (April 29, 2004). In Search ofHezbollah". The New York Review ofBooks. 
http://www.nybooks.com/articlesI11060 See also Bibliography for comprehensive sources on 
HezboUah. 
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them through their hearts and slit their throats. The murderers apparently missed another 
bedroom where the Fogels' other sons, eight-year-old Ro'i and two-year-old Yishai were asleep. 
The boys were found by their big sister, twelve years old Tamar, when she returned home 
from a friend's house two hours after her family was massacred. Tamar found Yishai standing 
over his parents' bodies screaming for them to wake up." 113 
The reaction ofsome of the Palestinian in Gaza was very disturbing. They celebrated 
and cheered while passing candy to all in praise of the murderers. And these people are not 
considered terrorists! 
Does that mean that they support the murder? Does that mean that they encourage such 
behavior? Does that mean that they are an accomplice to the crime? What does a person do with 
this information? This behavior of the general Gazan population, who are not defined as 
terrorists, is making it very difficult not to include them as partners to crime. 
In the words ofBenyamin Netanyahu, who gave a statement on the following day after 
the above disaster in a broadcast: "The time has come to stop this double-speak in which the 
Palestinian Authority outwardly talks peace and allows - and sometimes leads - incitement at 
home."114 
In the same speech, Mr. Netanyahu called onto the hostile world and their leaders: "I 
expect the international community to sharply and unequivocally condemn this murder, the 
113 http://www.JewishWorldReview.oom I 
n4 Israel Ministry ofForeign Affairs. 
http://www.mfa.gov.illMFA/GovemmentlCommuniquesl2011IPM_Netanyahu_terrorist_attack_ ltamar _12-Mar­
2011.hbn 
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murder ofchildren. I have noticed that several countries that always hasten to the UN Security 
Council in order to condemn Israel, the State of the Jews, for planning a house in some locality, 
or for laying some tiles somewhere, have been dilatory in sharply condemning the murder of 
Jewish infants. I expect them to issue such condemnations immediately, without balances, 
without understandings, without justifications. There is no justification and there can be neither 
excuse nor forgiveness for the murder of children. I expect a similar condemnation, and I 
. demand a similar condemnation, from the Palestinian Authority. I am disappointed by the weak 
and mumbled statements. This is not how one condemns terrorism. This is not how one fights 
terrorism. See how Israeli prime ministers, myself among the~ have reacted in similar 
situations, but there has never been anything like this, in which terrorists entered a home and cut 
children's throats. This requires sharp and unequivocal condemnation. This requires something 
else. This requires a halt to the incitement. I demand that the Palestinian Authority stop the 
incitement that is conducted on a daily basis in their schools, mosques and the media under their 
control. The time has come to stop this double-talk in which the Palestinian Authority outwardly 
talks peace, and allows - and sometimes leads - incitement at home. The time has come to stop 
the incitement and begin educating their people for peace." 115 
The ·words of Mr. Benyamin Netanyahu that night offer us an important understanding of 
the general approach that Israel has for her people as far as ethical behavior is concerned. These 
words exemplify Israel's approach and behavior during attack, or war, for that matter; words that 
show ethics, morals and humanity: "Despite all the awful pain, I call upon all Israelis to act 
responsibly, with restraint, and not to take the law into their own hands. When one takes the law 
into his own hands, there is no law. The IDF and the security forces will carry out their 
lIS Ibid. 
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I 
I 
1 
I responsibilities; only they. We will not allow terrorism to determine the settlement map. The settlement map will be determined by Government policy, which is in accordance with our 
I national interests, with security first and foremost. Terrorism will not determine the settlement 
i map. We will determine it."u6 
i 
I It is important to reiterate the exchange Mr. Netanyahu had with the Palestinian Authority 
Chairman, Abu Mazen, who called to express his regret over the murder in Itamar. And this is i 
3 
exactly where the problem is: On one hand a leader of the Palestinian may call and offer regret 
but with the same breath he would encourage and entice his people to continue their murderous 
behavior. 
The Prime Minister of Israel stressed that such condemnations were insufficient and 
added that not only must the incitement stop but education for peace must begin. Prime Minister 
Netanyahu added that violence had to be condemned not because it went against the P A's 
political interests but because morally it is unacceptable. 
" 'I expect you to stop the incitement in schools, textbooks and mosques and for you to 
educate your children for peace as we are doing. Murdering children in their sleep is murder for 
its own sake,' the Prime Minister said. ,,117 To quote Albert Einstein: "The world is a dangerous 
place to live, not because of the people who are evil, but because of the people who don't do 
anything about it ,,118 
116 Ibid. 
117 Israel Ministry ofForeign Affairs. , 
http://www.mfa.gov.illMF AlGovemmentlCommuniquesl20 11IPM _Netanyahu _terrorist_attack _ltamar _12-Mar­
2011.htm 
118 Einstein on Peace. 1968. 
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An Islamic scholar, Ashgar Ali Engineer, said in his writing: "Four key concepts 
advocated by the Quran are: 'adl, ihsan, rahmah, and hikmah, which mean justice, benevolence, 
compassion and wisdom ... ,,1l9 Clearly, the behavior ofmany Muslims injure the very basic 
premise ofthese key concepts. 
In an article by Professor Michael Nagler, an academic and peace activist, I was struck by 
what he shared. When Nagler read from one of the special issues of Gandhi Marga discussion of 
Islam and non-violence, two of the writers made the following statement: ''Non-violence is a 
wonderful thing but it does not apply to the Arabian Peninsula (respectively, modem Israel)." 120 
This speaks for itself. 
There is no need to "prove" scientifically that this deep hatred towards the Jews is 
prevalent and exists and there is no need to present more examples. We all know it exists. These 
acts ofhatred are obvious, although many choose to act oblivious to that fact even when 
confronted with it. Yet, my concern is greater with the other group; the one who is more 
suggestive, hence more dangerous. 
My concern is with a group that is much more sophisticated. My suspicion is with those 
who hide behind the title ofhistorians, reporters, teachers, speakerS and leaders and the media, 
to name a few. These are the real threats of Israel: those who try to use reason, albeit, 
dishonestly, to project Israel in such a negative light that it almost necessitates questioning her 
existence. 
119 Ashgar Ali Engineer, Sources ofNonviolence iri Islam p. 88-90. 
This scholar is an Indian- Muslim refonnist-writer and activist He is an advocate ofa culture ofpeace, 
nonviolence and communal hannony. 
120 Nagler, Is there a Tradition o/Nonviolence in Islam? p. l61 
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One such perso~ for example, is the influential, brilliant University professor, Jerome 
Slater. 121 I am offering an example of how one person chooses to depict Israel in a horrible 
light, and doing so under the umbrella of an academic with credentials and intelligence. I am 
suggesting to the reader that methods, such as this one, are dangerous in the least and 
destructive at the most for Israel and her people. 
Jerome Slater, in the pUblication ofPulse Media, 122 viciously refuted Moshe Halbertal's 
response to the Goldstone Report. I23 1bis is how he opens his article: "As an academic of 
nearly fifty years, I take seriously that the core principle and highest calling of our profession is 
to seek and tell the truth, as best as one can. For those who know the full historical facts about 
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, one of the most shocking and depressing phenomena is the 
extent to which many leading Israeli and American Jewish intellectuals and academicians 
ignore, conceal, or willfully deny them." 124 
Slater opens up his article by declaring his own academic credentials, one with 
intelligence and a respected person. 1bis in turn suggests to the reader that his comments should 
be taken as a serious and honorable source. 
121 Jerome Slater is professor (emeritus) ofpolitical science and University Research Scholar, State University of 
New Yode at Buffalo. He writes extensively on this topic of Israel-Palestinian Conflict and he has his own blog 
(hUp:llwww.jeromeslater.com!20 I O/09/why-i-blog.html). 
. 122 PULSE is a collaborative political weblog featuring wode by a variety of Writers, activists and academics based in 
five continents. It is edited by Muhammad Idrees Ahmad, Jasmin Ramsey. Robin Yassm-Kassab and Belen 
Fem8ndez.-Interesting to note who the editors are ... 
. 123 See chapter II in this thesis. 
124 Jerome Slater's article in the Pulse Media report. 

http://pulsemedia.orgf2010/01I06/moshe-halbertal-and-the-goldstone-reportl#more-I8572 
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Even ifthe reader does not read the rest ofSlater's article, with an introduction such as 
mentioned above, the impression is immediate and negative towards IsraeL Readers are not 
necessarily educated and versed about the historical background ofIsrael and the Jews. Many 
people take at face value what they hear or read, especially when it comes from educated figures 
and leaders. People absorb media presentations as truth. Many hold the position of'IfI see it on 
TV or hear it on the radio, it must be true.' This is a dangerous phenomenon not only when it 
comes to Israel, but as far as any news and other information are concerned. 
In his blog, 125 Jerome Slater writes hate articles about Israel in a more concentrated and 
"focused" manner than is fit to be on a blog. But one can get a clear picture ofhow Slater feels 
about Israel and how much hatred and purpose he has towards advancing negative opinion 
toward Israel. 
Examining Slater's article further I was struck by the fact that Slater did not bash 
Halbertal's report for "ignoring, concealing and willfully denying facts that may be against 
Israel, he also criticizes the actual Goldstone Report for not being even harsher with Israel: "It is 
striking that while strongly critical ofthe Israeli methods ofwar, in effect the Goldstone 
Commission accepted the premise that Israel did have a just cause, the right to defend itself 
against Palestinian rocket attacks. In Part IT of this analysis, I will argue that this argument is 
unpersuasive, and ~ Commission may have committed a serious error in accepting it.,,126 
us Slater's bIog: http://wwwJeromeslater.com!2.0 IO/12lwbat-really-wrong-with-goldstone-reporlhtml 
126 Slater's article in the Pulse Media report. 
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I Jerome Slater's message to the world deliberately endangers the existence of IsraeL Hei 
1 
i bluntly supports the attacks of Palestinians on Israeli civilians, rationalizing their behavior: "I 
I 
have argued that the Palestinian attacks on Israeli civilians are primarily, even if not exclusively, 
the consequence of over forty years ofcontinued Israeli occupation, 127 repression, assassinations 
and other killings; of the destruction ofgovernmental, economic, public health, educational, and 
other societal institutions and infrastructures; and of the deliberate impoverishment and 
humiliation of the Palestinian people.,,12s 
Slater's response to acts committed against Israeli civilians clearly shows his double 
standard: "Consequently, Israel is not engaged in "selfdefense" when it uses force to crush 
resistance to its repression - and that holds true even when the form of resistance - terrorist 
attacks intended to kill civilians is itselfmora1ly wrong.,,129 What an obvious declaration by 
Slater that Jewish blood does not equate to the blood ofPalestinians! 
Slater accuses Israel of committing war crimes, not only in his response in the Pulse 
, 
Publication discussed above, but also throughout various articles, messages, speeches and blogs 
he offers to the public, such as this: "In sum, the uncontestable facts leave no doubt that the 
http://pulsemedia.orgf2010/01I06/moshe-halbertal-and-the-goldstone-reportl#more-18572 
127 Rabbi Finkel, via written communication: "It is the Arabs who are occupying the Jand ofIsrael not the 
Jews who returned to their homeland." . 
128 Slater's, article in the Pulse Media report. 
http://pulsemedia.orgf2010/0 1I06/moshe-halbertal-and-the-goldstone-reportl#more-18572 
l2.9lbid. 
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Israeli attack on Gaza constituted a grave war crime." 130 Slater does not address the daily bomb 
attacks against Israel from Gaza. 
People such as this person are a serious threat to the existence of the State of Israel. 
Jerome Slater destroys the 'whatever' positive image Israel may have and draws her as a blood 
. thirsty criminal that oppresses innocent people. I think the real criminal here is Mr. Slater 
himself. By using his intellect, his academic position and his gift of speech and education he 
circulates lies and false infonnation to people. His conclusions about Israel are so negative and 
he publicly and loudly states them. 
How many more Jerome Slaters exist? How much more infonnation is shared with the 
world, depicting Israel in such a negative light? How many people offer this horrible image 
about Israel, taking advantage of their position in society? How many leaders, educators, clergy, 
universities and the media, at times, seize opportunities to convey an image of Israel as vicious? 
1hls kind of behavior is a threat to the existence of Israel. It is not only that we hear explicitly 
the wish for annihilation of the State of Israel, but we also realize it implicitly through other 
means, such as discussed above. 
The creation ofthe negative image ofIsrael by strong leadership and propaganda is not 
addressed only to the non-Jewish world. It is offered to Jewish population, as well, namely the 
younger generation ofJews both in Diaspora and in IsraeL 1hls Jewish population is also a 
130 Slater's bJog: http://www.jeromeslater.comt20 1 011 21wbat-realIy-wrong-with-goldstone-reportbtml 
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I distance from the events of the Holocaust and they are more removed from the historical realities 
that brought Israel to where she is now. 
Daniel Gordis offers a discussion in his book, Saving Israel, that the Jewish younger 
generatio~ in a survey that was done, was not able to answer satisfactorily questions such as: 
Why Israel should have a State, or why Israel matters ... They are able to see the current reality 
I only and are not able -or not willing-to dig for deeper meaning. Hence, the result is a 
generation without strong convictions and passion toward their country. That serves as an added ,I 
concern regarding the "idea" of the existence of Israel. We have enough threats from the outside 
I world. We certainly don't need any from within. 
! 
i 
Gordis wrote in his book: "Young American and Israeli Jews had no idea how to respond 
to the above questions. Jews, as an "occupying power" sounded ugly and humiliating, not 
something ofwhich these kids would be proud. If the Jews had a State, why couldn't the 
Palestinians? If Israeli soldiers were really preventing Palestinian pregnant women in labor from 
getting to hospitals by stopping them at roadblocks, how could these students not feel 
embarrassed"? 131 This is the dangerous power ofpropaganda; power ofbrainwashing and the 
power ofmis-education. Ifwe see hesitations within some of the Jewish population, albeit, some 
ofthe younger generatio~ about the relevance ofthe State ofIsrael to her people, it is fair to say 
that Israel's problem may be graver than we think. 
'. 
13I Gordis, D. Saving Israel p. 12. 
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On a positive note I may add that we are not including the majority ofthe Jewish 
population. I will also add th;;lt in a country that participated in so many wars, it is 
understandable how her population would become tired of them and discouraged. Israel faces 
the challenge of re-injecting her younger population with passion and meaning and greater 
identification with national values. 
The threat against the "idea of the existence oflsrael" is real and present. It shows its 
seed within a small minority of the younger Jewish population, but it is very prevalent among the 
general population of the world. Israel has an obligation to do all she can, internally and 
externally, in order to maintain continuity and progress. Although the concern over the young 
generation is present, the main struggle is to maintain security within the borders of Israel and 
protecting the citizen from outside harm. 
To sum with the words ofDaniel Gordis: "And yet, when peace is not achievable, when 
enemies will seek to destroy the Jewish state, and thereby to destroy the Jewish people, there is, 
sadly, no choice but to wage war, however long it may last.,,132 This is war for survival and, 
unfortunately, a necessity for existence. 
In light of the above, we can see why the second source that the IDF draws on, the 
tradition of the State of Israel, its democratic principles, laws and institutions is an integral part 
of the ethics that govern the Israeli state. 
132 Gordis. Saving Israel. p. 181. 
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c. The tradition of the IDF and its military heritage as I the Israel Defense Forces. 133 
I 
I The modern dilemma of terrorism and IDF's military strategy and tactics. 

I In the IDF Purity of Arms document, this tradition is placed first. After all, IDF is the 

i 
I 
I body that is responsible for the basic defense of its people. To allow better flow and development 
I ofthis paper, however, I placed this tradition as number three, moving from past history, into the 
I 
I policies ofmodern democracy and now, remaining in the present time, focusing on more current 
events. 
In order to investigate this tradition of the IDF and its military heritage as the Israel 
Defense Forces we must look into the topic of terrorism. Traditionally, throughout history, in 
biblical times and in the modem period, Israel faced terrorism and needed to develop strategies 
to deal with it. Terrorism takes many forms yet there are some basic method in which it operates. 
The definition of the word 'terror' relates to a person or a thing that causes intense fear 
or the quality ofcausing dread; terribleness. The defInition of the word 'terrorism' defined as 
the use ofterror and violence to intimidate, subjugate, etc., especially as a political weapon or 
policy. 134 
133 lOF Code ofEthics -lOF Official Website-See Appendix C. 
http;j/web.archive.org/webI2OO60430031938/http://wwwl.idf.il/doverlsitelmainpage.!lSP?sl=EN&id=32 
134 Webster Dictionary. Webster New World Dictionary. The World Publishing Company. Cleveland and New 
York. USA 1960. 
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Another source defines terror this way: Violence (as bomb-throwing) committed by 
groups in order to intimidate a population or government into granting their demands 
(insurrection or revolutionary terrorism). I3S A terrorist is an agent of the above.136 
Israel is continuously targeted by terrorism. In the last 25 years, especially, we see a 
serious and dermed increase in terrorist attacks in the world in general and in Israel in particular. 
Life under terror and in a constant state of intimidation and subjugation is a tragically abnormal 
situation. For Israelis, it is the norm and not the exception. 
Terror is an old phenomenon. Terror is expressed in many ways. Terror is sometimes 
expressed through religious means and sometimes through secular national means, sometimes 
through a left wing and sometimes through the right wing. It is a tool against countries or 
against a popUlation by groups or by individuals. The idea is to enforce desired change and 
advance political gains of the terrorists by eliciting fear and dread. Resorting to violence and to 
killing is an integral part ofhow terrorist groups may chose to accomplish their wishes. 
Many times, influencing public opinion is one ofthe main goals of the terrorist. In those 
cases, where the goal is only to influence the public, terrorists do not shun away from using 
fearful and dreadful means, even killing, not only combatants but civilians, as well. 
Whether a terrorist chooses to use real violence and actually resorts to killing or 
whether he chooses psychological fear to induce panic, the damage is the same. A great sense of 
dread and anxiety overwhelms the people. Fear is the ultimate weapon of the terrorists and fear is 
the ultimate effect on the victims. 
135 Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary. Springfield, MA. Merriam-Webster, 1984. p. 1218 
136 Ibid. 
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I 	 How different is terror from war? In terrorist attacks, innocent people are targeted as 
I they are only objects to facilitate the terrorist's cause. Terrorists will kill a child if he or she 
I happens to be in the way, just so that they may advance their cause. That child, or any innocent 
citizen for that matter, is seen to be part of the government or part of the group that they are I, 	 fighting against. Hence, in their mind, that citizen is not innocent or neutraL 
1 
! ~ 
In war, attacks are targeted against defined warriors or soldiers who usually carry a 
I weapon. It has a beginning and an end. It is focused and between defined entities who report to a 
I 
! 
il 	 greater power such as a State or a government. When terrorists kill innocent people, widespread 
fear is introduced. By inducing the fear, terrorists make their demands and hope for ! 
i 
acquiescence. And as opposed to a war which has a beginning and an end, terrorism may have no I end. 

In order to comprehend the magnitude ofdamage terrorists induce in the 

State of Israel, one can consult the document prepared by Wm. Robert Johnston in his survey 
collection, depicting the massive number of terroristic attacks on Israelis ~d their horrific 
consequence ofmurder.137 
In his boo~ Why Terrorism Works, Alan Dershowitz, argues that global terrorism is a 
phenomenon "largely of our own making and we must and we can take steps to reduce the 
frequency and severity ofterrorist acts." He continues and says that our reaction to terrorist 
137 Chrollology ofTerrorist Attacks in Israel 
http://www.johnstonsarchive.netlterrorismlterrisrael.htmI 
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I 
attacks is what makes them successful: "We either give in to them or trying to understand their 
1 
I causes and hence, learn ways ofeliminating them." 138 
I 
I Israel has no option but to eliminate the terrorist and not give in and forget everything 
I she believes and strives for. Negotiation with the terrorist legitimizes their criminal technique 
, and Israel needs to be careful not to do so. Iflsrael chooses to fight against these groups 
I 
I attempting to eliminate them would it be, then, a Just and Mandatory War? Would it require 
! 
using Purity ofArms? In light of the above, Israel does not need to adhere to a code of ethics as I 
I 
I defined during war. 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
 Terrorism is very much alive. The events ofSeptember 11, 2001 are still 
j 
remembered with pain and fe~ by many. That attack marked a new era in United States, making 
f 
! Americans face a new reality: Groups or individuals are prepared to kill innocent people in order 
to send their messages. Americans are now aware that these terrorists are prepared to invade 
I 
. personal space and attack people in their homes in order to advance their mission. Americans I 
are aware, also, that the attackers could be US citizens or not, educated or not, professionals or 
i 
[ not, family members, fathers, sons or brothers of someone. These attacker could be anyone. 
Unfortunately, the one common denominator in regard to Israel is that almost all 
of them are from the Muslim faith or related to the religion of Islam on one level or another. 
And here lies a different kind ofdanger: The danger ofgeneralization! 
138 Dershowitz, Why Terrorism Works. p. 2 
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I j 
I j I would agree with the premise that in the Middle Ease, most terrorists are 
I 
~ 
Muslims, but not all Muslims are terrorists. However, it is very sad that the extremists, who 
i 
~ come from the faith ofthe Islam, are pennitted by many in their faith, to carty their acts against 
I 
~ 

I non-Muslims who they claim are occupying their land. 
i 
I 
I 
I When one member ofmy faith does something terrible, I feel sad and disturbed. 
J But eventually I am able to move on, reasoning that it is an isolated case and is not a 
I representation of my faith. If many people from my faith will murder and terrorize on a regular 
basis for many years, I would not only feel sad and disturbed, but also embarrassed, shocked, I j 
scared and wishing it to end. I would want to do something to stop that pattern ofevilness. I am 
I sure these are the feelings and sentiments ofmany innocent Muslims who have to deal with the 
reality of terrorists emerging from within. 
I 
I It is very important to fight this inclination of generalization as it is a dangerous 
place to enter, not only for Jews but for all people.139 Historically, once one people is I 
! 
stereotyped, only disaster follows. Jews, for example, are a living example of this danger, facing 
discrimination and anti-Semitism throughout history. 
In the Talmud it says: "What is hateful to you, do not do to your neighbor. This 
is the whole Torah; all the rest is commentary." 140 This Golden Rule was repeated by many 
faiths, and in many versions throughout time. We, the human race, need to abide by it, now as 
well, in the face of the possibility ofblaming all Muslims for the crimes of some of their people. 
139 Dr. Bossman, Class notes, Seton Hall University. Fall 2010. 

140 Hillel. Talmud. Shabbat 31a 
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I 
i Having said that, I still would like to see more of the Muslims speak up and raise 
! 
J 
I 
loud voices when those crimes are committed by their people. Where is the silent majority who 
can make a difference? Where are the scholars and teachers and leaders who should speak up 
I and loud in mosques, universities and homes against terrorism? I know there are those who 
J 
speak up, but not loudly enough and not in enough numbers to make a difference. 
I 
I 
~ 
I Rabbi Finkel teaches that the main issue of Islam is a religious one. The Islamic I 
I outlook to our world of Christians and Jews is such that they charge Christians ofdefiling G-d by I j their Trinity and they charge Jews of defiling G-d by stealing their (the Muslims') land. Hence, 
! 
! 
the Muslims justify their war against the Jews as a religious war. I,
I 
I Rabbi Finkel adds: "This is not an issue of 'blaming' or of 'shame' for their i people, but rather, it is an issue of 'advancing'. For Islam advances the claim that Israel is their ! 
land and that the Jews stole it from them, hence their war against IsraeL However, Israel is the 
I only non-Islamic country in their midst.,,141 
I 
! 
In his book, What Went Wrong. Bernard Lewis, when he discussed the 
Arab place in the world, said that the Arab people used to be a great and powerful 
contributor to the world. They were pioneers in many areas and ~ by many. Not 
anymore. Lewis continued and said that we should not ask the question of: "What has 
Islam done to the Muslims?" but rather, "What have the Muslims done to Islam"? 142 
141 Rabbi Finkel, via written communication. 

142 Bernard Lewis, What Went Wrong. p. 156. 
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What have the terrorists done to Islam? What have the extremists done to Islam? I say 
'shame on you' to those who are responsible for allowing a deterioration of a great 
culture and continuing to act barbarically in the name of Islam or in the name of thej 
I Quran. 
It was very difficult for me to accept the reaction of some of the Palestinians 
I 
J 
when they heard of the murder of the innocent Fogel family (husband, wife, and their three 
young children while asleep). 143 They celebrated, cheered and passed candies in delight of the 
J 
I event and in pride of the murderers, the terrorists. 144 How do we categorize them? Are they also terrorists? Should they be considered the "innocent Muslims"? This group ofpeople certainly I 
does not make it easier for the Muslim population to project an image ofpeace loving people. j 
I In light of this reality of terror and the military challenges that Israel faced in the past and 
I is still facing in the present, the IDF instituted this spirit ofwar: acceptance of the IDF as Israel's 
f 
defense force based on military heritage. 145 
143 Altman, Yair (03.13.11). "[tamar massacre: Fogel family butchered while sleeping". YNET news. 
httQ:llwww.vnetnews.com/articleslO.7340.L-404J237.00.hbnl. Retrieved 13 March 2011. 
144 September 11,2001 terrorist attack on the United States is one example where event was celebrated in 
Gaza by the Palestinian population, and not only by the terrorists. The murder ofFogel family (see 
footnote #193 above) is another. And there are many more examples ... 
14' Rabbi Finkel, comments: the land of Israel will face constant attack because of the Islamic claim that Israel 
belongs to Islam. 
90 
D.Universal moral values based on the value and dignity of 
human life. 146 
The value ofdignity and human life! Not only for Jewish life but for everyone's life: 
Jews and non-Jews. This is what distinguishes the Israeli anny from their enemies: while the 
IDF insists on ethical behavior during war, and takes pains to assure that human life is important, 
even when others do not practice it the same way. 
Many an enemy express in words and in action that Jewish blood is not precious, that 
Jewish blood does not matter. What is the value ofdignity ofhuman life for the Jewish people 
and how is it incorporated into the IDF codes and principles? How was life valued throughout 
history and to what extent did the Jewish people go to save one life? 
There are many values that are expected from soldiers as lineated in the document of 
p~~tt "1''''', Purity ofArms. For example in a decent war, the citizens shall not be harmed since 
they have not harmed you. Also, the hostages must be treated decently, since they are not able to 
harm you anymore. A soldier must wear a uniform so he can be identified as a soldier and not be 
tricking the enemy as ifhe is a civilian. Finally one must accomplish the goal in the least painful 
way. 
146 IDF Code ofEthics -lOF Official Website-See Appendix C. 

http;l{web.arcltive.org!webfl00604300319381http://wwwl.idf.i1/doverlsiteimainpage.asp?sl=EN&id=32 
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i What happens ifan army does not have a choice and must cross these boundaries of 
I 
i 
ethics? What happens if there is no other way but to disobey the rules ofPurity ofArms? ForI 
example, we know that at the end ofWWII the liberating countries had to destroy the GermanI 
I 
i army in its core. They blew one neighborhood after another in a systematic way, until Berlin, for 
I example, was practically leveled.147 
I 
I When I conducted my interview with the IDF commander, Neryah., in Israel,148 he handed 
I 
i 
me a booklet. He said: "This is ~~f)? 'O'~ 'Oi?~~, soldier pocket handbook. Every person who 
I begins his or her service in the Israeli army receives this little book of instructions. Every soldier 
I must adhere to the rules in this booklet. We also hope that they would be inspired by the other 
I readings in this book." 
I 

When one examines the mentioned solidier's pocket notebook it is clear and impressive 
in a number ofways. First, this pocket is handed to 18 years old men and women who just 
finished high school. Second, it is striking what material is included in that pocket notebook. 
After instructions by the commander to refer to this booklet and familiarize oneselfwith its 
contents, the very next page is the Israeli anthem: "1111'''11'' "The Hope." Every Israeli knows 
their anthem, but it was still chosen to be included with these instructions. 
Right after the anthem there is the section discussing the value system and the spirit of 
IDF. First is the focus on general expectation of behavior: Perseverance, responsibility, 
loyaltylhonesty and exemplary behavior. It continues with additional code of behavior and it 
147 Antony Becvor, The Fall ofBerlin p. 263. 

148 Interview in Netanya, IsraeL February 2011. Commander and instructor: Neryah Keter. 
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discusses more of the spirit of the IDF: Selfdiscipline, high value for human life, purity ofarms 
and professionalism. 149 
As Commander, Neryah explained during the interview, this instructive pocket handbook 
is not given and forgotten. The soldiers go through instructive classes that cover this material. 
They also learn the consequences ofnot following these rules. It is clear that there are rules and 
expectations in the Israeli anny. Some rules may be very difficult to follow during a battle. 
Nevertheless, a soldier is expected to do all he or she can humanly do in order to maintain those 
principles of ethics. 
The value ofhuman dignity and human life is at highest priority. IDF will go to great 
extent in order to save life. Traditionally, saving life was to be achieved even at the expense of 
desecrating the Sabbath. The following is an examination of this tradition of fighting on the 
Sabbath in order to save life. ISO 
In the First Book ofMaccabees we are told that one thousand people were killed while 
refusing to desecrate the Sabbath and fight during this holy day: "They said, "Let us all die 
without reproach; heaven and earth are our witnesses that you destroy us unjuStly. So the officers 
and soldiers attacked them on the Sabbath, and they died with their wives, their children and 
their cattle, to the number ofa thousand persons" (1 Mace. 2:37-38). 
149 See appendix C. for more information on the IDF Spirit and Code ofEthics. 
ISO See Chapter 2 in this thesis, The War ofthe Maccabees, fur more reference and discussion on the topic of 
the Maccabees war. 
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! 
I 
I 
Mattathias and his people heard about this a.tt:a£k on their fellow Jews during the Sabbath. i 
I 
I This senior committed Jew was distraught. The enemy purposely chose to attack the Jews on 
i their holy day, hoping to achieve an easy victory and their goal ofweakening their religious l 
! determination. Mattathias and his group had to make a decision: Do we stick to our rules and 
I laws in the face ofphysical endangerment? Do we not defend ourselves when being attacked on 
I 
I a holy day, even on the Sabbath? Mattathias decided to change course and modify an existing 
I 
i law in favor ofwhat was necessary at that time. He decided that they will fight on the Sabbath. 
I 
!I Life is precious and valuable. 
I The First Book ofMaccabees 2:31-41 shows us how at first some of the rebels would I 
not fight back on Shabbat, and it was only after many were slaughtered that the decision was 
made to fight on Shabbat. "So they made this decision that day: "Let us fight against every man 
who comes to attack us on the Sabbath day; let us not all die as our brethren died in their hiding 
places" (1 Macc. 2:41). 
We also see in the Second Book ofMaccabees how many chose not to fight on the 
Sabbath and it led it to their death : "And there were people who hid in the caves around the 
town to celebrate the Shabbat, and it was known to Polipus and he burned them on the Sabbath 
and they still held back from defending themselves because they were afraid to desecrate the 
Sabbath" (2 Macc. 6:12-13). Considering the alternative ofdeath, the Maccabees chose to fight 
on the Sabbath in order to save life. 
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I 
! 
,i 
Investigating the topic further it is clear that there was a difference ofopinion about the I 
I 
timing of the decision to fight on Shabbat and its attribution to Mattathias as the original person , 
I 
to initiate it The leadership ofMattathias was not presented in 2 Maccabees, where fidelity of 
the martyrs is the key to later success in the conflict 
I 
I; In addition, fighting on the Sabbath, some claim, may not have been necessarily for the 
I 
j 
altruistic purpose ofsaving life. The value ofhuman dignity and human life as an important 
! 
~ 
consideration of the IDF spirit requires deeper investigation of the above consideration: Was I 
I 	 Mattathias the original person who initiated fighting on Sabbath to save life? I 
I According to Joseph Sievers, the fact that the decision to fight on the Sabbath and not to 
! 
I 
I 	 observe it is attributed to Mattathias could be problematic. 151 Did Mattathias decide to fight on 
the Sabbath and not observe it or was it a pure selfdefense strategy that happens to be on the 
Sabbath? Sievers said that there was no reference in 2 Maccabees that supports fighting on the 
Sabbath in order to preserve life. 
Additionally, the fact that Judah and his men "refrained from pursuing their enemies on 
the Sabbath (8:26; cf. 12:38) is not relevant, since what was permitted was only defensive 
fighting, and presumably, aggression remained forbidden.,,152 Sievers added that the fact that 
Nicanor, in 161/0 BeE still thought that he could attack Judah and his people on the Sabbath 
with complete safety shows that there was no precedence ofresistance on Shabbat as seen in 2 
Maccabees 15:1. 
lSI Joseph Sievers, The Hasmoneans and Their Supporters. p. 32 

lS2lbid 
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I 

I 
I 

I 	 The first time that we hear ofa fight on the Sabbath is when Bacchides had a battle with ! 
i ~ 	 Jonathan at the Jordan, and that was at a later date, 160 BCE. Sievers suggest that the attribution I 
ofthe decision not to fight on the Sabbath, given to Mattathias is perhaps because ofhis1 
I 	 leadership and the fact that he was an authority figure then. But there is no certainty that he, I 
1 	 Mattathias, was indeed the original person who set that rule. 
I 
! 
,1 
I 	 Jonathan Goldstein, in his commentary on Second Maccabees suggests that the writer of 
the five volume work abridged in the Second Book of Maccabees, Jason of Cyrene, made I 
i 	 omissions to change the order of events during the Maccabean period. Goldstein suggests that 
i 
I 	 Jason did so because he perceived Mattathias as a wicked person. So Jason preferred to attribute 
the climatic turning point to the events telling about acts ofmartyrdom (Eleazar and Hannah 
with her seven sons) and not to Mattathias' act ofzeal. 153 
Clearly,_ there are different approaches and views about the reason why fighting on 
Shabbat was decided. However, whether Mattathias decision to fight on Shabbat was because of 
pikuach nefesh (saving life) or not, or whether it was a basic selfdefense does not mitigate the 
fact that he fought defensively on Shabbat and made the decision to do so. 
The fact that there is a discrepancy in interpretation reinforces the fact that no one was 
one hundred percent certain of those events and of the rationale for acting one way or another. 
1S3 Goldstein, II Maccabees; p. 279 
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i 
! 

1 That is why, in my opinion, what is relevant and important is the actual decision to fight on, 
I 
, 
j ~ Shabbat. The Jewish people were in danger and Mattathias took action to fight on the holy day. 
I There are number ofJewish laws that would support a decision to fight back in general 
i and to do so on the Sabbath in particular. First, if someone faces a deadly threat from someone, I 
i he or she must kill them first in order to save oneself, since the value of life is paramount: 
I I 
I, 
I j Another Jewish law that emphasizes the value of life is the one that teaches: 
I "J'CVl1n,.., Vgl "'i',g "L55 which means: Saving life takes precedence over the Sabbath. Life 
is precious and every effort must be made to honor it, unless the situation involves one of the 
negative cardinal precepts: Murder and incest, adultery or idolatry. Ifa person is in danger of 
dying, it is the duty ofall to save him or her and certainly the person himself is obligated to self 
defense ifhe can. lIyou shall not stand idly by the blood ofyour neighbor II (Lev. 19: 16). 
There are sources that tell us that fighting on the Sabbath originated long before the 
Second Temple Period. In Tarbitz 2 (1931) we read an argument by Pirkoy Ben Bavoy, who 
was a student ofRabbi Yehudai Gaon, in response to the Karaites who forbade fighting on the 
Sabbath. He wrote: "And you also learn from the Torah and all Yisrael and Saul and David and 
154 See additional sources and elaboration of this verse in the Introduction section of this paper. 
ISS Babylonian Talmud, In Y oma 85b the phrase ''"u'''1'1.-,I, 1:l3.'i'l1l..",.r, lQ.," "Ifsomeone coming towards you to kill 
you, precede and kill him first" is used in connection with the law ofExodus 22:1, about the thief breaking into your 
house, which is used as a support for the principle of\l:tm n'V'£I (saving a life) on Shabbat: if you are permitted to kill 
the thief to save your life, you are certainly pennitted to perform work on Shabbat to save your life! This concept 
will be found in other relevant places in this thesis. 
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II 
all the kings of Israel that they would engage in war with the Philistines and with Edom and 
t 
I Amon and Moab. They would stand against them in war a number ofdays and a number of 
months as it is written: 'The Philistine would approach {the Israelite camp} early morning andI evening; he presented himself for forty days" (1 Sam 17:16). And also it is written that Joab andI all of Israel stayed there for six months until he had destroyed all the males in Edom" (1 
f 
Kgs.ll: 16). The enemy surrounded them allover and Israel had weapons and they were fighting 
on a week day and on the Sabbath. Why? Because ifthey did not engage in war, the nations ofIj the world would have arrived and killed them within one hour." 156 
I 
I 
! 
I* M. D. Herr, in his article, "Problem ofWar on the Sabbath in the Second Temple and the 
Talmudic Periods,,157 suggests that the Rule ofMattathias' Rule to defend themselves on the 
I Sabbath was set forth for cases that have no choice: "either fight or die." Herr began his article 
by claiming that the subject of fighting on the Sabbath is not mentioned in the Torah. He did 
i say, however, that perhaps fighting on the Sabbath did take place during long wars. 158 
! 
Herr suggests that during the early Second Temple Period, when the people were very 
strict about laws of the Sabbath, they also avoided war on the Sabbath. This strict consideration, 
continues Herr, created a situation that even during the days ofTalmay Ben-Lagos and 
Antiochus Epiphanes, the Jews did not defend themselves on the Sabbath and thought that it was 
better to die than to fight on that day_ 
1S6 Levin, Tarbitz 2, (1931) p. 403. 
IS? Herr, Tarbitz 30 (1960-61), p. 246. 
lSI ~id. p. 242. 
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According to Herr, Mattathias and his people understood that reality and knew that if! 
i they follow suit and not defend themselves, they are bound to be destroyed completely as aI 
I people; therefore they decided to defend themselves in case of an attack. Hence, Mattathias' Rule I was a function based on necessity of the time allowing fighting on the Sabbath in order to defend i 
i lives, but it did not discuss offensive war. Mattathias and his people decided to defend ! 
! themselves on the Sabbath, following the rule of fighting on the Sabbath for purpose ofsaving j 
I life. 159 
I 
f 
~ j 
i In the same article, Herr discusses the contributions ofShammai the Elder who ruled 
that as long as the Jews attack at least three days prior to the Sabbath, however, if they must, they 
may continue to fight through the Sabbath (:"'I''''T' 'T31). Herr then added that, in the land ofIsrael, 
ever since then they did indeed fight on the Sabbath. 160 
In his concluding article, Herr began by saying that during the war preceding the 
destruction of the Second Temple (66-70 C.E) the Jews would fight on the Sabbath. And during 
the Second Century, Rabbi Yoshiah, based on Shammai's rule (which states that fighting is 
allowed through the Sabbath (M'T' 'T31) taught that Jews are allowed to even initiate'a siege on 
the Sabbath. It was clear, adds Herr, that the fight is based on self defense. 161 Then he adds: 
"The existence of an organized Jewish army in the land ofIsrael, that before the Rebellion 
1S9 Ibid. 

160 Herr, Tarbitz, 1960-61, pp. 252~253. 

161 Ibid. p. 341. 
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against Rome was not consistent, actually stopped after the destruction ofthe Temple, but not 
completely." 
The Jewish people in the land ofIsrael did not give up on an active policy and the 
appearance ofmilitary power was renewed from time to time for purposes of rebellion and 
protest such as in the time ofBar Koziba. Nevertheless, during the whole time, the Jewish people 
did not stop to defend themselves at time of need; however, that defense was now focused on 
savings lives. This reality comes to expression in the Jewish Law (Halacha) which views saving 
life during the Sabbath as self explanatory.,,162 
Clearly, the above sources suggest to us that Jewish people will hold high value to human 
life and dignity, even at the expense of fighting on the Sabbath which is a sacred day. They did 
so in the past, and they do so now, in modem IsraeL IDF is simply an extension of those 
"armies" in the past that fought on the Sabbath in order to save lives. And as we will see 
throughout this investigation, it is not only the life of a Jew, but rather, life ofall. 
Additionally, preserving human life takes precedence over all other commandments in 
Judaism. The Talmud justified this from the verse in Leviticus: "You shall therefore keep my 
statutes...which if a man does, he shall live by them~' (Lev.18:5), and "not that he shall die by 
them.."J63 According to Shulchan Aruch, a person is obligated, not only permitted, to desecrate 
the Shabbat if it has to do with life or death: "It is a religious precept to desecrate the Sabbath for 
162 Ibid. p. 341. 
1113 b. Yoma 8Sb. 
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any person afflicted with an illness that may prove dangerous; he who is zealous is praiseworthy 
while he who asks questions sheds blood." 164 
If it is allowed to desecrate the Sabbath to save one soul, it is certainly allowed to engage 
in war even at the expense ofdesecrating the Sabbath in order to save many souls. Saving life is 
paramount for all and IDF maintains this tradition that is seen throughout history. 
In order to further illustrate the fourth source of the IDF dealing with human dignity and 
life, we will focus on a discussion by Moshe Halbertal on the Goldstone Report 165 
Moshe Halbertall66 published an article in the New Republic, titled: "The Goldstone lllusion." 167 
The article was a thorough and investigative response to the Goldstone Report that accused Israel 
ofwar crimes during the Gaza War. 
At the end ofhis article, Moshe Halbertal wrote: "The Goldstone Report as a whole is a 
terrible document. It is biased and unfair. It offers no help in sorting out the real issues. What 
methods can Israel-and other countries in similar situations-legitimately apply in the defense of 
their citizens? To create standards ofmorality in war that leaves a State without the means of 
legitimate self-protection is politically foolish and morally problematic; but real answers to these 
real problems cannot be found in the Goldstone Report. What should Israel do when Hezbollah's 
164 Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim 3:28:2. 

165 Exhibit C. is relevant for this chapter as it is a copy of IDF spirit-its code ofethics. 

166 Professor ofphilosophy at the Hebrew University and the Gruss Professor at New York University 

School of Law. Halbertal was one of the participants in the draft of IDF army's code ofethics in 2000. 
http://www.tnr.comlprintlarticlelworldithe-goldstone-ilIuSion 
167 Halbertal."The Goldstone Illusion ,;. November 6th issue ofNew Republic P. 9. 
I'll 
more lethal and accurate missiles strike the center ofTel Aviv, causing hundreds ofcivilian 
deaths? It is a well-known fact that these missiles are in Hezbollah's possession, and, when they . 
are fired, it will be from populated villages in Lebanon.,,168 
Clearly, the above quotation suggests a biased interpretation of Israel's self-defense 
initiatives. The Goldstone Report questioned Israel's ethical approach to war and accused Israel 
ofcrime. Halbertal uses the term asymmetrical-war to describe the battle Israel has with the 
extremists who constantly terrorize and attack IsraeL Asymmetrical war is defined as: A war 
between belligerents169 with relative military power that differs significantly, or whose strategy 
or tactics differ significantly. This is in contrast to symmetric warfare, where two powers have 
similar military power and resources and rely on tactics that are similar overall, differing only in 
details and execution.I70 
IDF (Israel's Defense Force) has the sworn obligation to protect its citizens. The code 
ofethics aims to do so with moral limits and least disastrous co~uences as possible. In his 
article, Halbertal discusses three principles that are articulated in the IDF code ofethics that 
allows the IDF to adhere to their ethical principles and to exercise them during war. These are 
the principle of necessity, ofdistinction and ofproportionality. 
168 Ibid. 
169 ... A belligerent is an individual, group, country or other entity which acts in a hostile manner, such as 
engaging in combat. Belligerent comes from Latin, literally meaning "to wage war". Unlike the 
cOlloquial use ofbelligerent to mean aggressive, its formal use does not necessarily imply that the 
belligerent country is an aggressor." http://en.wikipedia.orglwikilBelligerent 
170 Wikipedia definition with sources: http://en.wikipedia.orglwikilAsymmetric warfare 
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The principle of 'necessity' states the following: "It requires that force be used solely for 
the purpose of accomplishing the mission.,,171 However, in asymmetrical war, where the army of 
the enemy is not defined, and their collapse is not a clear event, it is difficult to adhere to the 
above principle. 
The second principle, one of 'distinction' is defined as: "Absolute prohibition on the 
intentional targeting ofnoncombatants."I72 A soldier is even allowed to refuse an order in case 
he is asked to kill a civilian. In the (asymmetrical) war against the terrorists, Israel encounters 
serious difficulties in distinguishing between the enemy and the civilian. The terrorists do not 
wear uniforms. The terrorists place themselves among civilians. And at times, even worse, the 
terrorists use civilians as their shields, whether hiding in hospitals or schools, or holding a child 
in their hand while attacking. Also, as referred to in Halbertal' s article, there is a "food chain" of 
terrorism where separate individuals are delegated to accomplish a different job beginning with 
the first one who plans the attack till the last one who blows himself as a completion of mission. 
Where is the army? Who is the enemy? Who should be targeted? What is the source? How can 
Israel use the principle of 'distinction' under these circumstances? 
The third principle is the one ~f 'proportionality '. It is the idea that in order to target a 
combatant, sometimes there will be a collateral death ofcivilians, and that must be in proportion 
to the military advantage ofachieving by eliminating the target As Halbertal stated in his article, 
this principle is the most difficult to achieve, partially because of the location ofthe enemy and 
their choice ofusing the citizens as shields. Israel is known to practice many measures ofcaution 
to avoid killing civilians. Many times Israel made sure that civilians are warned ahead that an 
I7t Halbertal. "The Goldstone Illusion." 
172 Ibid. 
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operation is about to take place and that they need to move out of the way. The IDF gives these 
warnings in order to avoid killing innocent people. They do so, for example, by dropping 
warning leaflet from the sky or even calling civilians through their cell phones. 173 
It is important to state that while Israel is applying so many restrictions on the IDF's 
military reactions, using every measure of restraint possible to avoid hurting others, this is not 
reciprocated by the enemy. The enemy uses every measure possible to them to inflict pain, 
terror, and ultimately, death on the Israeli citizens. 
Throughout the years, many of Israel's Arab enemies developed a stmtegy when fighting 
against Israel. They knew that Israel fights fairly and honestly. They took advantage of the 
Israeli approach and used it against Israel. 174 They adapted a dishonest and non symmetric 
strategy. Israel will fight according to rules and the Arabs will fight according to what they see 
fit at that time, using any means or actions to attain their goal ofdestroying Israel. It is probably 
convenient for these Arabs to "hide" behind the concept of"Palestinian Authority" and not the 
"Palestinian State." It is not a country that is fighting against a country. A country that would 
use the tactics of terrorists would be condemned. But if the goal is to destroy Israel, it is easier 
for the extremists to do so without a country, and without a defined army. The consequences of 
173 These and other points have an extensive history injust war theory, from Cicero to St. Augustine ofHippo and 
later scholars. This is a list ofsome books on Just War: Mark Allman, WhowouJdJesus Kill? War, Peace and the 
Christian Tradition (Anselm Academic, 2008). James Tmner Johnson, Morality and Contemporary Warfare (Yale 
University Press, 2001). Brian Orend, War andInternational Justice: A Kantian Perspective (Waterloo: Wilfred 
Laurier University Press, 2000). Eric Patterson, Ending Wars Well: Order, Justice, and Conciliation in 
Contemporary Post-Conflict (Yale University Press, 2012), Politics in a Religiqus World: Building a Religiously 
Literate u.s. Foreign Policy (Continuum, 2011_00.), Ethics beyond War's End (Washington: Geo,rgetown U.P., 
20(2). Michael Walzer, JuSt and Unjust Wars: A Moral Argument with Historicallllustrations (New York: Basic 
Books, (977). 
174 Throughout history, "enemies" took advantage ofJewish people's rules, convictions and limitations during wars 
Such as surprise attacks on the Sabbath •.. on Yom Kippur ... See Chapter 5; section D, which discusses the 
Maccabees fighting on the Sabbath. 
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1 
i 
~ 
their actions are not considered by world opinion to be the same as the consequences of thej 
actions ofa country that may behave in the same way. { 
1 
I 
I Under what circumstances does a group have to change its technique of war and still meet 
1, 
i its goal ofdefending their people and goals? In the face of asymmetrical war, does Israel have 
I any recourse ofaction when responding to war? Must Israelis re-examine their code of ethics and 
I their Purity ofArms? Must Israel change their code of ethics in the face ofa changing reality, j especially in the last ten years? 
l j 
I 
! To answer the above questions, let me quote once again an essential part ofHalbertal's 
I 
article, and this time it is from the beginning of the article: "Let us begin with a sense of the 
moral stakes. Since the early 1990s, the nature of the military conflict facing Israel has been I 
1 
I dramatically shifting~ What was mainly a clash between states and armies has turned into a clash 
,i between a state and paramilitary terror organizations, Harnas in the south and Hezbollah in the 
l north. This new fonn ofstruggle is now called "asymmetrical war." It is defined by an attempt 
j on the part ofthose groups to erase two basic features ofwar: the front and the unifonn. Hamas 
! 
I 
;~ 
militants fight without military uniforms, in ordinary and undistinguishing civilian garb, taking 
1 
~ shelter among their own civilian population; and they attack Israeli civilians wherever they are, 1 
J intentionally and indiscriminately. During the Gaza operation, for example, some Harnas 
1 militants embedded in the civilian population did not carry weapons while moving from one 
i 
j 
, position to another. Arms and ammunition had been pre-positioned for them and stored in 
I different houses.,,175 
I 
I 
J 
I 

1 
I 
i 
! 
. 175 Halbertal. "The Goldstone nlusion" p. I. 
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How should Israel deal with this reality? How can original ethics and considerations be 
applied when Israel faces an enemy with no moral. boundaries and goals? As stated in Halbertal's 
essay earlier. this is a consideration that Israel must take and the world must understand: "What 
was mainly a clash between states and armies has turned into a clash between a state and 
paramilitaty terror organizations.,,176 
Indeed, IDF, representing the State of Israel places high value on maintaining the dignity 
ofhuman life, and certainly goes through great lengths to do so for all lives, those ofJews and 
non-Jews. 
116 Ibid. 
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Conclusions 

Some may suggest that Israel's main issue is occupation of land that is not theirs. They 
add that if Israel would "give back" what does not belong to her, all issues will be resolved and 
peace will prevail. I say nonsense! I strongly believe that fighting over land is just an excuse to 
fight Israel. I believe that the ultimate wish ofIsrael's enemies is to totally destroy the Jewish 
State and her people. I believe that logic does not playa role here. There is a fundamental. 
deeply rooted hatred towards Israel and the Jewish people. 
To some, annihilation and eradication of Israel and the Jews would be the ultimate 
triumph ana many are willing to sacrifice their life and the life of their loved ones for that 
purpose. For some, the passion of a world without Israel and the Jews is the ultimate nirvana. 
Their hate is greater than their love for life. 177 How do you fight that? How does one defend 
oneself from that passion that is so deeply rooted in religious convictions and miseducation? 
How can one reason with the unreasonable; with the irrational? And why is the world so blind to 
this reality? 
So many people.are focused on details such as settlements, dividing land, building a 
wall and fence, food supply ... and really missing the big picture and the main issue: recognizing 
that Israel is here to stay and that the Jewish people have the same claim to belong to the human 
. race as any other. Until then, logic is only a noun. 
177 Similar to what Golda Meir said about the Arabs: "Peace will come when the Arabs would love their children 
more than they hate us." (Statement to the National Press Club in Washington, D.C., 1957). 
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For the sake ofadditional clarification, let me discuss the idea of the "land." Even if the 
land was the reason why peace is delayed, there is a good argument against dividing the land. 
For the sake of this argument, I am offering more information about the land of Israel. We need 
to keep in mind that Israel has been and is willing to give land for peace, as in the case ofSinai 
and Gaza, but to no avail. The IDF code ofethics, as we have seen in earlier chapters, considered 
history as part of their sources of behavior. 
Historically, we know that there are many wars that took place in biblical times and in 
modem times that were based on negotiation of land and expected behaviors during those 
negotiations. Throughout history "land", and namely the land of Israel, was many times a reason 
for combat. Naturally, when negotiating the spirit ofthe Israeli army, this topic played a 
significant role in terms ofhow far a soldier may go to defend the land. Let us examine Israel's 
right for the land. 
The Torah teaches us that each and every Israelite/Jew possesses a portion of the Land of 
Israel and is forever connected to the land, regardless ofwhere he or she is living. For the Land 
of Israel is G-d's eternal gift to the Jewish people. It is integral to our divine mission as the place 
imbued with the holiness and special spiritual qualities that -'~mpower us to flourish as a people 
and serve as G-d's light unto the nations. 
Ultimately, this is the Jewish people's only true claim to the Land of Israel. The land does 
not belong to the Jews because Lord Balfour so declared in 1917 or because the UN so voted in 
1947; it's not even because Jews lived there for thousands of years or because we "deserved" a 
homeland after the Holocaust. 
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These may all be valid arguments, but others can present counter-arguments to them. 
The Land of Israel belongs to the Jews because the Creator declared in His Torah that the Land 
of Israel is the eternal inheritance of the people of Israel: "nNm ".,K:t nN 'tnK 13M","," "and all 
this land that I have spoken of will I give unto your seed, and they shall inherit it forever" (Exod. 
32:13). Every square foot of the land is integral to its wholeness, as every letter is integral to the 
wholeness of the Torah and every individual Jew is integral to the wholeness of the Jewish 
people. 
Yes, the path to peace requires compromise. However, there are certain areas that will be 
counterproductive to peace and wholeness: One is dividing the land oflsrael, or giving some of 
its parts. By not maintaining its wholeness, completeness as promised by G-d, we are 
eliminating the whole, the tl)V. If it is not whole, tJ)V, it is not complete, hence, peace, tll)V 
is hard to achieve, or may not be. Israel must defend not only its people but also its territory. 
In terms of security, it is clear that when Israel's land is given away, the result is an 
increase in attacks and terrorism. When giving our enemy this vantage point, we offer the enemy 
physical and geographical ability to better attack us, as we have seen with the giving of Gaza. 
More than that, if land was the real issue, peace would have been realized long ago. My 
argument is that the Arabs are not looking for land or for peace, but rather for the destruction of 
the State of Israel. 
The idea ofdividing the whole in order to realize the truth is beautifully illustrated in the 
story of King Solomon and the two mothers who both claimed ownership ofone child. King 
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Solomon wisely suggested cutting the baby in half and giving each one a half. That brought 
forth the real mother who could not bear the thought ofcutting, dividing her child in half. She 
was the real mother (1 Kgs 3:16-27). 
The Jewish people are the real mother ofthe Land ofIsraeL Cutting it, dividing it, taking 
away from it and not realizing peace is irresponsible and absurd. For that Israel must fight. 
Israel must participate in Mandatory War. 
Arguing for the importance of Israel to have a land that it is whole, I would nevertheless 
be willing to give land if I knew there will be peace. I support this whole heartedly. But I 
believe that it is not the case. I believe that the enemy uses the "land" as an excuse, and the real 
wish is to eradicate Israel, as stated throughout this thesis. And this is a shame! 
In a speech, on July 2010, the English historian, Andrew Roberts pleaded his case for 
Israel: "Jerusalem is the site of the Temple ofSolomon and Herod. The stones ofa palace erected 
by King David himself are even now being unearthed just outside the walls of Jerusalem. 
Everything that makes a nation state legitimate - bloodshed, soil tilled, two millennia of 
continuous residence, international agreements - argues for Israel's right to exist, yet that is still 
denied by the Arab League. For many of their governments, which are rich enough to have 
economically solved the Palestinian refugee problem decades ago, it is useful to have Israel as a 
scapegoat to divert attenti0!1:from the tyrariny, failure and corruption of their own regimes. The 
tragic truth is that it suits Arab states very well to have the Palestinians endure permanent 
refugee status, and whenever Israel puts forward workable solutions they have been stymied by 
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those whose interests put the destruction ofIsrael before the genuine well-being ofthe 
Palestinians." 178 
Mr. Roberts shared with great disappointment, that even the Queen ofEngland has never 
visited Israel in the long fifty seven years ofher reign. He infonned that she visited one hundred 
and twenty nine countries around the world, fourteen of them Arab countries, but never visited 
IsraeL He added: "Royal visits are one of the ways legitimacy is conferred on nations, and the 
Coalition Government should end the Foreign Office's de facto boycott." 179 
Interestingly how we can find discrimination and de-legitimization ofIsrael by an official 
who is supposedly peaceful! What message does she send to her people and to the world? This 
is one example ofde legitimizing Israel. How many more are there? 
When Israel is confronted with "friends" like this, who needs enemies, as the expression 
goes? And if Israel knows that it cannot rely much on others, she must rely fully on herself. She 
must do whatever needs to be done in order to survive.. Judging from past history ofIsrael's 
actions during confrontation, I am ce~ that even in most dire threat, Israel would still choose 
most ethical approach within that given circumstance. 
Reports, such as The Goldstone Report, place a great damage on Israel. It places Israel in 
a bad light in front of the whole world. A respected man, a judge, such as Mr. Goldstone, 
178 Andrew Roberts speaking at London Launch Event, July 2010 
http://www.fiiendsofisraelinitiative.org/article.php?c=61 
179 Ibid 
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presented an accusing document against Israel. He was convincing and the world absorbed that 
report readily. Other respected people, such as Jerome Slater, used that report to further damage 
the image of IsraeL180 
Ironically, new information emerged on March 2,2011 by Richard Goldstone, the writer 
of the original report, "retracting his central and most explosive assertion ofits report that Israel 
intentionally killed Palestinian civilians there. 'If I had known then what I know now, Goldstone 
Report would have been a different document''' he said. lSI 
On one hand, Mr. Goldstone should be admired for having the courage to stand for the 
truth and admit publically that he was wrong in his report. On the other hand, I wonder how 
much damage was done already and whether this retraction can repair the image ofthe IDF in 
totality. 
Interestingly, Rashi (1042-1105) claims that the Talmud argues that Mandatory War in 
which one must fight would only be a war in which an enemy has already started an attack. If the 
attack did not take place by the enemy, it will be considered Discretionary War. 182 • 
ISO See chapter 8 for more information on Ierome Slater's accusations against Israel. 
1810n Mareh 2,2011, the following article appeared in the New York. Times: "Head ofU.N. Panel Regrets Saying 
Israel Intentionally Killed Gazans. The leader ofa United Nations panel that investigated Israel's invasion of Gaza 
two years ago has retracted the central and most explosive assertion of its report that Israel intentionally killed 
Palestinian civilians there. Richard Goldstone, an esteemed South African jurist who led the panel ofexperts that 
spent months examining the Gaza war, wrote in an opinion article in The Washington Post that Israeli investigations 
into the conflict "indicate that civilians were not intentionally targeted as a matter ofpolicy." New York Times 
article on line: http://www.nytimes.coml2011l04/03/worldimiddleea.stlO3goldstone.hbnl 
182 RaBbi, Commentary on Mishnah Tractate, Som. 
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Has the enemy of Israel already launched an attack on her? At what point would it be 
defined as an attack? Where is the fine line ofresponsibility between raising one's sword to 
fight and doing nothing? How long must a nation use a shield on a regular basis in order to 
survive? Will there be a time that the world would realize Israel's peaceful position and 
fearlessly stand against real enemies of peace? 
For many centuries the Jewish people lived in oppressed and powerless conditions. A 
minority that is always picked on, but nevertheless remains in history. Ever since biblical times, 
Jews had to defend themselves, defend their religion and defend their views. 
Joshua conquered the land of Israel and we are the heirs of this land as it is written: 
11~ ~'!1 tt'~1~1 tttJ'!l~' "tJ~ ~,~ ..,~~ ~1~tt ~ "1$ ~1'~~ '111tJ~' "Thus G-d gave to 
Israel the entire land that He swore to their forefathers to give; they inherited it and dwelled in it" 
(Josh 21 :41). There were many kings and nations that Joshua had to fight, and that was only the 
beginning. 
Israelites had to fight many nations, experiencing both Discretionary wars and Mandatory 
wars. Most of the wars, sadly, were Mandatory wars; wars of selfdefense that would enable the 
Jews to enjoy continuity in this world. We know about the fight of the Maccabees who fought 
and won freedom (that is, religious freedom) from Syrian-Greek kings. Jews went through exiles, 
expulsions, Russian pogroms and the twentieth-century·disaster of the Holocaust, to name a few 
tragedies, only to face the present ongoing terrorist attacks and nuclear threat. 
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The small population ofthe twenty-first centui:y Jews is the product ofthe ultimate 
horrors acted upon humanity while the world was silent. The population ofthis century's Jews is 
also the affirmation of life found in the establishment ofthe State of Israel, as well as the 
freedom they experience in the USA and Canada. 
But this freedom is not free of fear and concerns. The Jews and especially the Israelis 
live their life with their hand on their heart: at any moment anything might happen that will 
shudder the temporary sense ofsecurity. At any moment a bomb may explode in a hotel in 
Israel, in a pizzeria, in a street, in a school ... 
Sometimes Israel may have a period ofrelative calm but ~ it is only temporary. Not 
to mention the ongoing threat from countries and organizations that refuse to recognize Israel 
(and the Jews) as a country, as people ... as humans ... What a sad reality for people to live in! 
Israel is trying to find balance between peace and war and the consideration of self­
defense and being ethical. After so many years of struggle, Jews are again required to find the 
balance between the need to wage war and the obligation to value human life. While the Torah 
provides guiding principles about how to wage war, there is still a great debate today about how 
to apply those principles, given our complicated reality. 
Especially nowadays it seems even more difficult. Nuclear proliferation threatens our 
. security and the peace ofmany nations. Terrorism has made us fearful oftravel and, sometimes, 
even afraid in our own towns and homes. 
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During the GulfWar when Ismel was attacked by chemical weapons, it nevertheless 
exerciSed restmint and their defense was to provide gas masks to its fearful citizens, including 
the children and the elders. Suicide bombers are a real threat to the Israeli society, yet Ismel is 
often criticized harshly for being a brutal occupier. 
Attempts for peace had been made by the Israelis countless times. It seems that 
diplomatic engagements don't work. The United States, too, tries to deal with terrorism and 
violence in the world, yet it is criticized for being a colonial power preoccupied mainly by 
economic interests. Should we all try to accommodate terrorists? Is the answer only diplomacy 
and peace talks? 
Yes, we are way past the Cold War and we are in a relatively more secure time; 
however, how secure are we really? Or more important, how secure will our children be ifwe 
don't resolve barbaric threats now and for all? Should Israel pursue peace by disarming its 
enemies or by meeting their demands? At what point has Ismel exhausted all options to pursue 
peace, and waging war becomes the ultimate defense for the security ofher citizens? How should 
Israel wage war against terrorists? Whatever decisions either the USA, other countries or Ismel 
will make, it surely will affect the course ofour history. 
Refusing to emerge from a place of a "victim" I will attempt to offer possible approaches 
that I think would benefit Ismel more in the long run. Let's face it: Whatever Ismel does, 
criticism of her action is ample and quick. The world points fingers at Israel no matter what. 
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The world is not going to "love" Israel more if Israel "behaves" a certain way! So Israel might 
as well do what is good for Israel. 
So what is Israel to do? Continue to defend herself and perhaps with greater gusto. 'If I 
am not for myself, who will be for me?' is Israel's reality. IfIsrael feels that she is threatened in 
any way, eliminate that threat. Ifterrorists use civilian's homes as their base to attack and kill 
Jews, Israel may provide warning to civilians, but then needs to eliminate the source ofattack. If 
civilians are killed in this process, I think it needs to be also the concern of their own people to 
change the situation. And so with everything that places Israel in a dangerous position: Israel 
needs to be vigilant, alert and pre-emptive. Israel needs to think of Israel first. 
There is an ironic reality for Israel not only during conflicts.but also in general. 
Extremists would risk their own civilian lives when they fight against Israel and then they point 
fingers at Israel as the murderer. How absurd! But the hard fact is that people buy that 
interpretation, hence depicting Israel as the aggressive criminal. Add to this the involvement of 
the biased media and we got a virtually worldwide negative opinion towards Israel, precipitating 
hatred towards her. 
I feel saddened when I hear people blame the general Muslim population for the terror 
in the world. I believe that there are many good people among them. It pains me though, that, 
when a murderous act is done by a terrorist who comes from their people, many respond with a 
cheer and celebration mther than with a strong condemnation. 183 I do not believe that it is the 
1&3 September 11, 200 1 terrorist attack on the United States is one example where the event was celebrated in 
Gaza by the Palestinians population, and not only by the terrorists. MurderlSlaughter ofIsraeli families, 
babies...is celebrated by them, as well 
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general population of the Muslim world that is the enemy. It is the extremists among them that 
are to be targeted and addressed as criminals. 
Generalization is never good and should not be directed towards innocent Muslims. I 
do believe, however, that there is a silent majority that needs to speak up. Not enough people 
raise their voices in protest in light ofwhat they see coming from the extreme side of their 
population. Protests have many faces and one of them is the face of refusing to accept violence 
and barbaric, murderous behavior. 
I am not concerned with Israel Defense Force's code ofethics and their treatment of the 
"enemy" while changing some of their approaches. I am certain that the value of life and moral 
conduct would still be at highest level. The IDF is not guided only by man-written codes. It is 
guided by higher authority, by codes that are written in the Torah and are given by G-d. 
During my interview with Neryah, he specifically shared that the Israeli army developed 
the discussed code ofethics and based it on a combination ofconsiderations. The spirit of the 
IDF, ''';''IX m, is based on their own traditional ethical codes, taken from the past and from the 
present. 
Commander Neryah shared that many times he runs classes that include the following 
eleven rules. 
1. Military action can only be taken against military targets. 
2. The use of force must be proportional. 
3. Soldiers may only use weaponry they were issued by the IDF. 
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4. 	 Anyone who surrenders cannot be attacked. 
5. 	 Only those who are properly trained can interrogate prisoners. 
6. 	 Soldiers must accord dignity and respect to the Palestinian population and those arrested. 
7. 	 Soldiers must give appropriate medical care, when conditions allow, to oneself and one's 
enemy. 
8. 	 Pillaging is absolutely and totally illegal. 
9. 	 Soldiers must show proper respect for religious and cultural sites and artifacts. 
10. Soldiers must protect international aid workers, including their property and vehicles. 
11. Soldiers must report all violations of this code. 184 
Clearly, Israel is trying to do all it can to assure decency and to value all life. 
Commander Neryah also shared that in addition to receiving these teachings, the soldiers 
participate in educational computer software simulations. They are presented with real life 
dilemmas and real life events and they have to make decisions based on those presentations. 
During these sessions they are guided by their officers and teachers and taught responses that 
would support the principles delineated in the IDF Code ofEthics. 
In an article by David Simpson, Because We Could 185 he evaluates Joshua Phillips book: 
None ofUs Were Like this Before: American Soldiers and Torture. Simpson shares that many 
American soldiers, for example, did horrible things in Iraq and Afghanistan to the "enemy." 
184 In 2005, ABa Kasher and Amos Yadlin co-authored an article published in the Journal ofMilitary Ethics under 
the title: "Military Ethics of fighting Terror: An Israeli Perspective". The intent was to have this article serve as a 
basis for a new "code ofconduct" in light ofthe new Israeli reality ofasymmetrical war with terrorists. The basis of 
the "code ofconduct" of the IDF did not change; however, these eleven additional rules are taught to the soldiers. 
Harel, MI: IDF needs new ethics codefor war on terror, Haaretz, 09/30/09 http://www.haaretz.comlprint­
editionlnewslmi-idf-needs-new-ethics-code-for-war-on-terror-l.6991 
185 London Review ofBooks November 18, 2010. 
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Many, he adds, upon returning home, expressed deep regret and even fell into 
depression, excusing their behavior to external forces beyond their control. Simpson shares that 
Phillips in his book, offered reasons as to why torture takes place by soldiers in general. Simpson 
said that in Phillips's words the "recourse to blaming a 'few bad apples' (those that chose to 
inflict great torture on others) should be recognized as a disgraceful, face-saving fiction." 
Simpson adds that Wiki-leaks have revealed greater evidence that torture was not an 
exceptional fOIm ofbehavior but rather a combat culture that should be investigated from many 
angles. 
Ibis is not the case with the IDF. There may be times and situations when an Israeli 
soldier is all alone and is facing a serious life threat. He or she may act in a manner that goes 
against the code ofbehavior. Out offear or for any other reason people do lose control and make 
bad choices. Sometimes people are driven by other forces. One cannot generalize and say that 
all Israeli soldiers at all times act in total accordance with the expected code ofbehavior. But 
these people are the exception and not the rule. 
In addition, these people will be facing a trial. These soldiers will have to take the 
consequences. The Israeli army does not accept immoral behavior when it comes to life, even if 
it is the life ofthe enemy, as discussed throughout this thesis. 
Father Joseph JOblinl86 wrote an essay about peace and violence from the Church's 
perspective and from the perspective ofa person of faith. 181 He asked: "What attitude should a 
186 Fr. Joseph Joblin. Professor in the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome. Essay: "The Church and 
Peace." See appendix E. 
187 Article above translated from French by Father Lawrence Frizzell. "The Church and Peace". 
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person of faith take in the atmosphere ofviolence imposed by the modem world?" He added 
that: "As long as the risk of war exists, and after all possibilities of peacemaking have been 
exhausted, a nation has the right oflegitimate defense. However, proportion between the 
foreseeable damage and the good to defense must be considered, with protection of non­
combatants.,,188 
Father Joblin gives his analysis from the perspective of Christianity which is known to be 
a religion that supports peace and love and the demands ofconscience. I especially found the 
following words relevant and important, not only to Christians but to all people: ''No Christian 
with a right conscience can use such methods: Terrorism attacks non-combatants in a blind 
fashion to manipulate people by fear, contradicting the dignity ofeach person". 189 Then quoting 
John Paul II: 'Terrorism is never justified in a civilized society. It is a falling back into 
barbarism and anarchy. It is always a form ofhatred, of ideological confusion"'. 190 
David the king held a sword on one hand and wrote Psalms with the other. 1hls is the 
premise that I see Israel and the Jews must live by. Strong faith in G-d for support, but at the 
same time raise the sword high up and use it as needed for selfdefense. David prays: .. NTf7~ 
mountains, where does my help come from? My help comes from the Lord, the Maker ofheaven 
and earth" (ps.121:1-2). 
188 Ibid. 
189 Ibid. 
190 Ibid. Article quotes John Paul II To the Roman Curia on December 22, 1981) (p. 221) 
Footnote in following the quote: Christian moral theology on war can be useful to scholars in Israel, 
where the political community faces many challenges similar to those addressed here. See A viezer 
Ravitsky, "'Prohibited Wars' in Jewish Religious Law" Meorot 6 (5767) p. 2-17 and Moshe Halbertal, 
"The Goldstone lllusioo," The New Republic (November 6, 2009) p. 1-9. 
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But at the same time, while relying on Hashem for help, the Jewish people need to follow 
the words ofMattathias, as well: "Take also unto you all those that observe the law, and avenge 
ye the wrong ofyour people. Recompense fully the heathen, and take heed to the commandments 
ofthe law"(l Mac. 2:67-68). 
Establishing the State of Ismel solved many issues for the Jews but it ignited hatred from 
many other countries. Unfortunately, at times, Israel must engage in war. And it is always war of 
self-defense, Mandatory War. Whether Israel needs to handle the enemy in the field or in prison, 
she always exercises respectful treatment of them. There is an agreement that Judaism demands 
respectful treatment ofothers, whether it is an enemy or not. Jews take seriously past 
experiences of struggle and pain. 
Jews understand what it means to live C"V"N em, in the image ofG-d Albeit the 
image of G-d works both ways, and throughout history we see that others are not able to see the 
Jew with the image of G-d. This thesis offers that it is time for Israel to do less with ''world 
opinion", which does not really care much, and to care more with the country's and the people's 
needs even at the expense of tougher stances. Israel comes from a premise ofmorality. As 
tough as Israel may choose to become, she will not compromise her ethical principles. Let us 
''worry'' about the "other side's" ethical behavior! 
Both war and peace are part of the biblical conception ofG-d's power. In Judaism, war 
tends to be interpreted as part ofa relational view of G-d's power and to praise peace as the goal 
for G-d's plan of salvation. G-d's power is expressed through partnership with humans: G-d 
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descends towards us by hearing us and protecting us and we ascend towards him by worshiping 
him through prayer and observing the commandments. 191 
Ifonly all people would realize the wisdom of this reciprocal relationship with G-d! Let 
us pray that people would respect the value ofhuman beings who are all created in the image of 
G-d,tI"i"I'?N tI,:c and so strive to bring to the world peace, tn~V. 
Until then, I hope that this thesis offered a better understanding and consideration of 
Israel's past, acceptance and support of her action in the present and prayer for her future. 
He Who makes peace in His heights, may He make peace, 
~,o t-(1 7l-(1 t!7.., 7~ 7111 ~)"71'
:': "T:' T -: "T 
upon us and upon all Israel. Now say 
Amen 
191 Frizzel~ L. "The Magnificat Sources and Themes,:Marian Studies 50 (1999), p. 59 
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A. 	 Rambam. Mishneh Torah. Hilchot Melachim umilchamot. The Rules o/kings and Wars. 
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;01" nnn 0"W1:::tJ 1';"1" N?N ,?N1W":::t WN1 10"'" N?1 ,;"ICO? 0"'!lW10"rn 1";"!'W N";"I-1?:::tp"W nn:::ty;,1 .0;"l"JW 
O;'lr.l ,:::t1 Dlw? , ?N1W" ?31 lJ1Jn' N'?1. 
l ru1001 0!l1D ,,0;"1 n11m 0"Dl0 1';"I'W Kl;"l--1?:::tp'W 00;"11, 110'N 1'''n1 ,m11!O;"l P1T,,"1 ,mom;"l 1"n 11n 
'ONlW :1:::t N!1"J1 "O;"l"Kl"O;"l nKl 1n':::t nKl ';"I n":::t nN nu:::t? ,;"IO?W ,,0;"1 ;-r?31;"1 'WN 00;"1 ,:::t1 ;"In, ,nN1 
,"DZl1 .;"Ir.t 01';"1 137 ,1:::t131 OO? ;"lOW 0?31"1 • • • ;"IO?w? 1';"1 'WN ,mDOO;"l "'31 ?J nKl . • • 0"'W1'" nom 
1"V1!:l1 ,1:::tJ' ."Wl ,1"W"?W1 1."W1 1"1:1311 ,;"Ion?o;"l 'WJN O;"l'J :1:::t31 ,;"IO?W 1m N? ,?N1W"" (:::tJ-10,0 N lJ'J?1J). 
'T [n"J'1 l";C;C"O;"l ?J IN ,r?c?O"O;"l ?J n"J'1 m31j?1p;"l 1N ,rul00 '!n np"'w 0;"10'31 nun;"l? ,?O? W'1 [:::t 
ml!O 31:::tw '?:::t"Pl 10"'w;,W ,nN ,O;"l? :::tTJ?1 on"1:::t:::t ,plli'? "OKl [1] .1Jn'W;"Io '!lJ--m31p,p;"l. 
;or [,0"'''1.' o."Jm ?J 1'1'1;"11 ,;"Ion?1J O;"lO"31l'W131--m'~o lr.ltV ,?:::t"P N'?, ,0"'w;,Tll 1N ,10~ N'? ON1 [1 
90;-n 1:J"'Il7.TrT1" '0NlTl7--10P N?1 ;"IW"N 1'1'';' 1'N1 ;O!ltn 01100 ?J l"m:::tl" (1",J 0.,,:::t1 ;"IN1; Ti,:::t 0.,,:::t1 ;"IN11), 
O."JT ?tV 9tl ;"IT. 
, 1"n"J1J l"N ,10'?w;, N?TZ7 p?n311 l'0031 ;"Ilr.lTll ?:::tN .m1J1N.1 ,Nll1031 N";'TTll ,mV1;"1 non?o:::t ,0.,,10N 0.,,:::t1 ;"IO:::t 
;,r.>TllJ?J ,;"ITlnn N'? •.• o'oy;, "'31n ,p, .•• o',y;, ?J? ;"ITl731n pIt 'ONlW :;"InTllJ P;"IO" (rn-1tl,J O,,:::t1), P1 
P?031 'JT nN ;"Inon" P?031:::t '01NKl;"l" (o,,;"IJ 0'1J1). 
l' ,'11"m "n?:::t ,?N1W' nN ;"Io"'w;, 'TllN ,"31 ;"InTI;'J N'?" ,nNJlU :10"'w;, N'?Tll 1?N:::t N'?N ,:::t10 lJ'Nllll"ml 

1310? ,?N1W" nN ;"Ion?o;"l nN1p? lJ:::t'l? nN pm? ;"InTI;'J ';"I nNlJ '1J .;"Iomn:::t mp? ,?,J;"I nN :11l1:U ':::tW1' 

oo."m" (J-tl",N" 311W1;"1" ;"IN1)-1?:::t'lp N;' ,01m O;-r7m?TZ7Tl7 "JO. 

n ['n n?tv1 ,m1 ;m:::t' ,n,,:::t? ;"I!1,tll '0 O;-r? n?Tll l1TllN1;"1 :nN'? ODJ N?TZ7 131 ,311W1;"1" mtllO':::tnJ ;"ITl71?W [;"I 
- ;"ITl731" ,;"Ion?o mm ;'T!1'Tll 'In n?W1 ,rm ;0'l?lU' ,0."t17i17 ;"I!1,Tll. 
t) T'Nlll 1n'11 ,?N1W" C!lTllO 1Y1' N'i1 ;1?:::t'p N'?1 ,"J:::t O;"l? mTl7Tl7 "!l? :11l1:U '1:::tW1'1 10."y;, ;"In '1l!:lO ,p ON 
om m'Jtll '1l!:ln :;"I311:::tw;,""? :::t,n '1!l? onum '1N1Tll 1N11 ,0'lN"Vll? ,:::t1;"l ;-rwp ;"10;' .01?tlh O;"l? l,,"m!l 
n'l,:::t, n.,,:::t O;"l? m'Jn N'?" '01N Kl;"l '1';"11" (:l,T 0.,,:::t1); 1lr.lTllJ n131t:l:::t1 "Kl;-n .0"1:::t31 OO? 1';"1'W ,OJ'1 ;"1";"1 N'?N 
ow;, ;,?"" '?1? ,0131t:!;-rw ?31ll';"ITlTll ;"1';"1 1'1:::t-1;'T? 
" [r:m::l1Cl ,001W W1'1n N'?" ,nNlW,,01?tlh C.,? 1,,",1Tlll'lN-:::tN'l1.:n l1n37 [1" (r,D 0.,,:::t1). "!:l? ,0'OJn 1,nN 
Dl7un ,;"I"N nN1p1" 'ONlTll" ('1,J 0'11::11), ,nNlTll "g? • "001?Tll tv1'1n N'?" ,n1' m,n-p :::tN1n1 11037 ?,J' 
1? :::tl0:::t ••• ,:::t,p:::t :::tTli'Tl ,0"31"" (1"',l:J 0.,,:::t1), 1"Nlll '1g ?31 9Nl ."cn:::tlCl" ,n1? 110?n-p :::tNl01 11037 ;'J' 
lmN l"?::lPO ,.,?'1nn 00!371J 1n~ ON ,lJ1J1?w:::t o"'NlTll. 
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K" ["Z:I?1 ,mu, O'i'7J l"n"m, ,.T'Inm, Wl'tI7Z) K?N ;'l"Inm, 51:l,N1J ;'lInN r!l"i'7J l"N ,;'lOO'ln' ''''Y 'Y 1"1DT.l [T 
,7.3toVl :'W!lJ?Y tl'7J";1' :Ti'nW";'l't/71.) nN :;'l ;'l""1 'WNJ ,1TrJZ:) ?Y ,'lOr," (T,K? ,:rT7J:J)- ,111.1' ;'lY17.3tll;'l '!l7J 
"","! 1:J:JW. 
:s' [nN n"nTUn N?" '7JlOtu-1tu:J"'Tll"1:J O"Z:l;'l n7JN O;'l7.3 rYJ17.3 l"K'1 ,;'lMr.l' flnw ?:JN1J "J"N l'T.rlv l"N [n 
;'lD" (tl\:J 0":J1); -;'lnntll;'l 1'1 '::>N1J P'N 'fYIi';'l ':J ,lJ1v7.3 ':J:J K?N ,1:J':J ,,:m:J K?, .;'lv" ,f'I'i';'l '::>1 
;'l10N N' ;tMj?" '''Z:I1TU "J!l7J 'N ,0",nN ;'l1TU:J i''T7JW "J!l7J 'N ,In,nN nU"N i''TZ3 ;t";10N ,'InN 1'T.rli' ':IN .;'li'" 
;'lnntll;'l ,,1 N?N ,;'l1'ln. 
l' [tlY17J ':J1 N?N ;tTU1Y U'K'1 ,1'vr.rtll '::>N1J l"N Pl .1' 1"1 lJ"N '''!lK'1 , 'In'N fli" ,In7.3-v'O l"N ':J [~ 
:Jv ;'ltll1Y K'1;'ltll'vll ;o'n"r :Jj?;'l 31:J1'-UI1v 'l N?, ,;'lW1Y n"m ;'lW ;'l7J:J1 .lI1v' ,m7.3--':J n"tJ' "1N' U"Ntll 
UI1v" N? ,0"'7.3n. 
,., [1'1 nl'::JN7J 1:JN1Jl ,l""'Y7J OInOl ,p"n 0";'l1 ,0"1D ln1v1 ,0"':J ,:JW7.3;'l ?:J N?N ,1:J':J nU'''N;1 N?1 [" 
n"nwn N?":J 1:J1Y-;'lnntll;'l" (tJ",:J 0":J1); 0;'l",:J11.1 Inn7.3 n:J7.3 N?N ,;'lvl' ,J"K'1. 
~ [;'lnn 1Y" '7.3NJw--n:Jw:J ;'l7.3n'7.3 0;'l7.3"'Y l"ttrlY1 ,n:Jtll:J 0""'1.' m,""'Y 'Y p,x [N"" (:J,:J 0"1:J1), ,,':JK'1 
InV1;'l n7.3n?7J 1":J ,;'1117.3 nllrtm 1":J :n:Jtll:J. 
r= [[1"] .;'11!7.) n7.3:J ,1l:l1v7.3 ;'lJlv :,:Jj?.... ow ,"!l'''tlllJ1vl:l:J-;'l7.3n'7.3:J l'illW '1m .lJ1v7.3 '::J:J 1"J1n ,T'J1ntll:J [:J" 
-lJ1v7.3 ':J7.3 ,O"!Y 'J'7.3 ':J l"N":JZ)1 ;~n:J ,0''''' nY'm7.3 0"'tJ!l1 ;'N1J1i1 O~'N :;'lln1.i:J "tJ:J ,0"':J1 il31:J'N' 
;'lln1.i:J 1:J 'Y 1"1"!lv1.i l"N ,0"tll:J"1 O"TU1,n 1NI7J ""!lK'1. 
'I'" ;'lln7.3;'l '::J 1!l"v"tll K'1;'l1--il:J'0' il::>107J1 'il1N? 'illNl.l l"'0?C7.3 N?N ,ilJn1.i:J n"In ":J,,"'Y :J,31?1.i 1",0!l p, 
0tu:J1 .;'l1tuY7J ilmn!l ;'lln7J l"K'1 .n:Jw In::J'il:J 'N:JIUTV ,7.3:J 1"rr nlV1 il";1nW "1:J ,0"n!ltJ ;'l1tuY i1;t,:Jl i1Y'l17J 
In,'''lm T'ilO!l 1:J ,1n:J"'il:J "N ':J1.i l""O!ltll. 
JT'l [Olv1.i ':J:J;'l1tll;'l "J!l 'Y 'N ,;'lJn7.3;'l 1'ln:J Inl!lm "0N1 [1"; InJ!l";1' nm"7.3 OTV 1'1 lvn, iltuY InI1.i N?N 
;tJn7J' fln7J ,1' il"iln 1"," '7.3NJTV ,il:J" (l",D 0"':J1). [OY il"1,n lnNl lnN ':J' 1n" In"il' iltuY InX7.3 p, ['0 
1JiN?Y ,1' il";1n 1m" ,1.iNJtll :ilO:J"1 ,ill!l"" ,;'l:J ''!In'', ,1'1i1 ilInlO NI"'-'ln7.3n?1.i "'::J..•" C1",D 0"':J1). 
TU11v ,1Jn1.i il";11" ,7JNJW ,1"1.in O"TU1Y Cil1::J-lil1.i"'Y 1"Ntlll':J ,11'N 1i11.i"'Y tv"tlll":J'" (m,D 0"':J1). 
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Appendix B. 
J"'JN ,n ntl'l01J'lJ1N 1nNJ - Y11W ,K:l'7J '!l11!l 0111nJ }17J'7J JJ f'I'IJ77J 1n1' 0'::l1JJ ;1117J 

ac"7.) ~ - Part m 

0'l1JT.1 "'O1!l nN Y7JW 'IN hm1::lml ,inTlT' ''''J 1!l1NJ on'7Y1n .0'TVJ'lr.11;1 n'fV'lWi'l ;1I1JpJ m'1''J;1 mlI7J;1 
1TVK:l l' ;1WY"tllln,n nN I:)Pln;1 ''J '7tv ltvJ1Y YJpJ "'J-11iJ .0;1'lJl' Y':"7J;1 ~N"!l7J l"lY '7J 'tvll'1 nNl 
P1 .'m7J'1 m'o, 'NTV1117J7J;1 m'JN .1Jl7J7JJ j?rJ" 1l7J7J' p'T:1 ONl ,1!lllJ j?TJ" 911' p'T:1 ON .;11ltvJ;-rtuy 
ON "l'J :1J 1~W 1tllN 0" 1~:2; N' Y1K?1 :In!l'pn n17Jln "lJ ,1!ll'J U7J7J nnj?' l'Nl O'J!) mtllJ m'o, l"N nI11' 
.'111m nJ1,1I :17JNl ,:1'1~ lmrn 1J17J Nl;1tll::l ,0'7J' IN ;1Ytll111;1:1 1Ntlll l' ,P' .(33,;,'" 1J17JJ) 1'J!lW OiJ 
.0"1tv 11Jl 17Jl'7J ,1'11n-1Jl 1Jl7 ,'1111 1tlj?tv'J ,ltv!)n tll!)) n1'J;1J K?N .1'71pJ m7J1lh l'N ,"1' 'n'7n7J1 'nmo 
.nNm ;1117Jn 01N 'tv 1'm'711Y ''JJ l'N '1:1tll 
UNtll :10 1nJtlln7J p'oyn 'N .(20 ,1"'J N1j?'1) lJ 1m? P 01NJ 017J 1n" 1tvK:l :1m7J'J 1J"N 10m' 1J'N 10'ntv '7J 
" tll' nNT ;1J'7;, 'Y 01tv9N ,!;1'J';" O'7JYtl nn, N'71 O'Jlro, O'7JYtl nn, 1'tll'JY 'n107J "J ,,.,7Jl?tvnJ lK:l O'tvllY 
.;1!l-,YJ Y'7JtllN ;1nlNW ;'Y1 
K911 Tn' lnJW i'1 :l'7J"tvn O'j?O!ll ,tll7J7J om7J'J (0'Y'I!l n7J'1lJ ;''''Y !l7'llr.'l') 1tv!lN-'Ntll ,0'YI!l;1 (n7J'1l) '7Y 
1;nn, O'llll o~ O';1'N 1~" 1tllN ~tll7.J7J 01'JO lnlNJ 'l17J7JJ prl"" 117J7J P'liltll "7J .2{19 ,N"'J m7Jtll) N!)1" 
1m' '1I7J ;'Y'tv!l;1 ?tv ;:rrnlll ''J'J1ll Y1 .:w.., 'Ill 'l17J7J7J 0'nj?1' " mllll m'Jo 11m ,ni" 1tllN nN .Icg ,J"'J ,Otll) 
.1m' 'i' 'tllllY m1'1J o'nY'7 ;-n1j?tll 1J1 ,,'Nl .~1Yl17J' "U 1m" 117Jn mm ''''Y tvl1lr.'1 J''n ,mI'J' 1m" 'i" 
lNI'tu 'Nlm mm - :1YJ1N "7Jl'tvn, 'nl11'J -1"'0'07J;' 1Ntll (nJ'll '7Y) Olp;, '!l'J Nl;' 1NI JJl",1 'Y Olj?;1 P' 
1'7JW, 11ll!)N-'Ntll mp7JJ ,10m7tuJ om';1 'tvJ T'7Jn 1m'J ;1J"7J;' N':1 1NI:1 nJ'll "J .2;1n"JOJ IN 1;J~J IT'7J 
IN O;1'lT'J "'J'" K?1ll "i'J ,01'Jl7J'1 1:17J' O'JJ"" O'",,1l P' .0"1lr.111nJIll 0'1J1 'Y 0'17Jlllltll 17J::l o.,"'y 
11Y :1!lOU 1pJ nJ'll '7Y Olj?' .1m' '7111 1m'J ;1J'17J;, 1JT.1 ,tv ltllllY ;1';1 P' .0'7Y" 0!l111ll "1'J OnJl0' 
Jm, 1n'l Jl1" ,O~ n"lVlii' inTI1' 1tv!)Ntll1'J',0'Ol1'J7J 0"m1 1NI:1tll ,0mN Jm, 'P 1n1'TV 'J!l7J ,l!;rrn' 
.o;,ryy n'ltll;"l' ;,m1' 11ll!)N-'Nl - 12m K?j?nJ 1'Jn;, ;n 1J1 - 11M O'1n!)7J 0'm1 1PJ.' '''N' ,;1''''J P1 on'N 
.0mN :l,1l1' O'J17J P' 
ONl .1'Jl' ,m'Jm 1IllP'J ONl ,111;''' ,1":1' 1tuj?'J ON :mm 1tllP'JIll:17J P1"iJ O:1J ;1W'''tll lll'7J7J1r 0'1Y 1"1 P 
01 .:1Y'1l!!)' tlll'lr.'I nN nllVli'i' '1'JJ ;'l'1'J;'1 .'OPIll ,tvP"Jtv :17J' :1111ll ol'7tun 0;,ryY'01' ,m'7tunJ J,,"' 1tuj?"J 
.Meg ,.1 0"1J1) O'P'll 0"'O!)1l!7J:1 m';1 ,tv mY7JIll7J nNr 
"l1P7J 01Y'7J "lJ - 161ptv nYCIll '7Y ;11!)'J P1 Nl:1 tvQh;1 '1:1tll - OlP nl'nJJ I:)OU '0';1 O"J"n7J pN ll"r"" nN 
11m .'TV1PJ P1 0'1lr.11lnJ '11ll!lN 'ilo' 1"Nl mp7J ,::lJ n'1tll!)N :1J'l",' ''J ,rlo'7J 1m' "I7J :1J"l",1 PTl .;1"T1 
'71'J' 01N:1 .9,wm '1'"1ll :17JJ j?1 1tll!lM7J ,r"" ,,'Nl ,1l7Jvn, 1'n0:1' 11:1Utv :17JJ, "'"lll :l7JJ n"1tll!)N ;1J'J"'1Il! 
,mN W!l"' 1n'l .mT' l'r1.' P 17J'J .JJ1' on'J '1tv!lN U'N :1r 1:l1 .1' P'::lnm, 1:1r:1' ,1,r"" 'J!)7J 17J1l!';1' 
.17"r1.' 'Y N'71 ,Jll:1 'Y OJp "'0;' :1'N,1 n1J'0:1 '1'J7J .mT' 1J'N:m., ,,'Nl .nj?'Ill:17J nJtvm m!lI71 
;'7J1j?;1 
n17J1n 111llN1:l .0'1J1 ;'l7J1NJ Jtunn:1J 0;' lnlN nNUh m,pm lmlOj? 1N In::nO:1 n17Jlm Illlllr.'1 '1111ll Y1 
'lJtll:1 .'j? 0lllJ1Y Om7Jl 01Y!l 'li"P 0:17J 1Illtv O"tUlm:1l ,11nn OlllllY '7111 '71j?'j? O;1n 1I1Jtv 0'i2'll7n;1 ''J .Ytll!>;1 
1J1 Y1l7J' 'u j?'!lO' 'P IllllY l"Nl •1nl' m1"n o'nY'7 ;'11j?;1 1J1 117Jn tll!Il7J YUn, tll' ''J .m1'N:l n""n 
01N.11ll 1J17J ':1 .1J" nln!ln;1:1 n17J1n Nl:1 'fV'l'Wi'I .mp1n1 o"mn ;111j? Nl:11ll ,,1''Jn mj?m1 O'nv,':111p;, 
:1tuj?tv'l!ln IN ,1nWY'7 11w.l ""1 Nl:1tll 'l!ln 1N ,1n'lV73f? 11Nll mlN :11m mlM:1tll 'l!ln 1N - 1mm ;m!)n7J 
NJrT':1J :1m :1ful77J:1 nN YIJ, m'j?:1 Kr.T 'lY'J1:1 .11nn 1J1 l' "!l! P ON K?N Yl1.l" K? Nl:1 - lmm N' 11w.l 
.117Jm iJ:J Illl1YJ j?1 1n'l :1m Y'n1:1' .n 1fV'l11" K? 0'1nNtll1!)1NJ ,1nOJl 
, n1~;1 J1'n nl11 , 18,,1_n"IJ M'7J J1'n 11111 :m111 l7J1N Nl:1 :111m J1ro;1 ,:l!I7'l3r.'I 1101ll Y1 nNT ;1n1j?;1 1nK? 
O'l"tlw.l l'Ntll'J 01tvJ ;1Nj?':1;' n111 ,J2n"17Jm m1"1JY:1n Nl:1 ;n;, wl!l:11ll ;mnN 1'111 01tllJ ;1Nj?';1;1 Nl:11 
mj?'m 1J "Ntll 110,N.1 nl111 ,~O'7Jtv '1"J :1n"tl 1N iJ'7J 11l~ Nl:1 K?N ,20n"1nn:1 m1'Jlr.1n Nl;1 :1m YIll!):1tll 
1!l10 :1"';1'1 ~Ill "'J ,251QQ1 ,.,'y11" lmnnl1J P7JN:l' :1J1n:1 '7tllJ ,2!l7Jtum nn ll:i'a7lnln "Ntll lK? ''J N';11 
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~"o e;GoLc::! 5e; oal e;"all.0u " e;cl' NO CO ClI.4"O CO ml'C'C-Orr' Cal mNaL. "LI5c;C: ~o ce; tiLLI !.lll.L.Ne; !.llln 
t:t:U"tLI alu. ~"n tc.!tC 50 1!ml'C'C"O" e;cl tCL.t ull c.!c.!L.N' Nl: NO L.'lN 5~C lGlCd 5e; cc.!l C;-c.!Ll.L1L• C"LI-1."l L.Ule; 
Ce;C~" aCNlOL Nn e;Q1.,,0 mEe; J..!5la!C Nl Glcdce;cc 5e; cc.!l c;-au.L]L' NO N-tL t:-LI-W L."t:1.Le; Nl ccl 'Cue;' L.'I..J.!L. 
N"n tMm ce;e;' Nc;N ClN ~L.!.l CGL.C le;cl "C-N dlL.cl" LCNl11.e;dc CLILL.C c"l "UIl. I..!1.i.LC'. c.!e;L' cd ULe; LGLCd­
e;r5L.J..! UCUl c.!i.LI (1.WO c"c' 9Z)' NCe; 1!mL'C'C UlClN' c- e;l CL.CC e;uLd MC Lc;cu.CL. c;N 1!I.LIC dLL.!.LI e;L m'C'Cc' Nl 
Cu. L.c.!c89" 5e; !.!Nnc CULC Cc.!GlL.lll mN..l C~ mtm ~J e;t UCUl Ce;e;" C~ ..LI5c;c NaL.: tc;r5L.C c;N LI5lll.C 1.CL." N..l 
l.5 mC5t:"L.J..! 5c; N..CLL." CLILL.C c.!uue;du e;NL.t:.5C Ctt"o: cL.NmLl 1.'Nnc' 1!mt" 1!mL'C'C' 1!mc;i.lllI. CCl.tu. lCL.~ 5Lm.C 

c~c Cc.!ClL.C Cc.!CllN lCt.lllc.!C ~Ne; CLILlle;LI:rg' 

J..!Uca"o' e;a5c c"LI-J..!l."L L."t:1.tc; Ce;C1.' l~LlC e;CL.Lt NLI c.!, mlltc;a 5e;-Ccr c.!Gt" mN-C;L do mo ce; c.!5I.1.L' C"LIC 

NUl. c.!l cucc.!"o' C"L a"-N1.0 NLt:l.i.O c.!L.lC caue;ldu LJ..!CLI5GlLI l!llli.ClLI" e;cl NCL. "LI5c;c NLI J..!5"CLd ClC e;ce; 

CLILL.C e;C..LLI NULI' lI.lrL."t: cce; lc.!l Lt:NmL. e;ce; c.!NLU CG" mc.!LIN-O e;L' NCe; N"e;L C"C l!5i.lL J..!Ue;d" J..!lC alLIL. e;ce; 
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Appendix C.I92 
IDF Code ofEthics-IDF Oftical Website 
The IDF Spirit 
The Israel Defense Forces are the state of Israel's military force. The IDF is subordinate to the 
directions ofthe democratic civilian authorities and the laws ofthe state. The goal ofthe IDF is 
to protect the existence of the State of Israel and her independence, and to thwart all enemy 
efforts to disrupt the normal way of life in Israel. IDF soldiers are obligated to fight, to dedicate 
all their strength and even sacrifice their lives in order to protect the State of Israel, her citizens 
and residents. IDF soldiers will operate according to the IDF values and orders, while adhering 
to the laws of the state and norms ofhuman dignity, and honoring the values of the State of Israel 
as a Jewish and democratic state. 
Spirit ofthe IDF-Definition and Origins 
The Spirit ofthe IDF is the identity card of the IDF values, which should stand as the foundation 
ofall ofthe activities ofevery IDF soldier, on regular or reserve duty. The Spirit of the IDF and 
the guidelines ofoperation resulting from it are the ethical code ofthe IDF. The Spirit ofthe IDF 
will be applied by the IDF, its soldiers, its officers, its units and corps to shape their mode of 
action. They will behave, educate and evaluate themselves and others according to the Spirit of 
thelOF. 
The Spirit ofthe IDF draws on (our sources: 
• The tradition of the lOF and its military heritage as the Israel Defense Forces. 
• The tradition ofthe State of Israel, its democratic principles, laws and institutions. 
• The tradition of the Jewish People throughout their history. 
• Universal moral values based on the value and dignity ofhuman life. 
Basic Values: 
Defense of the State, its Citizens and its Residents - The lOPs goal is to defend the existence 
of the State of Israel, its independence and the security ofthe citizens and residents ofthe state. 
192 htl;p:/lweb.archive.orglweb1200604 3003193 8Ibtl;p:/lwww l.idf. iVdoverlsite/mainpage.asp?sl=EN&id=32 
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Love of the Homeland and Loyalty to the Country - At the core ofservice in the IDF stand 
the love ofthe homeland and the commitment and devotion to the State of Israel-a democratic 
state that serves as a national home for the Jewish People-its citizens and residents. 
Human Dignity - The IDF and its soldiers are obligated to protect human dignity. Every human 
being is of value regardless ofhis or her ori~ religion, nationality, gender, status or position. 
The Values: 
Tenacity of Purpose in Performing Missions and Drive to Victory - The IDF servicemen and 
women will fight and conduct themselves with courage in the face ofall dangers and obstacles; 
They will persevere in their missions resolutely and thoughtfully even to the point of 
endangering their lives. 
Responsibility - The IDF serviceman or woman will see themselves as active participants in the 
defense ofthe state, its citizens and residents. They will carry out their duties at all times with 
initiative, involvement and diligence with common sense and within the framework of their 
authority, while prepared to bear responsibility for their conduct. 
Credibility - The IDF servicemen and women shall present things objectively, completely and 
precisely, in planning, performing and reporting. They will act in such a manner that their peers 
and commanders can rely upon them in performing their tasks. 
Personal Example - The IDF servicemen and women will comport themselves as required of 
them, and will demand of themselves as they demand ofothers, out of recognition of their ability 
and responsibility within the military and without to serve as a deserving role model. 
Human Life - The IDF servicemen and women will act in a judicious and safe manner in all 
they do, out of recognition of the supreme value ofhuman life. During combat they will 
endanger themselves and their comrades only to the extent required to carry out their mission. 
Purity ofArms - The IDF servicemen and women will use their weapons and force only for the 
purpose of their mission, only to the necessary extent and will maintain their humanity even 
during combat. IDF soldiers will not use their weapons and force to harm human beings who are 
not combatants or prisoners ofwar, and will do all in their power to avoid causing harm to their 
lives, bodies, dignity and property. 
Professionalism - The IDF servicemen and women will acquire the professional knowledge and 
skills required to perform their tasks, and will implement them while striving continuously to 
perfect their personal and collective achievements. 
Discipline - The IDF servicemen and women will strive to the best oftheir ability to fully and 
successfully complete all that is required ofthem according to orders and their spirit IDF 
soldiers will be meticulous in giving only lawful orders, and shall refrain from obeying blatantly 
illegal orders. 
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Comradeship - The IDF servicemen and women will act out offratemity and devotion to their 
comrades, and will always go to their assistance when they need their help or depend on them, 
despite any danger or difficulty, even to the point ofrisking their lives. 
Sense of Mission - The IDF soldiers view their service in the IDF as a mission; They will be 
ready to give their all in order to defend the state, its citizens and residents. This is due to the fact 
that they are representatives of the IDF who act on the basis and in the framework of the 
authority given to them in accordance with IDF orders. 
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Appendix D. 

Jewish World Review March 15. 2011/9 Mar II, 5771 
The Other Tsunami By Dennis Prager 
It is very difficult to hate babies. 
It takes a special person. 
As morally wrong as it is to murder innocent adults, mankind seems to have a built-in 
revulsion against killing babies. If a baby does not evoke any tendemess, if a baby is 
regarded as worthy of being deliberately hurt or murdered, we know that we have 
encountered a degree of evil that few humans - even among murderers - can relate 
to. 
That is why what Palestinian terrorists did to a Jewish family on the West Bank this past 
weekend deserves far more attention than it received. 
Normally, Palestinian atrocities get little attention - certainly far less attention than 
Israeli apartment-building qn the West Bank receives. But this particular atrocity got 
even less attention than usual because the world was focused on the terrible tsunami 
that hit Japan. 
On Friday night, Palestinian terrorists slipped into a Jewish settlement, entered a home 
and stabbed the father, the mother and three of their children to death: an 11-year-old, a 
4-year-old, and a three-month-old baby. 
In order to understand what those actions mean, a seemingly separate incident needs 
to be recalled: the prolonged sexual attack by up to 200 Egyptian men on Lara Logan, 
chi~f foreign affairs correspondent for CBS News, in Tahrir Square, Cairo a few weeks 
ago. It was reported that after stripping her naked and then molesting and beating her, 
the men kept shouting, "Jew, Jew!" 
The two incidents tell the same tale. In much of the Arab Muslim and some of the non­
Arab Muslim world today (such as Iran), "Jew" is not a person. "Jew" is not even merely 
the enemy.. In fact, there is no parallel on Earth to what "Jew" means to a hundred 
million, perhaps hundreds of millions of Muslims. 
Think ofany conflict in the world - Pakistan-India, China-Tibet, North Korea-
South Korea, Tamil-Sinhalese. There are some deep hatreds there, and atrocities 
have been committed on one or both sides of those conflicts. But in none of those 
conflicts nor anywhere else is there something equivalent to what "Jew" means to 
millions ofMuslims. 
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There really is only one historical parallel, and it, too, involved the word"Jew. " The 
Nazis also succeeded in fully dehumanizing the word "Jew. " Thus, for Nazism, it was as 
important (ifnot more so) to murder Jewish babies and children - often through as 
cruel a means as possible (being burned alive, buried alive or thrown up in the air and 
impaled on bayonets) - as it was to murder Jewish adults. 
The human being does not have to learn to hate. It seems to come pretty naturally. Nor 
does the human being have to learn to murder, steal or rape. These, too, seem to be in 
the natural human repertoire of evils. 
But the human being does have to learn to hate children and babies, and to regard the 
torture and murder of them as morally desirable acts. It takes years of work to undo 
normal protective human attitudes toward children. 
That is precisely what the Nazis did and what significant parts of the Muslim world have 
done to the word "Jew." To them, the Jew is not just sub-human; the Jew - and his or 
her children - is sub-animal. 
Palestinian and other Muslim spokesmen and their supporters on the left argue that this 
unique hatred is the fruit of Israeli policies, not decades of Nazi-like JeW-hatred 
saturating Islamic education, television, radio and the mosque. But for this to be true, 
unique hatred would have to be matched by unique evil on the Israelis' part. 
Yet, among the injustices of the world, what the Israelis have done to the Palestinians 
would not even register on a moral Richter scale. The creation of Israel engendered 
about 750,000 Palestinian refugees (and an equal number of Jewish- refugees from 
Arab countries) and the death of perhaps 10 thousand Palestinian Arabs. And all of that 
came about solely because Arab armies invaded Israel in order to destroy it at birth. 
Yet, when Pakistan was yanked from India and established as a Muslim state at the 
very same time Israel was established, that act engendered 12.5 million Muslim 
refugees and about a million dead Muslims (and similar numbers of Hindu refugees and 
deaths). Why then doesn't "Hindu" equal "Jew" in the Muslim lexicon of hate? 
Here are some answers in brief: 
First, many groups have been hated, but none have been hated as deeply as the Jews. 
Second, Jew-hatred is often extenninationist, which is why Jew-hatred has little in 
common with ethnic bigotry, religious intolerance or even racism. Rarely, ifever, do any 
of them seek the extermination ofthe disliked or hated group. 
Third, extenninationist Jew-haters are particularly dangerous people. Non-Jews who do 
not recognize Jew-hatred as the moral cancer it is are fools. Nazism was born in Jew­
hatred and led to the death of more than 40 million non-Jews. Islamic terror started 
against Israeli Jews but has spread around the world. More fellow Muslims have now 
been murdered by Islamic terror than Jews have. 
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That is why the tsunami the world ignored this weekend - the Palestinian-Arab-Muslim 
flood of Jew-hatred - is the one that will prove far more dangerous to it than the 
Japanese one it understandably focused on. 
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Appendix E. 

"The Church and Peace." Joseph JobJin, "L'Eglise et la Pan," Fifteen Years of 
Catholic-Jewish Dialogue. Translated by Father Lawrence Frizzell. Seton Hall 
University 
Father Joseph Joblin, SJ. Professor in the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome, offered a 
long essay in French titled liThe Church and Peace," in the context of the theme of violence. The 
paradox of human life is that certain forceful actions are necessary in life but they are capable of 
destruction unless they are controlled. 
The biblical vision presented a system of values based on the individual's fidelity to God. In 
a situation of violence the person should make choices in relation to the basic demands of his 
own life in the context of his community. The Christian's conscience is the key to solving any 
problems that arise from violence. 
i. 	 The rise of the Christian conscience. Violence marks the human condition; it can 
be individual or collective; physical or moral. Constraint may be exercised 
legitimately by one in authority or in resistance to another using force 
illegitimately. A detailed review of Church history leads to an initial discussion 
of just war theory (po 199-204). This is followed by the Church's initiatives in 
favor of peace {po 20S-G} and the presentation of just war theory by St. Thomas 
Aquinas (p. 20G-B) 
Bellicose violence is contrary to God's will for peace in the world. Incapable of 
eliminating war, Christian teachers have tried to limit the occasions of conflict 
by calling individuals and peoples to convert from recourse to barbarism in 
settling their differences (po 209). 
it 	 Christian conscience facing contemporary violence. The situation is radically 
different from past centuries because the world is secularized. In modern 
societies war has demanded total mobilization of resources and is pitiless, 
without humanitarian concerns, out of control (p. 210). But the global spread of 
Christianity has contributed to the modern perception that war is evil and that 
force should not be the normal way of resolving differences between peoples. 
However, theories of peace in treatises on international law suggest that peace 
will be achieved by law, development, international organizations, but without 
reference to God (po 211-12), catholics will include these approaches in their 
strategy for peace but their conscience leads them to proclaim the sanctity of 
life and the need to activate the brotherhood of people in God. 
What attitude should a person of faith take in the atmosphere of violence 
imposed by the modern world? Even without a declaration of war a country 
may mobilize all its resources to make power to annihilate the enemy its 
. greatest priority. Does this lead to a witness of peace on the part of many? 
Certainly the current development of armaments and escalation of threats 
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brings condemnation by some. But is this sometimes selective? Believers do 
not have access to the circles of decision and power in many societies wherein 
religious values are minimized. 
iii. 	 Church teaching on peace and war. From 1863, when Pius IX wrote to Napoleon 
III on the excesses of nationalism, popes began to intervene in the face of 
modern violence; during World War I Benedict XV suggested arbitration and 
international-organizations as ways to avoid excuses for war. 
In Gaudium et Spes (G.S.) Vatican II offered the most systematic presentation of 
the Church's teaching on violence and war, taking up the work of Popes Pius XII 
and John XXIII (Pacem in Terris). The Council encouraged the episcopacy in 
various countries to propose principles for the faithful regarding armaments 
(French 1964), arms trading (French 1973), unilateral disarmament and neutron 
bomb (Dutch 1981), nuclear war (Japan 1981) and especially the United States. 
As long as the risk of war exists, and after all possibilities of peacemaking have 

been exhausted, a nation has the right of legitimate defense (G.S. 79-84). 

However, proportion between the foreseeable damage and the good to defense 

must be considered, with protection of non-combatants. 

In 1979 the Bishops of the United States presented three general principles: 

a. 	 Military service can be regarded as a service to the community. 
b. 	 Conscientious objection is a right whose exercise must be defined 
c. 	 Nuclear arms may be kept but there should not be a threat to use them 
against civilian centers. Politics of deterrence can be tolerated only as part 
of a disarmament negotiation; the superpowers must develop a policy of 
limiting armaments {po 215). 
A certain discouragement or skepticism can result from an awareness ofall the 
incertitude surrounding the problem oflegitimacy ofthe use ofthe means of 
modem warfare. The diversity ofopinion can be integrated into the traditional 
Church doctrine: recourse to violence is justified only within a religious vision of 
reality which must reflect the holiness ofGod (G.s. 77-78). 
The Council stressed that the believer's conscience is the ultimate judge on the 
issue ofwar (G.s. 79.3; 80.2 and 5; 81:4). "There is no law, no obligation, no 
permission to commit an act in itself immoral, even it is commanded, even if 
refusal to act results in the worst personal damages" (pius XII, Allocution to the 
World Congress ofJurists in Penal Law, October 3, 1953). Acts in this category 
include genocide, reprisals, non-respect for conventions concerning prisoners of 
war, use ofmurderous weapons against civilians, massive destruction. 
Conscience is not freed of responsibility by simply conforming to rules presented 
by jurist or theologians. The believer ~ust take an active stance to evaluate in an 
actual discussion the meaning oflife that he holds in faith (p 217) 
Three principles bind the believer's conscience: 
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a. 	 Certain actions may never be committed even to assure survival; 
b. 	 Just because an adversary takes a certain approach does not justify imitation; 
c. 	 The person of faith lives according to his principles according to a logic different 
from the world and he must be ready to take the consequences. 
This insistence on the role of the individual conscience led the Council to 
consider conscientious objection in its social role (G.S. 89.3). There is an 
obligation to refuse obedience to an unjust order, not to do evil or cooperate in an 
evil action. The State should provide contexts for conscientious objectors to 
contribute to society in peaceful ways. "[I]insofar as they can vanquish sin by 
coming together in charity, violence itself will be vanquished and they will make 
these words come true: 'They shall beat... neither shall they learn war anymore' 
(Is 2:4)." (G.s. 78.6) (p. 219). 
Current Questions 
a. 	 Possession ofnuclear arms. Theologians agree that first use is never legitimate. 
However, unilateral disarmament might give evildoers a way of establishing an 
unjust domination (Pius XII, March 10, 1953). Any response to violence must not 
constitute a reprisal or harm non-combatants (Pius XII, February 6,1943). The risk 
of escalation in possession of and the limited use of nuclear arms demands that 
governments remain within morally acceptable limits (p. 220).193 
b. 	 The guerilla and terrorism. Resistance to a foreign invader has a long history: one 
hopes that the laws of a just war would be followed. Modern guerilla warfare 
involves each of two factions striving to gain adherence of the general population. 
An essential condition of victory is the unconditional support of the population. If 
this does not exist the revolutionary use any means, the most efficacious being 
terrorism. This goes contrary to the entire Christian tradition, whose objective is to 
humanize war. It rests on a false concept of the human person, his dignity and true 
interests. Even if a revolutionary war is a response to violations of human rights, it 
risks involving even worse violations of these (John Paul II, Encyclical Redemptor 
Hominis1979,17). 
No Christian with a right conscience can use such methods: Terrorism attacks 
non-combatants in a blind fashion to manipulate people by fear, contradicting the 
dignity ofeach person. "Terrorism is never justified in a civilized society. It is a 
falling back into barbarism and anarchy. It is always a form of hatred, of 
ideological confusion" (John Paul II To the Roman Curia on December 22, 1981) 
(p.221).194 
193 See Cardinal Casaroli'sintervention before the Second Special Session of the United Nations on disarmament 
(June 1982). 

194 Christian moral theology on war can be useful to scholars in Israel, where the political community faces many 

challenges similar to those addressed here. See A viezer Ravitsky, '''Prohtbited Wars' in Jewish Religious Law" 
Meorot 6 (5767) p. 2-17 and Moshe Halberta~ "The Goldstone l1lusion," The New Republic (November 6, 2009) p. 
1-9. 
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c. 	 Torture, one of the plagues of modern society, is an intolerable constraint to force 
the will toward an act that, as a free person, he would refuse. Pope Pius XII 
instructed judges to exclude physical or psychological torture because it violates the 
natural law, even if the victim is truly guilty, because it attacks human rights. The 
United Nations produced a declaration on the protection of persons from torture 
and other cruel penalties ... (December 9, 1975). 
Conclusion: History shows that progress toward safeguarding and broadening'the 
place of freedom is achieved at the occasion ofcrises ofcivilization, that is when values 
of the pastdo not seem capable of guiding people to solve their problems. The effort by 
the present genemtion to control violence is chamcterized by rejection of God and 
contempt of life. The task of the believer is to re-introduce the logic of reconciliation in 
social relationships and to strive actively to eliminate the causes ofviolence. Ultimately 
God must be recognized as the foundation and source oftrue life. 
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